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Abstract
Coherent imaging is a promising method in the field of x-ray microscopy allowing for the
nondestructive determination of the interior structure of radiation-hard samples with a spa-
tial resolution that is only limited by the fluence on the sample and the scattering strength
of the sample. Ultimately, the achievable spatial resolution is limited by the wavelength of
the incoming x-ray radiation. Combining coherent imaging with scanning microscopy to a
method called ptychography enables one to also probe extended objects. In this method, a
sample is scanned through a defined coherent x-ray beam and at each scan point a diffrac-
tion pattern is recorded with a diffraction camera located in the far field of the sample.
Neighboring illuminated areas must have a certain overlap to guarantee the collection of
sufficient information about the object for a subsequent successful and unique computa-
tional reconstruction of the object. Modern ptychographic reconstruction algorithms are
even able to reconstruct the complex-valued transmission function of the sample and the
complex illumination wave field at the same time. Once the 2D transmission function of a
sample is known, it is an obvious step forward to combine ptychography with tomographic
techniques yielding the 3D internal structure of an object with unprecedented spatial res-
olution. Here, projections at varying angular positions of the sample are generated via
ptychographic scans and are subsequently used for the tomographic reconstruction.
In this thesis the development of 3D ptychography is described. It includes the descrip-
tion of the required experimental environment, the numerical implementation of ptycho-
graphic phase retrieval and tomographic reconstruction routines, and a detailed analysis
of the performance of 3D ptychography using an example of an experiment carried out at
beamline P06 of PETRA III at DESY in Hamburg. In that experiment the investigated
object was a Mo/UO2 thin film, which is a simplified model for spent nuclear fuel from
nuclear power plant reactors. Such models find application in systematic scientific investi-
gations related to the safe disposal of nuclear waste. We determined the three-dimensional
interior structure of this sample with an unprecedented spatial resolution of at least 18 nm.
The measurement of the fluorescence signal at each scan point of the ptychograms delivers
the two- and three-dimensional elemental distribution of the sample with a spatial resolu-
tion of 80 nm. Using the fluorescence data, we assigned the chemical element to the area of
the corresponding phase shift in the ptychographic reconstruction of the object phase and
to the corresponding refractive index decrement in the tomographic reconstruction.
The successful demonstration of the feasibility of the 3D ptychography motivates further
applications, for instance, in the field of medicine, of material science, and of basic physical
research.
Kurzfassung
Kohärente Bildgebung ist eine vielversprechende Methode der Röntgenmikroskopie. Sie
ermöglicht die zerstörungsfreie Bestimmung der inneren Struktur von strahlenharten Un-
tersuchungsobjekten mit einer räumlichen Auflösung, die im Prinzip nur von der integralen
Anzahl der Photonen auf der Probe sowie deren Streukraft abhängt. Letztendlich stellt die
Wellenlänge der verwendeten Röntgenstrahlung eine Grenze für die erreichbare räumliche
Auflösung dar. Die Kombination der kohärenten Bildgebung mit der Rastermikroskopie
zur sogenannten Ptychographie eröffnet die Möglichkeit, auch ausgedehnte Objekte mit
hoher Auflösung zu untersuchen. Dabei wird die Probe mit einem räumlich begrenzten,
kohärenten Röntgenstrahl abgerastert und an jedem Rasterpunkt ein Beugungsbild von
einer im Fernfeld platzierten Beugungskamera registriert. Die Beleuchtungen benachbarter
Rasterpunkte müssen dabei zu einem bestimmten Prozentsatz überlappen, um genügend
Informationen für eine anschließende computergestützte und eindeutige Rekonstruktion
des Objektes sicherzustellen. Moderne Rekonstruktionsalgorithmen ermöglichen sogar die
gleichzeitige Rekonstruktion der Transmissionsfunktion des Objektes und der Beleuch-
tungsfunktion des eintreffenden Röntgenstrahls. Die Verknüpfung der Ptychographie mit
der Tomographie zur 3D-Ptychographie ist der nahe liegende Schritt, um nun auch die drei-
dimensionale innere Struktur von Objekten mit hoher räumlicher Auflösung zu bestimmen.
Die Projektionen an den verschiedenen Winkelpositionen der Probe werden dabei mittels
ptychographischer Abrasterung der Probe erzeugt und anschließend der tomographischen
Rekonstruktion zugrunde gelegt.
In dieser Arbeit wird die Entwicklung der 3D-Ptychographie beschrieben. Das beinhal-
tet die Beschreibung der experimentellen Umgebung, der numerischen Implementierung
des ptychographischen und des tomographischen Rekonstruktionsalgorithmus als auch eine
detaillierte Darstellung der Durchführung der 3D-Ptychographie am Beispiel eines Experi-
ments, welches unter Verwendung des modernen Nanoprobe-Aufbaus des Strahlrohres P06
am PETRA III Synchrotronring des DESY in Hamburg durchgeführt wurde. Als Untersu-
chungsobjekt diente dabei ein dünner Mo/UO2-Film, der ein vereinfachtes Modell für die in
Reaktoren von Atomkraftwerken verbrauchten Brennstäbe darstellt und deshalb im Bereich
des Umweltschutzes Anwendung findet. Die dreidimensionale Struktur der Probe wurde mit
einer – für diese Methode bisher einmaligen – räumlichen Auflösung von 18 nm bestimmt.
Die Messung des von der Probe kommenden Fluoreszenz-Signals an jedem Rasterpunkt
der Ptychogramme ermöglichte zusätzlich die Bestimmung der zwei- und dreidimensiona-
len Elementverteilung innerhalb der Probe mit einer räumlichen Auflösung von 80 nm.
Anhand der Fluoreszenzdaten konnte sowohl den Bereichen verschiedener Phasenschübe
in den ptychographischen Rekonstruktionen der Objektphase als auch den verschiedenen
Werten des Dekrementes des Brechungsindex δ in der tomographischen Rekonstruktion,
das entsprechende chemische Element zugeordnet werden.
Die erfolgreiche Demonstration der Durchführbarkeit der 3D-Ptychographie motiviert
weitere zukünftige Anwendungen, z. B. auf dem Gebiet der Medizin, der Materialforschung
und der physikalischen Grundlagenforschung.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Since the dawn of man, mankind has been interested in the universe, its origin and its
functionality. Humans have always considered who they are and where they come from.
As a part of nature, we would like to understand how nature works and what matter is
composed of. Information about matter is essential in all fields of life. Especially the
visualization of the two- or three-dimensional interior structure of, e. g., organisms is very
helpful in medical science and the probing of objects on short length scales allows to
describe and understand the laws of nature. One instrument applicable to the study of
the structure of objects is microscopy. Originally introduced using visible light, today this
field of science is extended to more powerful applications using x rays and electrons. While
electron microscopy inherently allows for atomic resolution, it is restricted to information
from thin objects or their surfaces due to the strong interaction of electrons with matter.
X-ray microscopy opens the way for probing the interior of extended samples due to the
high penetration power of x rays.
Since the discovery of x rays by W. C. Röntgen in 1895 [Rön95], a multiplicity of x-ray
analytical methods have been developed and successfully applied to materials science, bio-
medicine, physics, chemistry, environmental research, and to many other fields. X rays
weakly interact with matter and can interpenetrate objects. Their region in the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum ranges from about 100 eV to a few MeV, which corresponds to
wavelengths ranging between about 50 nm and 1 pm. Therefore, the use of x rays is pre-
destined to investigate the inner structure of objects. A spatial resolution down to the
atomic scale (crystallography) is possible using x-ray techniques like phase contrast and
absorption imaging. Energetic excitations of the atoms in the sample lead to x-ray fluo-
rescence radiation when the atoms relax to the ground state. This fluorescence radiation
together with scanning microscopy allows to reveal the elemental distribution of the sam-
ple. Absorption contrast and fluorescence are used for tomography experiments yielding
the three-dimensional inner structure and the three-dimensional element distribution of
the sample, respectively.
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X-ray microscopy allows to resolve smallest features but the achievable spatial resolution
is limited by the optics used in the experiments. One way to overcome this limitation is
coherent x-ray diffractive imaging (CXDI), as this method does not rely on any optics.
While CXDI is restricted to samples of sizes in the range of the coherent illumination,
the combination of CXDI and scanning microscopy to a technique called ptychography
allows for investigating extended samples and achieving, in principle, spatial resolutions
in the range of the wavelength of the incoming x-ray photons. In practice, the spatial
resolution depends on the fluence1 on the sample and the scattering strength of features
in the sample [SS10,SHP+12].
In standard ptychography [FR04, RF04, RHC+07, MR09], a sample is scanned by a co-
herent transversely modulated x-ray beam and at each scan point a far-field diffraction
pattern is measured, whereby neighboring illuminated areas must have a certain overlap.
From the set of diffraction patterns, the complex transmission function directly behind the
object is reconstructed. The challenging task of this method is the retrospective phase
retrieval. Since only the absolute square of the wave-field amplitude is available from
the measurement, the important phase information is lost. Phase retrieval algorithms it-
eratively solve this phase problem. Modern ptychographic reconstruction algorithms are
even able to reconstruct the complex-valued transmission function of the sample and the
complex illumination wave field at the same time [TDB+09,MR09].
By combining ptychography and tomography one is able to determine the inner struc-
ture of an object with high spatial resolution. The tomogram consists of several projections
measured at a sufficient number of angular positions. In 3D ptychography, these projec-
tions are generated via ptychographic scans. The projections obtained in that way are
subsequently used to create the so-called sinograms, which constitute the data base for the
three-dimensional tomographic reconstruction of the structure of the sample by applying
a filtered back projection to each sinogram.
In this thesis, I will describe an experiment in which 3D-ptychography was applied to
a Mo doped UO2 thin film sample mimicking spent nuclear fuel (SNF)
2. The experiment
was conducted with two main goals. Primarily the feasibility of such an experiment with
unprecedented spatial resolution will be demonstrated and, secondly, the suitability of
the method to detect Mo ε-particles3 will be investigated. If the material contains these
particles it can be used as an appropriate model for spent nuclear fuel.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents a brief intro-
duction in the fundamentals of x-ray physics. This includes the description of free-space
1Fluence is defined as the number of photons per area.
2Spent nuclear fuel (SNF) is nuclear waste after combustion in a nuclear reactor, which is no longer
useful in sustaining a nuclear reaction.
3SNF consists of primarily UO2-pallets and around 5 % radionuclides and other products generated
during the operating period of power generation. Noble metals are also generated and, if the solubility of
the UO2-lattice is exceeded, metallic exclusions (so-called ε-particles) are generated in grain boundaries.
For a safe long term storage of radioactive waste it is essential to understand dissolution of SNF and in
particular the influence of noble-metal inclusions on surface corrosion of SNF.
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propagation of x rays and the interaction of x rays with matter. In Chapter 3, I discuss
the requirements on the x-ray source for successfully performing a 3D-ptychography ex-
periment. A description of the generation of x rays using the example of the undulator
source at beamline P06 of PETRA III at DESY in Hamburg follows, where the main
experiment was performed. The 3D-ptychography method is treated in Chapter 4. Be-
sides a detailed description of important physical concepts like coherence, sampling, and
resolution, the ptychography method and the implemented ptychographic reconstruction
algorithm as well as the tomography method and the tomographic reconstruction will be
explained. Fluorescence analysis is also introduced, as we additionally measured the flu-
orescence signal from the sample during the 3D-ptychography experiment. In Chapter 5
follows a description of the whole experiment, the setup, the sample, and the performance
of the experiment. A brief introduction in the data analysis and preparation is given
in Chapter 6. The results of the experiment are presented in Chapter 7, followed by a
conclusion of the thesis and an outlook of further applications given in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
2.1 X Rays as Electromagnetic Waves
3D ptychography is a modern scanning microscopy technique, which uses – in the case
of the experiment described in this thesis – coherent x rays to probe the sample under
investigation. Within the classical theory x rays are, like visible light, described as electro-
magnetic fields with a wavelength λ and a frequency ν. Both wave properties are connected
to each other via the dispersion relation νλ = c, where c is the phase velocity for a given
medium. The wavelengths of x rays are within a range of about 50 nm to 1 pm, which
corresponds to photon energies from 100 eV to a few MeV. Note, that we used a quantum
mechanical result to connect wavelength and photon energy, namely, E = ~ω = hc/λ.
Here, h is Planck’s constant, ~ = h/(2π), and ω = 2πν. As the interaction of x rays
with matter is very weak, its penetration power is very high and allows, therefore, for the
investigation of the interior of samples without destructive sample preparation.
The 3D-ptychography method described in this thesis is based on the scattering of x rays
from matter. To understand the physical phenomena behind the experiment, a brief in-
troduction on x rays and their properties will be given in the next sections. This includes
a theoretical description of x-ray propagation, which is based on Maxwell’s equations and
the scattering of x rays in matter. Scattering is a consequence of the interaction of x rays
with matter. The main contributors to the scattering process are the electrons in the ma-
terial. All these relations will be described in the following using a semi-classical approach,
which already takes into account some aspects of the quantum mechanical atom model,
but treats x rays as electromagnetic fields in a classical way1.
1More precise would be a quantum mechanical approach, where the electromagnetic fields are quantized
into elementary excitations – the photons. Here, probability amplitudes describe the behavior of single
photons. That is, the probability amplitudes of undistinguishable paths of a certain defined event interfere
and yield the final probability amplitude to be measured by the detector. Although, the quantum me-
chanical model is more precise, we use the semi-classical model as it is an instructive approach explaining
the physical concepts of interest.
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2.1.1 The Helmholtz Equation
The starting point of the following considerations are Maxwell’s equations [Jac98]:
∇ ·D(x, y, z, t) = ρ(x, y, z, t), (2.1)
∇ ·B(x, y, z, t) = 0, (2.2)
∇× E(x, y, z, t) + ∂
∂t
B(x, y, z, t) = 0, (2.3)
∇×H(x, y, z, t)− ∂
∂t
D(x, y, z, t) = J(x, y, z, t), (2.4)
where, D is the electric displacement, B the magnetic induction, E the electric field,
H the magnetic field, ρ the charge density, J the current density, (x, y, z) are Cartesian
coordinates in three-dimensional space, and t is the time. ∂
∂t
denotes the time derivative
and ∇ = ~ex ∂∂x + ~ey
∂
∂y
+ ~ez
∂
∂z
the Nabla operator. Equation (2.1) is the well-known Gauss’
Law, equation (2.2) says that no magnetic monopoles exist, equation (2.3) is Faraday’s Law
of induction, while equation (2.4) is Maxwell’s modification of Ampère’s law [Pag06].
These four coupled equations contain all basic quantities necessary for the mathematical
description of the behavior of the electromagnetic field under consideration. The electric
displacement D is the vector field, which describes the response of a dielectric medium to
the external electric field either by aligning electric dipoles already present or by induc-
ing new dipoles through charge separation. Both effects cause a macroscopic polarization
P(x, y, z, t). The electric displacement is related to the electric field E and to the polar-
ization P via D(x, y, z, t) = ε0E(x, y, z, t) + P(x, y, z, t), where ε0 denotes the dielectric
constant.
Correspondingly, an external magnetic field causes magnetic currents by aligning mag-
netic moments in the medium or by inducing ring currents. It effects a macroscopic mag-
netization M(x, y, z, t). The magnetization is related to the magnetic field H and the
magnetic induction B via H(x, y, z, t) = 1
µ0
B(x, y, z, t) −M(x, y, z, t), where µ0 denotes
the magnetic constant (magnetic permeability of free space).
All charges not accounted for by the polarization define the density of free charges
denoted by ρ(x, y, z, t). The currents not included in the magnetization form the density of
free currents denoted by J(x, y, z, t) and defined by J(x, y, z, t) = q ·n(x, y, z, t) ·v(x, y, z, t),
where q is the particle charge, n is the particle density, and v is the particle velocity.
In general, the behavior of substances, that is, their currents, polarization, and magne-
tization, is very complicated. Therefore, we restrict our consideration to time-harmonic
fields, to bodies in rest, and to linear isotropic materials. Then, the material equations for
most substances can be expressed as [Jac98,Pag06]
D(x, y, z, t) = ε(x, y, z, t)E(x, y, z, t), (2.5)
B(x, y, z, t) = µ(x, y, z, t)H(x, y, z, t), (2.6)
J(x, y, z, t) = σ(x, y, z, t)E(x, y, z, t), (2.7)
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where ε denotes the dielectric permittivity, µ the magnetic permeability of the material,
and σ the specific conductivity. With these approximations2 Maxwell’s equations simplify
to
∇ · [ε(x, y, z, t)E(x, y, z, t)] = ρ(x, y, z, t), (2.8)
∇ ·B(x, y, z, t) = 0, (2.9)
∇× E(x, y, z, t) + ∂
∂t
B(x, y, z, t) = 0, (2.10)
∇×
[
B(x, y, z, t)
µ(x, y, z, t)
]
− ∂
∂t
[ε(x, y, z, t)E(x, y, z, t)] = J(x, y, z, t). (2.11)
With a view to deduce the wave equation for the electric field, take the curl of equation
(2.10) and use the vector identity (∇ × ∇ × A = ∇(∇ · A) − ∇2A) for any suitable
well-behaved vector field A. One thereby obtains:
∇(∇ · E(x, y, z, t))−∇2E(x, y, z, t) + ∂
∂t
∇×B(x, y, z, t) = 0. (2.12)
Use equations (2.8) and (2.11) as well as the following relation for the velocity of light
c2 = 1/ε0µ0. That is, for the following consideration we assume the absence of an optical
medium, so that ε = ε0 and µ = µ0. Then, the wave equation for the electric field can be
expressed by:
∇2E(x, y, z, t)− 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
E(x, y, z, t) =
1
c2ε0
∂
∂t
J(x, y, z, t) +
1
ε0
∇ρ(x, y, z, t). (2.13)
Apply equivalent modifications to equation (2.11) to obtain the wave equation for the
magnetic field:
∇2B(x, y, z, t)− 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
B(x, y, z, t) =
1
c2ε0
∇× J(x, y, z, t). (2.14)
If we consider the equations (2.13) and (2.14) as a pair, we see that both fields are coupled
to each other by the sources of these fields, namely the charge and current densities. If we
consider a region far away from any charged particles, the right-hand sides of equations
(2.13) and (2.14) vanish. Then, the inhomogeneous wave equations (2.13) and (2.14) reduce
to the homogeneous d’Alembert vacuum wave equations for the electric and the magnetic
field:
∇2E(x, y, z, t)− 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
E(x, y, z, t) = 0, (2.15)
∇2B(x, y, z, t)− 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
B(x, y, z, t) = 0. (2.16)
2Note, that we thereby excluded nonlinear phenomena and any account of non-isotropic response.
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These equations state that each of the three components of the electric field and each of
the three components of the magnetic induction of the free space are decoupled3. Each of
these six components obey a scalar form of the d’Alembert wave equations, corresponding
to a disturbance Ψ(x, y, z, t), which propagates at the speed of light in vacuum:
∇2Ψ(x, y, z, t)− 1
c2
∂2
∂t2
Ψ(x, y, z, t) = 0. (2.17)
In the following we consider the general case where Ψ(x, y, z, t) is representative for one
single component of the electric or of the magnetic field. This implies that we do not
consider polarization effects4. To obtain a time-independent expression for Ψ(x, y, z, t),
we spectrally decompose this complex wave function as a superposition of monochromatic
fields by means of the Fourier integral:
Ψ(x, y, z, t) =
1√
2π
∞∫
0
ψω(x, y, z)e
−iωtdω. (2.18)
Here, ω is the angular frequency and each monochromatic component ψω(x, y, z)e
−iωt of
the field consists of a spatial wave-function ψω(x, y, z) multiplied by the harmonic time
factor e−iωt. Now substitute this equation in (2.17), interchange the order of differentiation
and integration, and then perform the differentiation with respect to time:
∞∫
0
[(
∇2 + ω
2
c2
)
ψω(x, y, z)
]
exp(−iωt)dω = 0. (2.19)
The quantity in square brackets must vanish for all frequencies ω. This results in the time-
independent equation for the spatial component ψω(x, y, z) of a monochromatic field:(
∇2 + k2
)
ψω(x, y, z) = 0, k = ω/c. (2.20)
Equation (2.20) is well known as Helmholtz equation, which is an important equation in
the scalar theory of diffraction. Most diffraction problems can be solved by means of this
equation. The special case of free propagation of x rays will be considered in the following
section.
2.1.2 Diffraction Theory
The experiment introduced in this thesis bases upon diffraction phenomena. So, the theory,
which mathematically describes the measured results and, in particular, the free propa-
gation of x rays, is the theory of diffraction [Jam67, Goo96, Hec87, Sch08a]. Diffraction
3Note, that the notion decoupled refers to the fact that each Cartesian component of E and B fulfills the
same differential equation. The components remain dependent from each other via Maxwell’s equations.
The solutions of the homogeneous wave equations together with the solutions of Maxwell’s equations form
a complete solution of the problem.
4We can neglect polarization effects as only scattering in forward direction plays a role in the following
considerations.
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refers to the phenomenon that waves incident on an obstacle are bent and waves passing
an opening are spread. Closely related to this notion is that of scattering, whereby, there
is a smooth transition between both. If the dimension of the obstacle is small compared
to the wavelength, one often uses the notion of scattering.
In a general diffraction problem, the propagation of an incident wave is disturbed by an
obstacle, i. e., its amplitude and phase are locally changed by a certain amount. An observer
measures the wave field generated by the superposition of the incident field with other
fields on an arbitrary point in space. This superposition must be consistent with Maxwell’s
equations together with the corresponding boundary conditions. Most diffraction problems
are very complex and mathematically difficult. Therefore, rigorous solutions of Maxwell’s
equations are very rare. For a simplification of the mathematical challenges, approximate
methods must be used in most cases of practical interest.
The most powerful approximation is the so-called Huygens-Fresnel-principle, which com-
bines Huygens’ construction with the principle of interference. Huygens’ idea (1678) was
that every point of a wavefront can be considered as the origin of a secondary disturbance,
which gives rise to spherical wavelets. The wavefront at any later instant can be regarded
as the envelope of these wavelets. In 1818, Fresnel supplemented Huygens’ construction
with the postulate that the secondary wavelets mutually interfere.
It was not until 1882 that Kirchhoff succeeded in deriving this intuitive image from fun-
damental principles. His mathematical formulation is based upon solving the scalar wave-
equation (2.20) and transferring the diffraction problem into a boundary value problem.
Thus, he legitimated the arbitrary assumptions of Huygens and Fresnel, in retrospect.
The Integral Theorem of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff
In the following, it is assumed that the value of a function being a solution of the Helmholtz
equation (2.20) together with its derivative in the direction of the surface normal on a
closed surface are known. Then, the integral theorem of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff states,
that under this assumption, the value of this function for each arbitrary point of the volume
enclosed by this surface can be calculated. The theorem can be derived in the following
way [HSBK06].
In order to find a solution of the scalar wave equation we will compare the property
differences between two solutions of (2.20). That is, we compare the required solution U
with the following so-called test function
G =
eikr
r
. (2.21)
Equation (2.21) defines a spheric wave starting from the origin ~r = 0, which solves the
Helmholtz equation except for ~r = 0. This origin is defined to be the observation point
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Figure 2.1: Schematic sketch of the situation described by Helmholtz and Kirchhoff [BW99,
Pat10].
P0, for which U has the value U(0). Both wave fields, G and U , are assumed to fulfill the
Helmholtz equation with the same wave vector ~k. That is,
∇2U = −k2U, and ∇2G = −k2G. (2.22)
Furthermore, G and U fulfill
U∇2G−G∇2U = −Uk2G+Gk2U = 0 (2.23)
for each point except for ~r = 0. Now, let us integrate over the volume V with surface
F . Then, by means of Green’s theorem we can rewrite the volume integral as a surface
integral ∫∫∫
V
(
U∇2G−G∇2U
)
dV =
∫∫
F
(
U
∂G
∂~n
−G∂U
∂~n
)
dF. (2.24)
Here, ~n is the surface normal facing away from the volume V . The integrand is zero
(compare equation(2.23)), thus, the integrals should be zero as well, provided that V does
not contain the origin ~r = 0. Therefore, the surface F is chosen such that it consists
of two parts, an arbitrary outer surface A and a spheric surface Aε with radius ε  λ
surrounding the origin ~r = 0. The situation is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Now, the volume
V is surrounded from the inside by Aε and from the outside by A. The vector ~r faces from
P0 to an arbitrary point of V and the surface normal on Aε faces inward (away from V ).
We get the following relation between both surfaces:
−
∫∫
Aε
(
U
∂G
∂~n
−G∂U
∂~n
)
dAε =
∫∫
A
(
U
∂G
∂~n
−G∂U
∂~n
)
dA. (2.25)
The gradient of G for an arbitrary point P1 on A can be calculated to
∂G(P1)
∂~n
= cos(~n,~r)
eikr
r
(
ik − 1
r
)
, (2.26)
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where cos(~n,~r) denotes the cosine of the angle between the outward normal ~n and the
vector ~r joining P0 and P1. For the particular case of P1 on Aε, the surface normal faces
inward (away from V ) and the gradient reduces to
∂G(P1)
∂~n
=
eikε
ε
(
1
ε
− ik
)
. (2.27)
We use this result to evaluate the integral over the sphereAε at P0 for the limit ε −→ 0
lim
ε→0
∫∫
Aε
(
U
∂G
∂~n
−G∂U
∂~n
)
dAε = 4πε
2
(
U(P0)
eikε
ε
(
1
ε
− ik
)
− e
ikε
ε
∂U
∂~n
(P0)
)
(2.28)
= 4πU(P0). (2.29)
Inserting this expression into equation (2.25) – by taking account of the negative sign –
yields
U(P0) =
1
4π
∫∫
A
(
G
∂U
∂~n
− U ∂G
∂~n
)
dA, (2.30)
where G = eikr/r. This formula relates the wave field on the surface A with the amplitude
at the observation point P0. Equation (2.30) is a special version of the integral theorem of
Helmholtz and Kirchhoff.
Diffraction Formula of Fresnel and Kirchhoff
The diffraction formula of Fresnel and Kirchhoff is a useful tool for modeling the free
propagation of x rays. It gives an expression for the wave disturbance if a monochromatic
spherical wave passes through an opening within an opaque screen [Goo96, BW99]. Con-
sider the following situation illustrated in Figure 2.2. X-ray photons are emitted from the
source PS and propagate along the optical axis to an opening within an opaque screen.
We assume that the distance from the source to the screen ~r1 is large compared to the
transverse dimensions of the opening. Provided that we know the wave field in the aper-
ture plane we can calculate the wave-field amplitude U(P0) at P0 behind this aperture
plane by applying the integral theorem (2.30) derived in the latter section. Note, that we
have to make several approximations to the integral theorem of Helmholtz and Kirchhoff.
The surface A, which encloses P0, consists of three disjoint parts as shown in Figure 2.2.
A1 conforms the opening aperture, A2 matches a part of the opaque screen, and A3 is a
large spheric surface with radius R around the center P0. This surface cuts the opaque
screen such that the opening aperture lies within the cutting circle. Here, the integration
is performed over the three areas A1, A2, and A3. That is,
U(P0) =
1
4π
[∫∫
A1
+
∫∫
A2
+
∫∫
A3
(
G
∂U
∂~n
− U ∂G
∂~n
)
dA
]
. (2.31)
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Figure 2.2: Derivation of the diffraction formula of Fresnel and Kirchhoff [BW99,Pat10].
Furthermore, it is necessary to establish some boundary conditions for the wave field and
its derivative on these surfaces. To solve equation (2.31) it is assumed that the values of
U and ∂G/∂~n in area A1 are the same as if the screen was not present. This argument
is true, since we assume the influence of the field generated by the screen on the wave
field in the opening A1 to be very low especially for hard x rays and, therefore, to be
negligible. Kirchhoff further assumed that U and ∂G/∂~n are zero in A2, since he assumed
that the opaque screen absorbs all radiation. Hence, the influence of the wave field which
is generated by the screen can be neglected in comparison with the incident field. This
condition is referred as the Kirchhoff boundary condition. Finally, the contribution from
A3 to the integral is also assumed to be zero. This argument can be justified by making
the assumption that the source starts to radiate at a particular time. Additionally, the
radius R should be large enough such that at the observation point P0 no distribution from
A3 will arrive. Note, that such a wave is not monochromatic, since a monochromatic wave
must exist at all times. In this context, this assumption is a good approximation. With
these approximations follows
U(P0) =
1
4π
∫∫
A1
(
G
∂U
∂~n
− U ∂G
∂~n
)
dA. (2.32)
Again, the test function G is given by G = eikr/r and the wave field U fulfills the Helmholtz
equation (2.20) with the wave number k.
First we start with the special case where one single spherical wave emitted by the source
PS illuminates the aperture, that is,
U =
U0 e
ikr1
r1
, and G =
eikr2
r2
. (2.33)
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We further assume the distances r1 and r2 to be much larger than the optical wavelengths
and, therefore, since k  1/r1 , k  1/r2, the gradients become to
∂U(P1)
∂~n
= U0 cos(~n, ~r1)
eikr1
r1
(
ik − 1
r1
)
≈ U0 ik · cos(θ1)
eikr1
r1
, (2.34)
∂G(P1)
∂~n
= cos(~n, ~r2)
eikr2
r2
(
ik − 1
r2
)
≈ ik · cos(θ2)
eikr2
r2
. (2.35)
Insert this in equation (2.32) yields
U(P0) =
1
4π
∫∫
A1
(
eikr2
r2
(U0 ik cos θ1)
eikr1
r1
− U0
eikr1
r1
(ik cos θ2)
eikr2
r2
)
dA
=
1
4π
∫∫
A1
U0
eik(r1+r2)
r1r2
(ik cos θ1 − ik cos θ2)dA
= − ik
4π
∫∫
A1
U(r1)G(r2)(cos θ2 − cos θ1)dA.
That is, the integral, which represents the complex amplitude at P0 becomes
U(P0) = −
ik
4π
∫∫
A1
U(r1)G(r2)(cos θ2 − cos θ1) dA. (2.36)
This formula is the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction formula.
The factor K(θ1, θ2) =
−i
2λ
(cos θ2 − cos θ1)5 is the so-called inclination factor and describes
the directionality of the secondary wavelets (Huygens principle) [Hec87].
The general case can be deduced by a linear superposition of many spherical wavelets.
Fresnel-Kirchhoff Propagation
In this section the free propagation of x rays from a diffraction plane at z = z0 to an
observation plane at z = z1 is presented as an application of the diffraction formula (2.36)
[Sch08a].
Note, that we now consider the propagation of x rays from a diffracting plane to an
observation plane (in contrast to the previous section, where we considered the propagation
of x rays from the source to the observation point via an aperture plane). Therefore, the
inclination factor in equation (2.36) simplifies to K(θ) = −i cosθ
2λ
(see Figure 2.3). Now we
assume the distance between diffracting and observation plane to be large compared to the
wavelength of the x-ray photons. We further assume this distance to be large compared to
the opening of the diffracting plane. Then, the cosine of the angle θ becomes cos(θ) ≈ 1.
5To extract this expression for the inclination factor from the equation (2.36) we used the relation
k = 2π/λ between the wave vector ~k and the wavelength λ.
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Let G(~r) be given by G = e
ikr(~x)
r(~x)
. With these approximations the diffraction formula
simplifies to
U(P0) = −
ik
4π
∫∫
A1
U(~x)
eikr(~x)
r(~x)
dA. (2.37)
Here, ~x = (x, y, z) denotes a vector in the three-dimensional space. According to Figure 2.3
we introduce the following coordinate system.
z
z
z
0
1
y‘
x‘
x‘ y
x
x
r(x, y, x‘, y‘)
diffracting plane
observation plane
θ
Figure 2.3: Illustration of the free propagation of x rays by applying the Fresnel-Kirchhoff
diffraction formula [Sch08a].
The z-axis of both the coordinate system in the diffracting plane (x′, y′, z′) and in the
observation plane (x, y, z) are assumed to be aligned collinear with the optical axis. The
distance between both planes is ∆z = z1− z2. Then the diffraction formula becomes
Uz1(x, y) = −
ik
4π
∫∫
A1
Uz0(x
′, y′)
eikr(x−x
′,y−y′,∆z)
r(x− x′, y − y′,∆z)
dx′dy′, (2.38)
where Uz1(x, y) = U(x, y, z1) and r(x, y, x
′, y′) =
√
(x− x′)2 + (y − y′)2 + ∆z2. By assum-
ing that the lateral dimensions of the aperture are small compared to the distance ∆z
between diffracting and observation plane (paraxial approximation), r(x, y, x′, y′) can be
approximated by the linear terms of its Taylor expansion
r(x, y, x′, y′) ≈ ∆z + (x− x
′)2
2∆z
+
(y − y′)2
2∆z
. (2.39)
In the dominator of the spherical wave, r(x, y, x′, y′) can even be approximated by ∆z,
since the variation of the amplitude is negligible. With these approximations the diffraction
formula simplifies to
Uz1(x, y) = −
ik
4π
eik∆z
∆z
∫∫
A1
Uz0(x
′, y′) eik
(x−x′)2+(y−y′)2
2∆z dx′dy′. (2.40)
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By means of defining a propagator kernel
Kz1(x, y) = −
ik
4π
eik∆z
∆z
eik
x2+y2
2∆z (2.41)
one can express the propagated wave field amplitude in the observation plane as a convo-
lution of the field in the diffraction plane with the propagator kernel
Uz1(x, y) =
∫∫
A1
Uz0(x
′, y′)Kz1(x− x′, y − y′)dx′dy′. (2.42)
Thus, one can determine the propagated field by a simple multiplication in Fourier space
Ũz1(ζ, ξ) = Ũz0(ζ, ξ)K̃z1(ζ, ξ). (2.43)
The tilde labels the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the function with respect to the
variables x and y.
Fraunhofer Diffraction
In the experiment described in this document, the distance ∆z between sample and
detector is large in comparison to the the lateral dimensions of the sample, that is,
∆z  (x′2 + y′2)/λ. Consequently, the measured diffraction pattern is always located in
the far field of the Fraunhofer regime. In the following it will be shown that for this experi-
mental situation (Fraunhofer diffraction) the diffraction formula simplifies to an expression
where the transmission function of the object is related to the measured diffraction pattern
in the far field via Fourier transform.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic sketch of the situation of Fraunhofer diffraction [Sch08a].
Consider Figure 2.4. To find an expression for the length of the vector r(x, y, x′, y′)
we use the distance vector in the formula (2.40), r(x, y, x′, y′) = ∆z + (x−x
′)2(y−y′)2
2∆z
and
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r0(x, y, z) =
√
x2 + y2 + ∆z2 ⇔ ∆z2 = r02 − x2 − y2. As mentioned above the lateral
sample dimensions are much smaller than the distance between sample and detector, that
is, k
2π
(x′2 + y′2) ∆z. With these approximations the length of vector ~r in the exponent
of equation (2.40) further simplifies to
r(x, y, x′, y′) ≈ r0
(
1 − xx
′
r02
− yy
′
r02
+ . . .
)
. (2.44)
Here, we neglect terms of higher order in the Taylor series (2.44) and the quadratic terms
in x′ and y′, since exp(ik(x′2 +y′2)/∆z) ≈ 1. Inserting (2.44) in equation (2.40) yields
Uz1(x, y) = −
ik
4π
eikr0
r0
∫∫
A1
Uz0(x
′, y′) e
−ik (xx
′+yy′)
r0 dx′dy′. (2.45)
Define spatial frequencies vx and vy by vx =
kx
r0
and vy =
ky
r0
. Then, the integral (2.45) can
be written as
Uz1(x, y) = −
ik
4π
eikr0
r0
∫∫
A1
Uz0(x
′, y′) e−i(vxx
′+vyy′)dx′dy′. (2.46)
In the formula (2.46) the propagated field Uz1(x, y) is related to the field in the diffracting
plane via Fourier transform.
Note, that these considerations are in opposition to the experiment presented in this
thesis, for which we have to solve the so-called inverse problem. That is, we measure
the intensity of the wave field at some distance (far field) from the sample and we use
this intensity distribution to determine the exit wave field directly behind the sample.
Equation (2.46) shows that both fields are related via Fourier transform. Hence, the exit
field directly behind the sample can be calculated via an inverse Fourier transform of the
amplitude of the measured field.
2.2 Interaction of X Rays with Matter
In order to understand and interpret the experimental results presented in this thesis
correctly, we have to regard the physical processes responsible for the phenomenon of
scattering.
2.2.1 Interaction of X Rays with Free Electrons
Scattering is based on the interaction of the electromagnetic field with charged particles.
Thereby, the main contribution comes from the electrons bound in the material. For
simplicity, we start with the description of the interaction of an incoming electromagnetic
wave with a free electron [Sch08a]. A more detailed description of the interaction of x rays
with matter can be found in, i. e., [Als02,Jam67,MF10].
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Let ~E1(~r, t) = E1~̂e1e
i(ωt−~k~r) be the electric field amplitude of the incoming x-ray radiation,
which drives an oscillatory movement of the electron. Here, ~̂e1 denotes the unit vector
pointing in the direction of ~E1(~r, t). Then, under the assumption of a weak electron-photon
coupling, the law for this motion in a simple classical model is
m0 · ~a = q · ~E1, (2.47)
where m0 denotes the rest mass of the considered particle, q its charge, and ~a its acceler-
ation. Observed in the far field, an accelerated charged particle radiates electromagnetic
radiation. In Figure 2.5 a schematic sketch of the situation is shown. The charge q is lo-
cated in the origin of the coordinate system. It is accelerated along the direction ~a. Then,
the amplitude of the emitted electric wave ~E2 at the point P is given by
~E2(~r, t) = −
q
c2r
·
[
~a(t− r/c)−
(
~a(t− r/c) · ~̂r
)
~̂r
]
. (2.48)
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Figure 2.5: An accelerated charged particle emits radiation [Sch08a].
That is, the scattering amplitude ~E2(~r, t) is proportional to the projection of the retarded
acceleration of q onto the plane perpendicular to the propagation direction ~r. In equation
(2.48), q denotes the charge of the particle, c the velocity of light, ~̂r is the unit vector in
the observation direction, and ~a(t − r/c) the acceleration evaluated at the retarded time
t − r/c. Since, in the experiment which will be presented in this thesis, the interacting
charged particle is the electron equation (2.48) can be transformed to
~E2(~r, t) = −
e0
2
me · c2
· 1
r
[
~̂e1 −
(
~̂e1 · ~̂r
)
~̂r
]
~E1(t− r/c). (2.49)
Here, e0 = −1.6 ·10−19C is the charge of the electron, me = 9.1 ·10−31kg its rest mass,
and ~E1(t − r/c) the electric field amplitude of the incoming electric field at the retarded
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time t − r/c. By further introducing the classical electron radius re := e02/(mec2) =
2.818 ·10−13cm = α2a0, where α = e02/(~c) ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant,
a0 = ~2/(mee02) ≈ 0.53A is the Bohr radius, and ~ is the Planck constant divided by 2π,
and by introducing the polarization factor p(θ) ~̂e2 :=
[
~̂e1 −
(
~̂e1 · ~̂r
)
~̂r
]
, one obtains
~E2(~r, t) = −re · p(θ) ~̂e2 ·
1
r
~E1(t− r/c). (2.50)
The unit vectors ~̂e1 and ~̂e2 define the direction of the polarization of the incoming electro-
magnetic radiation and that of the scattered radiation, respectively.
Quantum-mechanically interpreted (see Figure 2.6 a)), ~E2(~r, t) can be considered as a
scattering amplitude. Then, −re · p(θ) ~̂e2 is the probability amplitude of the photon with
state (~k1, ~̂e1) to be scattered into the state (~k2, ~̂e2). It has the dimension of a length.
~E1(t− r/c)/r is the probability amplitude of the photon to be propagated to ~r.
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Figure 2.6: a) Quantum mechanical situation of the scattering process. b) Introduction of the
differential cross section: a photon passing through the infinitesimal space area dσ is scattered
into a solid angle dΩ in the direction of (2θ, α) [Sch08a].
The quantity measured in an experiment is the differential cross section dσ/dΩ. It is a
measure for the probability of a photon, passing through an infinitesimal space area dσ,
to be scattered into the solid angle dΩ. The differential cross section can be deduced from
the expression (compare Figure 2.6 b))
I1dσ = I2r
2dΩ. (2.51)
Equation (2.51) states that the number of incoming photons must be equal to the number of
outgoing photons. The intensities I1,2 are given by the time-averaged Poynting vector
〈S〉 = c
8π
|E|2 . (2.52)
That is,
I1 =
c
8π
|E1|2 (2.53)
I2 =
c
8π
|E2|2 =
c
8π
re
2p2(θ)
1
r2
|E1|2 (2.54)
= re
2p2(θ)
1
r2
I1. (2.55)
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Inserting the latter quantities in equation (2.51) leads to the following expression for the
Thomson cross section
dσ
dΩ
= re
2p2(θ) = re
2
[
1− ( ~̂e1 · ~̂r)
]
. (2.56)
The latter is the cross section for the photon-electron coupling and is obviously proportional
to the square of the electron radius. Since, re = e0
2/(4πε0mec
2) = α2a0  a0 (α ≈ 1/137
is the fine structure constant and a0 = 4πε0~2/(mee02) ≈ 0.53A the Bohr radius), this
coupling between photons and electrons is very weak. The interaction mainly takes place
in the electron shell and due to mp = me×1839, the scattering of electromagnetic radiation
on a proton is even weaker by a factor of (1839)2 than that of an electron. This small cross
section is the reason for the weak interaction between x rays and matter.
One can express the Thomson cross section in dependence on the angle Θ between the
direction of acceleration and the direction of observation [MF10] (compare Figure 2.7)
dσ
dΩ
(Θ) = re sin
2(Θ). (2.57)
This sin2(Θ)-dependence yields the toroidal radiation characteristic of dipole radiation.
That is, the radiation is emitted preferentially into the direction perpendicular to the axis
of acceleration – the x-axis. The radiated intensity is maximal in these directions and
goes to zero for scattering directions close to the direction of acceleration. The angular
distribution of the emitted radiation is rotationally symmetric around the x-axis.
z
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Θx rays
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of the angular distribution of an electric dipole oscillating along the
x-axis. The dipole is accelerated in the direction ~a which coincides with the x-axis. The preferred
emission directions are those perpendicular to the direction of acceleration [MF10].
Polarization
The experiment presented in this thesis was performed at an undulator synchrotron source
where electrons, moving on sinusoidal paths through the undulator, thereby generating
x rays which are linearly polarized in the horizontal direction [MF10]. In the plane of the
electron trajectory the vertical polarization component is zero. To understand the effect
of different polarizations on the scattering process, the situations of perpendicularly and
of parallel polarized incoming radiation are described [Sch08a].
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Figure 2.8: a) Situation for σ-polarized incoming radiation and b) for π-polarized incoming
radiation [Sch08a].
Consider Figure 2.8 a) and b). In a), the scattering situation for a so-called σ-polarized
incoming electric field is shown. Here, the incident electric field amplitude is perpendicu-
larly polarized with respect to the scattering plane. The unit vectors ~̂e1 and ~̂e2 are both
(1, 0, 0)T and the unit vector in the direction of observation ~̂r is (0, sin(2θ), cos(2θ))T. The
polarization factor is pσ(θ) = 1 everywhere ( ~̂e1 · ~̂r = 0). Therefore, scattering experiments
at undulator sources are best performed in a vertical plane (i. e., the y-z-plane), since
an observer situated in this plane can always observe the full acceleration of the particle.
Conversely, for a fluorescence experiment, one should introduce the fluorescence detector
in the horizontal plane (i. e., the x-z-plane) at a scattering angle of 90°. In that way
background due to elastic scattering is suppressed.
Consider now Figure 2.8 b). Here, the situation for a parallel polarized incoming electric
field amplitude with respect to the scattering plane is shown. This kind of polarization is
called π-polarization. Now, the unit vectors ~̂e1 = (0, 1, 0)
T and ~̂e2 = (0, cos(2θ),−sin(2θ))T
have different directions. The unit vector ~̂r is the same as for the σ-polarization. The
polarization factor is pπ(θ) = cos(2θ).
Considering equation (2.54) one can read that the scattered intensity is proportional to
the square of the polarization factor. So, we can summarize
p2(θ) =
{
1, σ − polarization,
cos2(2θ), π − polarization.
Further, we should consider the situation of unpolarized radiation. Here, the probabil-
ities for σ- and π-polarization are statistically mixed and thus, the scattered intensity is
proportional to
p2(θ) =
1
2
(
1 + cos2(2θ)
)
. (2.58)
2.2.2 Interaction of X Rays with Atoms
The description of the previous section can be easily extended to the scattering of photons
from an atom with a certain number of bound electrons [Sch08a]. Thereby, the distribution
of charges, i. e., electrons, can be described as a continuous function ρe(~r) that defines
the probability of an electron to be located at a certain position ~r of the atom. In this
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classical consideration, we start with the model of a fixed nucleus with a certain electron
density ρe(~r). According to the first Born approximation, we assume single scattering
processes between photons and atoms, justified due to the weak photon-electron interaction
(remember: re = α
2a0  a0). Further, we require that the incoming photons scatter only
on the electrons, that is, nucleus scattering is negligible. This becomes obvious if one
considers
rnuc =
Ze0
2
mnucc2
=
(
Zm0
mnuc
)
re < 10
−3re, (2.59)
σnuc ∼ rnuc2 < 10−6re2, (2.60)
where σnuc is the scattering cross section of the nucleus. Additionally, we assume the
distance between source and atom as well as the distance between atom and detector to
be large. Therefore, we can suppose parallel paths through the atom (Lj ≈ L0,Λj ≈ Λ0).
Finally, we assume elastic scattering, that is, ω1 = ω2 = ω, |~k1| = |~k2| = ω/c. Then, we can
formulate the scattering problem as the probability that a photon is elastically scattered
by the atom with electron density ρe(~r) into a state defined by the scattering vector ~k2.
Consider Figure 2.9 b). There are paths of different length due to the fact that scattering
events take place at different locations, here denoted by ~r = ~0 for the origin, and ~r = ~rj
for an arbitrary position in the atom.
0
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k1, ω
k 2, 
ω
ρe(r)
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rj
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sample
-k1r k 2
r
Figure 2.9: Schematic sketch of the atomic scattering process. a) illustrates the quantum me-
chanical event of a photon propagating from the source to the detector via the atom. b) The
source and the detector are supposed to be far away from the atom. Hence, we can assume the
paths to be parallel (Lj ≈ L0,Λj ≈ Λ0). The atom is approximated by a fixed nucleus with a
certain electron density ρe(~r) [Sch08a].
The quantum mechanical event is defined by a photon propagating from the source to
the detector via the atom (compare Figure 2.9 a)). According to the path-integral method,
all complex amplitudes of the possible indistinguishable paths have to be added. Then,
provided that the event is repeated many times under identical conditions, the signal
measured at the detector is proportional to the probability of a photon to be recorded at
a certain detector position. That is, the probability is equal to the squared amplitude of
the sum over all amplitudes of the different paths through the atom.
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Let ~E0 be the electric field amplitude scattered at the origin of the atom. Then, the
amplitude scattered at ~rj is given by (compare Figure 2.9 a))
~Ej(~r, t) = ~Ej0(t) · eiω(Lj−L0+Λj−Λ0)/c = ~Ej0(t) · ei(
~k2~rj−~k1~rj) (2.61)
= ~Ej0(t) · e−i~q ~rj , (2.62)
where ω is the angular frequency of the incoming electromagnetic field with ω = k/c and
~q = ~k2 − ~k1 is the scattering vector, the central parameter in the scattering process (see
Figure 2.10), and
~Ej0(t) = EQ
1
L0
e−iωL0/c · (−re)pj(θ) ~̂e2 ·
1
Λ0
e−iω(t−Λ0/c). (2.63)
~E1(t) := EQ
1
L0
e−iωL0/c is the incoming electric field amplitude and 1
Λ0
e−iω(t−Λ0/c) is the free
propagation from the atom to the detector. Equation (2.62) is valid under the assumption
that the optical paths are nearly parallel (Lj ≈ L0, Λj ≈ Λ0). That is, the distance between
source and atom as well as the distance from the atom to the detector are much larger
than typical distances in the atom (a0).
q = k2 - k1
k1
k2
θ
θ
2θ
q = 2 k1sinθ
Figure 2.10: The scattering vector ~q = ~k2 − ~k1 as central parameter in the scattering process.
The electric field amplitude of one single path j through the atom is given by
d ~Ej = ~Ej0(t) · e−i~q ~r
,
j · ρe(~r,j)d3r, (2.64)
= ~E1(t) · (−re)pj(θ)~̂e2 ·
1
Λ0
e−iω(t−Λ0/c)e−i~q ~r
,
j · ρe(~r,j)d3r,. (2.65)
With approximating pj(θ) = p0(θ) and ~Ej(t) = ~E0(t) and integrating over the electron
density one yields the total electric field amplitude measured at the detector:
~Eq(~r, t) = ~E0(t)
∫
atom
ρe(~r
,)e−i~q ~r
,
d3r,. (2.66)
Atomic Form Factor
The integral over all scattering amplitudes of the different paths through the atom defines
the atomic form factor
f0(~q) :=
∫
atom
ρe(~r
,)e−i~q ~r
,
d3r,. (2.67)
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It is the Fourier transform of the electron density ρe(~r) of the atom. Therefore, the total
amplitude expressed in terms of the atomic form factor reads as follows
~Eq(~r, t) = ~E0(t) · f0(~q). (2.68)
By means of equations (2.65-2.68) one obtains
~Eq(~r, t) = ~E0(t)
∫
atom
ρe(~r
,)e−i~q ~r
,
d3r, (2.69)
= ~E1(t) · (−re)p0(θ)~̂e2 · f0(~q) ·
1
Λ0
e−iω(t−Λ0/c). (2.70)
Thereby, (−re)p0(θ)~̂e2 · f0(~q) can be interpreted as scattering amplitude for the scattering
of a photon with (~k1, ~̂e1) into the state (~k2, ~̂e2). From equation (2.68) one can conclude
that an atom scatters f0(~q) times stronger than a single electron.
The atomic scattering cross-section is given by
dσ
dΩ
= re
2p(θ)2|f0(~q)|2 =
(
dσ
dΩ
)
Th
|f0(~q)|2. (2.71)
The cross section separates in the Thomson cross-section and the squared amplitude of the
atomic form factor. This is the consequence of the Born approximation where only single
scattering is provided.
The model of an electron density in the atom as a continuous medium of free oscillators
is a rough approximation. In the real world, the electrons are bound to the atom and have
discrete quantum mechanical states. Due to the additional forces the atomic form factor
has two further correction terms
f(~q) = f0(~q) + f
′
(ω)− if ′′(ω). (2.72)
In general, f
′
(ω) is – almost always – smaller than zero. It is related to the reduced
scattering power due to the binding of the electron. f
′′
(ω) is always larger than zero and
describes the absorption of the photons by the atom. f
′
(ω) and f
′′
(ω) are also denoted as
dispersion corrections and are dependent on the wavelength of the incoming x-ray photons
but not on the scattering angle 2θ. f0(~q) depends on the scattering angle 2θ and on the
wavelength λ of the incoming x-ray photons in combination with the scattering vector ~q.
All three terms of the complex atomic form factor are atom specific and are only weakly
dependent on the chemical bound of the atom [Sch08a].
2.2.3 Interaction of X Rays with many Atoms
In order to determine the total field amplitude scattered by many atoms, one has to
calculate the sum of all fields scattered by a single atom (see previous section). The
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Figure 2.11: Schematic sketch of the Fresnel-zone construction [Sch08a].
scattering of x rays by many atoms will be illustrated by investigating the reflection and
absorption of x-ray photons at a thin homogeneous layer. In the case of a homogeneous
piece of material, the total field can be derived by means of the so-called Fresnel-zone
construction [Sch08a,Jam67] illustrated in Figure 2.11. One can show that the electric field
scattered by all atoms is half the electric field scattered by the atoms in the first Fresnel
zone. Thereby, the Fresnel zones are constructed such that the path length difference
between a photon propagating along (r1 + r2) and one propagating in a path crossing the
edge of the m-th Fresnel zone is m · λ/2 (m ∈ N). Let am and bm be the half axis of the
m-th Fresnel zone. Then, with a few mathematical calculations, the path length difference
can be expressed by the following formula
m · λ/2 =
√
r12 + bm
2 +
√
r22 + bm
2 − r1 − r2.
By expanding this formula in a Taylor series and neglecting the terms of fourth and higher
order due to r1, r2  bm, the half axes bm can be calculated to
bm =
√
λ ·m r1r2
r1 + r2
.
A similar expression with the half axis am can be found
m · λ/2 =
√
(r1cos(θ) + am)2 + r12sin
2(θ) − r1 +√
(r2cos(θ)− am)2 + r22sin2(θ) − r2.
With similar calculations as for bm it follows for the half axes am:
am =
√
λ ·m r1r2
r1 + r2
· 1
sin(θ)
.
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The area of the first Fresnel zone is
Az1 = πa1a2 = πλ
r1r2
r1 + r2
1
sin(θ)
.
Assuming r1  r2 the latter expression simplifies to
Az1 = πλ
r2
sin(θ)
.
To obtain the volume of the first Fresnel zone, one must multiply the area Az1 by the
thickness ∆z of the layer, that is, Vz1 = ∆zr2πλ/(sin(θ)) = Nz1(1/nEZ). Nz1 is the number
of atoms in the layer of thickness ∆z and 1/nEZ is the volume per atom, where nEZ
denotes the atomic density. Consequently, one can express the number of atoms in the
first Fresnel zone as follows Nz1 = Vz1nEZ = nEZ∆zr2πλ/(sin(θ)). To yield an expression
for the reflected and for the transmitted amplitude, one must integrate over the whole
plane and the number of atoms contained in this plane. We use elliptical coordinates
for the integration, as the Fresnel zones are elliptically shaped. Let us assume r2 ≡ Λ0.
Then, the total scattered (reflected) electric field can be calculated to (compare equation
(2.70)):
~Erefl(t) = E1(t) · (−r0)pj(θ)~̂e2 · f0(~q) ·
1
r2
e−iω(t−r2/c) · iλr2∆z nEZ
sin(θ)
. (2.73)
The phase factor i results in an attenuation of the transmitted amplitude due to reflexions
at each of the several planes in the layer of thickness ∆z. To obtain an expression for the
transmitted amplitude we apply the same assumption as for the reflected one, but θ = 0
and, therefore, p(0) = 1 and ~̂e1 = ~̂e2. This leads to
~E(t)trans =
(
~̂e1 − r0f0(0)~̂e2 · i
λr2∆z nEZ
sin(θ)
)
E1(t)
r2
e−iω(t−r2/c). (2.74)
2.2.4 The Complex Index of Refraction
The atomic form factor is closely related to the complex index of refraction, which is of
major importance for the description of the behavior of x rays in matter in view of x-ray
imaging. Its real part n< is defined as the relation between the velocity of light in vacuum
and matter. n describes the absorption and the phase shift of the incoming x-ray photons
by the material in dependence on the photon energy. If an electromagnetic field passes
through the material with thickness ∆z, then the phase of the field is delayed. This time
delay is given by
∆t = (n< − 1)
∆z
c sin(θ)
, (2.75)
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where c is the velocity of light and θ the angle of the incoming field relative to the surface
of the material [Att99,Sch08a]. For the electric field behind the material we find
E(t) = E1e
−iω(t−Λ0/c−∆t) (2.76)
= E1e
iω(n−1) ∆z
c sin(θ) · e−iω(t−Λ0/c) (2.77)
≈ E1
(
1 + iω(n< − 1)
∆z
c sin(θ)
)
e−iω(t−Λ0/c). (2.78)
For the last step (2.78), we assumed a plane wave and we expanded the exponential function
into a Taylor series, whereupon we neglected the terms of higher order. A comparison
between equations (2.74) and (2.78) results to the following expression for the index of
refraction
n< = 1−
r0
2π
· <[f0(0)]λ2 · nEZ = 1−
NA
2π
r0λ
2 · ρ
A
· <[f0(0)]. (2.79)
As the atomic form factor is a complex number, the index of refraction is also com-
plex:
n = 1− NA
2π
r0λ
2 · ρ
A
· f0(0) (2.80)
= 1− NA
2π
r0λ
2 · ρ
A
· (<[f0(0)] + i=[f0(0)]) (2.81)
= 1− NA
2π
r0λ
2 · ρ
A
(Z + f
′
) + i
NA
2π
r0λ
2 · ρ
A
f
′′
(2.82)
= 1− δ + iβ. (2.83)
Its real part δ is the refractive index decrement and describes the strength of the refraction
of x rays in matter with respect to vacuum, that is, the resulting phase shift. The imaginary
part β is related to the absorption by the material. Therefore, β is a measure of the
attenuation of the x rays in the medium. The real part δ and the imaginary part β of the
refractive index decrement are defined as follows
δ =
NA
2π
r0λ
2 ρ
A
(Z + f
′
) (2.84)
β =
NA
2π
r0λ
2 ρ
A
f ′′ ≡ µph λ
4 π
. (2.85)
Here, Z denotes the atomic number and µph is the linear photo-absorption coefficient. By
means of the equations (2.84) and (2.85) one can rewrite the formula for the amplitude
behind the material as follows
E(t) = E1(t) · eik1(n−1)
∆z
sin(θ) (2.86)
= E1(t) · e−ik1δ
∆z
sin(θ) · e−k1β
∆z
sin(θ) (2.87)
= E1(t) · e−ik1δ·d · e−k1β·d, (2.88)
where d = ∆z
sin(θ)
. From the equation (2.88) one can deduce that δ causes an additional phase
shift and β leads to a reduction of the magnitude of the electric field amplitude.
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Absorption
The electric field amplitude is not measurable in a real experiment. Instead, the intensity is
recorded by the detector. We have E ∼ e−i k1βd and for the intensity I ∼ |E|2 ∼ e−2 i k1βd =
e(−4πβd)/λ ≡ e−µphd. The intensity behind the medium I2 is described by the Lambert-Beer
law
I2 = I1e
−µphd. (2.89)
Closely related to the notion of absorption is the notion of attenuation in the medium. It
is defined as reduction of the x-ray flux density as a result of the x rays passing through a
medium. Thereby, the flux density is defined as the number of photons that pass a certain
cross section during a time interval, divided by the time interval and by the area of the
cross section.
The physical processes responsible for attenuation are absorption (photo-electron ab-
sorption and electron-positron pair production) and scattering (Rayleigh scattering and
Compton scattering). Attenuation is described by means of the Lambert-Beer law (see
equation (2.89)) and the linear attenuation coefficient µtotal, which is additively composed
of the contributions of the individual processes as follows
µtotal =
∑
i
µi = µRayleigh + µphoto + µCompton + µpair. (2.90)
Here, we assume that the individual processes i contribute to the overall attenuation in-
dependently from each other. The individual attenuation process is related to the cross-
section σi via the particle density
µi =
dN
dV
σi. (2.91)
How the individual processes contribute to attenuation will be explained in the following
[MF10].
For an x-ray photon passing through an object, there is a certain probability that it will
interact with the electrons bound to the atomic nucleus. If this interaction results in a
change of the direction of the photon propagation without a change of the photon energy,
this process is called Rayleigh scattering (or elastic scattering). In an experiment, one
observes an attenuation of the beam behind the sample, because the scattered photon does
not contribute to the intensity measured at the detector (assuming an angle of acceptance
smaller than the change in the propagation direction). Elastic scattering occurs preferen-
tially at electrons strongly bounded in inner shells of the atom. In contrast to the other
processes contributing to attenuation, elastic scattering is almost always a minor contrib-
utor to the attenuation coefficient. Its cross section is strongest at low photon energies
– stronger than Compton scattering – and decreases with increasing energies. Note, that
photo absorption is much stronger than Rayleigh scattering at low energies but the latter
overtakes it at higher energies and that at these energies, Compton scattering becomes so
strong that it dominates the overall attenuation coefficient.
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Rayleigh scattering also contributes to the real part of the complex refractive index by
generating a phase shift in the corresponding complex wave field amplitude.
If the incoming x-ray photon has an energy larger than the ionization energy of an elec-
tron bound to the nucleus of the atom, then the photon can be absorbed by that atom. The
photon energy is transferred to an electron, which then leaves the atom ionized. We observe
a vanishing of the photon. The free electron has a kinetic energy of Ekin = Ephoton − Eion.
This process is called photoelectric absorption. It is the main contributor in the low en-
ergy range. Its cross section is proportional to Zm/En, where m and n are approximately,
slightly smaller than 3. That is, for elements with a high atomic number Z, photoelec-
tric absorption dominates at energies up to several 100 keV and for elements with a low
atomic number from 10 keV up to 40 keV. In the case of low-Z elements, at higher energies
the contribution of Compton scattering to the attenuation exceeds that of photoelectric
absorption.
If the incoming x-ray photon has an energy not too small compared to the energy equiva-
lent of the rest mass of an electron, then it has the chance to be scattered at a free electron.
During this process the photon is able to transfer a part of its energy to this free electron
and to change its propagation direction at the same time. Therefore, in such a Compton
scattering [CA32] process the incident photon loses a part of its incident energy such that
the wavelength increases by
∆λ =
h
m c
(1− cos(θ)) and (2.92)
E
′
ph =
Eph
1 + Eph/mec2(1− cos(θ))
. (2.93)
Compton scattering contributes to the overall attenuation coefficient at high energies. The
energy up to which it starts to exceed photoelectric absorption depends on the atomic
number of the material.
If the energy of the incident x-ray photon exceeds the energy equivalent of the electron
rest mass by a factor of two (2 ·m0c2 ≈ 1 MeV), then the photon is able to disappear and to
generate an electron-positron pair. This process is called pair production. Due to the mo-
mentum conservation constraint, this must happen in the electric field of another charged
particle like the electric field of the nucleus or of the bound electrons. At energies larger
than several 10 MeV, pair production becomes the main contributor to absorption.
Refraction
As discussed in section 2.2.4, the refractive index decrement δ of the complex index of
refraction causes an additional phase shift of the wave amplitude. The general definition
of refraction is the change of the incident angle of the incoming wave passing the interface
between two media of different refractive indices n1 and n2. Snell’s law relates the refraction
angles θ1 and θ2 as follows
n1 cos(θ1) = n2 cos(θ2). (2.94)
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Figure 2.12: Schematic sketch of refraction of visible light (a) and of x rays (b) passing from
vacuum or air into matter [Sch08a].
If n1<n2, then the incident rays are refracted towards the axis of incidence and if n1>n2,
away from it. For x rays, δ is a positive and very small number (≈ 10−6) and, therefore,
<(n) becomes less than 1 for almost all materials. Hence, for x rays a vacuum is optical
denser than matter. A further consequence is that refraction is very weak in the x-ray
range. A schematic sketch of refraction of visible light and of x rays passing from vacuum
(or air) into matter is depicted in Figure 2.12 a) and b), respectively.
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Chapter 3
Generation of X Rays
X-ray radiation can be produced either as so-called Bremsstrahlung due to accelerated
charged particles or as characteristic radiation due to high-energetic transitions in the
atomic shell. In nature it is generated by astrophysical sources, in which highly energetic
electrons are accelerated along helical paths in the presence of electromagnetic fields and
by radioactive isotopes [Pag06].
The experiment described in this thesis is based upon a microscopy method called pty-
chography. This coherent imaging technique makes high demands on the x-ray source.
That is, a high photon density on the sample is required, especially, it must be sufficiently
high to measure a significant signal at large scattering angles as a condition for high spatial
resolution. In addition, the source should provide radiation of a high degree of coherence.
The ptychography method as well as the concepts of coherence and spatial resolution will
be explained in Chapter 4.
An important parameter to classify the quality of an x-ray source is the brilliance B,
which is defined as the number of photons per time interval at a certain energy of 0.1 %
band width normalized to the size and divergence of the x-ray beam. That is, in units
[B] = photons/sec/mm2/mrad2/0.1%BW [MF10]. The higher the brilliance the more pho-
tons are available for an experiment and the higher is the achievable spatial resolution.
3.1 Synchrotron Radiation Sources of the Third Gen-
eration
Sources of high brilliance are so-called synchrotron radiation sources generating radiation
with a brilliance 1010 times higher than that of standard x-ray tubes [Als02]. In the
past, they were built to store high-energy particles generated in particle accelerators. The
synchrotron radiation emitted by the particles moving on circular paths through the storage
ring, was at first only a side effect. Nowadays, the synchrotron radiation sources of the
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so-called third generation are specifically built to produce synchrotron radiation and use
magnetic multipole structures named undulators as x-ray sources.
The 3D-ptychography experiment was performed on the most brilliant synchrotron radi-
ation source for hard x rays, PETRA III at DESY in Hamburg. How that source generate
its highly brilliant synchrotron radiation will be explained in the following [BBD+04].
PETRA III
PETRA is the acronym for Positron Electron Tandem Ring Accelerator. After the shut
down of the storage ring HERA at DESY in 2007, approximately 300 m of the 2304 m
long PETRA II storage ring were completely rebuilt1 and commissioned under the name
PETRA III. Now, there is a new modern experimental hall consisting of 14 experimental
sections with about 30 optical instruments [aDiH].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic sketch of the PETRA III storage ring [BBD+04].
In the linear accelerator Linac II the particles, emitted from an electron source, are
pre-accelerated to an energy of 450 MeV. Linac II can be operated with electrons or
positrons. Afterwards, the positron intensity accumulator (PIA) accumulates the parti-
cles (here positrons) to bunches, which then are accelerated to an energy of 6 GeV by the
1Also, the whole vacuum system was completely rebuilt and many components in the other sections of
the ring.
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pre-accelerator DESY II and which subsequently are injected in the PETRA III storage
ring [IaDH].
A schematic sketch of the PETRA III storage ring is shown in Figure 3.1. There are
straight sections followed by circular arc segments and several magnetic structures forcing
a positron beam, moving with relativistic velocity, on a circular path through the ring.
The particle beam loses a part of its energy in form of synchrotron radiation as soon as
it changes its moving direction. The loss of energy is compensated by radio frequency
cavities (RF) supplying the corresponding energy amount to the positrons. The magnetic
structures accelerating the particle beam transversely, are bending magnets, wigglers, or
undulators. The high brilliant synchrotron beam used for our experiment was provided by
the undulator source at beamline P06 at PETRA III.
3.2 Undulators
An undulator is a magnetic multipole structure introduced in the straight sections of the
synchrotron ring. Therefore, it is also denoted as insertion device (ID).
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic sketch of the general setup of an insertion device creating a peri-
odic magnetic field and forcing the incoming particles onto an oscillating path. b) shows the
characteristic emission of synchrotron radiation generated by an undulator. The radiation is
emitted into small cones with opening angle 1/γ. Radiation from these cones superpose co-
herently and interfere. This characteristic emission is responsible for the high brilliance of an
undulator source [Sch08a,Att99].
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An undulator consists of an alternating magnet structure (wiggles), which forces the
positron (or electron) beam to execute oscillations in the horizontal plane and to radiate
x-ray photons of high brilliance and high flux density (compare Figure 3.2 a)). The radi-
ation of the relativistic particles moving through an undulator is compressed into tightly
collimated cones of radiation (see Figure 3.2 b) and Figure 3.3 b)). In order to under-
stand why the radiation is emitted into such a cone we have to consider the following
model [MF10]. Consider Figure 3.3. The intensity and directional characteristic of syn-
chrotron radiation can be determined by means of Maxwell’s theory. The electrons and
positrons emit their energy in form of electromagnetic waves analogue the Hertzian dipole.
The transversally accelerated electrons in the storage ring show the same behavior in the
center-of-mass system (Figure 3.3 a)). A Lorentz transformation leads to the character-
istic cone in the forward direction with an opening angle 1/γ in the laboratory system
(Figure 3.3 b)). The Lorentz-factor γ is defined as γ = 1/
√
1− β2, where β denotes the
relativistic particle velocity given by β = v/c, v is the particle velocity, and c the velocity
of light. A photon, emitted exactly perpendicular to the direction of motion in the center-
of-mass system, is observed in the laboratory system at an angle of 1/γ. The energy of the
radiation also has its highest value in the forward direction.
An undulator is characterized by the deflection parameter K = αmax · γ, the undulator
period λU, and the number of periods N [Als02]. The angle αmax defines the maximum
deflection of the particle from its forward direction (compare Figure 3.2 a)). This angle
defines whether the emitted radiation is coherent or incoherent. In the case of an undulator
αmax is small and K ≈ 1. It is not possible to determine the position of the emission of an
x-ray photon, exactly. The quantum mechanical event is that a photon, emitted on a certain
magnetic pole of the undulator, is detected at a certain distance along the optical axis. To
obtain the overall amplitude at the detector, all probability amplitudes of undistinguished
paths through the wiggles must be added. Afterwards the sum must be squared to obtain
the resulting intensity. A necessary condition for the coherent addition of the probability
amplitudes is that the particles, oscillating on a path with small deflection angle, emit their
radiation in cones which overlap (see Figure 3.2 b)). The probability amplitudes interfere
by superposition such that there are points in space where the intensity is amplified and
such ones where the intensity is zero. This characteristic emission is responsible for the
high brilliance of an undulator source.
An undulator spectrum consists of an intensive line with small bandwidth and its higher
harmonics. The fundamental peak in the wavelength is given by
λ1 =
λU
2γ2
(
1 +
K2
2
+ (γθ)2
)
, (3.1)
where θ is the angle between observation direction and undulator axis. The odd harmonics
have a relative width of 1/(N ·n) with n denoting the harmonic index [Als02]. The off-axis
spectrum has intensity also at energies corresponding to the even harmonics [MF10].
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Figure 3.3: The characteristic emission of an electron in the center-of-mass system (a) and in
the laboratory system (b). In the center-of-mass system, the electron behaves like a Hertzian
dipole and its Lorentz transformation in the laboratory system shows the characteristic cone of
synchrotron radiation in the forward direction with opening angle 1/γ [Sch08a,Wil96].
There is an alternative expression for the deflection parameter:
K =
q
2πmec
λUB0, (3.2)
where K depends on the magnetic field amplitude B0. This relation shows that the de-
flection parameter can be adjusted by changing the external magnetic field B0
2. Equation
(3.2) further shows that the emitted wavelength of the radiation is tunable over a certain
wavelength range.
As mentioned before, the magnetic field in the undulator is vertically directed. Thus, the
charged particles oscillate on a horizontal path and the generated synchrotron radiation is
also linear polarized in the horizontal direction.
The large distance of the experimental hutch at beamline P06 ensures the high degree
of coherence of the undulator radiation required for the experiment.
2The magnetic field B0 can be varied by changing the undulator gap (compare Figure 3.2 a))
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Chapter 4
3D Imaging Methods
3D ptychography is a relatively new microscopy technique, which extends the method
of ptychography to three dimensions [DMT+10, DTGS+12, GSDH+11]. Its development
is driven by the promising capability of ptychography to image radiation-hard samples
beyond resolution limits set by current x-ray optics [SHP+12]. Ptychography applied in
just two dimensions provides the complex transmission function of an object with high
spatial resolution. Especially the phase shift introduced by an object can be quantitatively
retrieved. The result of two-dimensional ptychography is only a two-dimensional projection
of the object. In order to retrieve the three-dimensional information of the object a set
of these projections showing the object in different orientations needs to be collected.
Similarly as in standard x-ray absorption tomography these two-dimensional projections
form the data base for the tomographic reconstruction. A main difference is, however,
that in 3D ptychography we are now sensitive to the phase shift as compared to the
absorption coefficient in standard x-ray tomography. Nevertheless, since the phase shift is
also proportional to the mass density in a 3D voxel, the reconstructed tomogram contains
the full three-dimension information on the structural distribution of matter inside an
object. Currently, the resolution in a ptychographic imaging experiment is only limited
by the number of photons per area (fluence) available during the exposure time [SS10].
Ultimately, of course, the wavelength of the x rays limits the resolution in this coherent
imaging scheme.
Ptychography combines scanning microscopy with coherent x-ray diffractive imaging
(CXDI). CXDI is based on the concept of determining the wave field directly behind the
sample (and thus, the complex transmission function of the object) by measuring only the
Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of the sample. The propagation of the wave field from the
sample to the far field can be described by means of a Fourier transform. Thus, to deter-
mine the complex transmission function of the object one must apply an inverse Fourier
transform of the complex field. Detectors available today can only measure the intensity of
the scattered radiation which is proportional to the square of the amplitude of the complex
wave field. The information about the phase is lost. In order to reconstruct the object one
requires both the amplitude and the phase. This so-called phase problem is solvable by
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applying iterative phase retrieval algorithms. The achievable spatial resolution of direct
x-ray microscopy techniques is limited to a few 10 nm due to aberrations and the limited
numerical aperture of the x-ray optics [BKv03,SL05,KMS+06,YMM+07]. CXDI does not
rely on any optics and as mentioned above, the achievable spatial resolution is, in principle,
only limited by the wavelength of the x-ray photons used for the experiment. The experi-
mental procedure is very simple: The sample is illuminated with a defined coherent x-ray
beam and its far-field diffraction pattern is recorded. Note, that the sample dimensions
must not exceed that of the illumination [CBB+06, MCKS99, CBM+06, STB+05]. From
the detected diffraction pattern the complex wave field behind the object is reconstructed
by iteratively solving the phase problem [MCKS99,Fie82,RVW+01,VR01,WQPN07]. It is
crucial for this method to use a coherent illumination. Since a third generation x-ray beam
is only partially coherent a large portion of the beam can typically not be used in a CXDI
experiment. On the other hand, the coherent dose on the sample determines the spatial
resolution [SS10]. Consequently, this method requires long exposure times to achieve a
high spatial resolution. A way to increase the fluence on the sample is to use a additional
focusing optic to efficiently capture the coherent fraction of the x-ray photons and to focus
them on the sample [SKP+05,SKH+03,LST+99]. In [SBF+08] a small gold particle under
investigation was reconstructed with 5 nm spatial resolution, whereby, the coherent flux on
the sample was increased by using nanofocusing x-ray lenses (NFLs) [Boy10].
Combining CXDI with scanning microscopy to a method called ptychography opens the
way to also investigate extended objects having a size larger than the size of the illuminating
x-ray beam [RF04, FR04, RHC+07, TDM+08]. Here, the sample is scanned by a spatially
confined and coherent x-ray beam and at each scan point a far-field diffraction pattern is
recorded. The step size of the scan should be chosen such that there is certain overlap
between neighboring illuminated scan points. From the set of diffraction patterns the
complex transmission function of the object is retrieved by iteratively solving the phase
problem.
A detailed description of the experimental methods involved follows in the next sections.
Since the fluorescence signal could be recorded in parallel to the measurement of the
diffraction patterns, the results were also evaluated by means of fluorescence tomography
and compared to ptychographic results. Therefore, a brief introduction into the method
of fluorescence tomography is also given in this chapter.
Prior to this, the important closely related concepts of coherence, phase problem, sam-
pling, and the relation between fluence on the sample and resolution will be explained.
4.1 Important Related Concepts
Ptychography denotes the retrieval of the object structure in real space from a set of far-
field diffraction patterns. This set is obtained by scanning a sample through a spatially
confined x-ray beam and by recording diffraction patterns at each scan position. These
diffraction patterns are related to the transmission wave field behind the object via Fresnel
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propagation. In the Fraunhofer regime, i. e., the detector is positioned at a sufficiently large
distance from the sample, the complex wave field at the detector is linked to the transmitted
complex wave field behind the sample by just a Fourier transform (see Chapter 2.1.2).
Unfortunately, only the intensity of the diffraction pattern can be measured while the
important information about the phase distribution is not recorded. Thus, the key task
in ptychography is to solve the phase problem which is closely related to the so-called
sampling requirement. The achievable spatial resolution in the reconstructed ptychograms
is limited by the number of photons per area, that is, by the fluence on the sample. The
physical background of all terms that were highlighted in italics will be explained in the
following.
4.1.1 Coherence
In general, a light source is considered to be coherent if an experiment made with this source
shows an interference pattern. The visibility of interference fringes in such an experiment
depends on the coherence properties of the radiation. Typical sources emit photons in
a chaotic manner, both spatially and temporally. Nevertheless, a coherent portion of an
incoherent light beam can be extracted by means of spatial and temporal filtering. Spatial
filtering is performed by positioning slits or pinholes along the beam path or by increas-
ing the distance from the source, whereas temporal filtering is achieved by extracting a
small wavelength bandwidth using a monochromator [vdVP04]. A drawback for increasing
the coherence length is a loss of intensity required for high-resolution experiments. The
relations between all these conceptions will be explained in the following.
Consider the concept of coherence in quantum mechanics [Len01]. A physical event with
well defined initial and final conditions may occur on different alternative paths. According
to Born, the probability P for the event that a photon propagates from the source S to the
detector D is given by the modulus square of the total amplitude
P = |ϕ|2 = |
∑
j
ϕj|2 = |
∑
j
〈D|j〉〈j|S〉|2, (4.1)
where ϕj = 〈D|S〉j is the probability amplitude assigned to alternative j. If an additional
experiment is the only way to reveal which alternative is realized, then the total amplitude
ϕ is the sum
∑
j ϕj of the amplitudes of all undistinguished alternatives (superposition
principle). Note, that all alternatives must be taken into account. Only those amplitudes
which belong to undistinguished alternatives have to be added coherently. The mixed
terms in expression (4.1) are responsible for interference effects. X-ray diffraction patterns
are often measured with an CCD detector and the signal of a photon is attributed to a
single pixel. Only in the case that the photon statistics is large enough will the probability
and the intensity distribution converge.
All real interference experiments show more or less pronounced smearing of the interfer-
ence pattern.There are basically two reasons for this. First, we may know which alternative
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realizes the event (for instance, Compton scattered photons). In this case, the alternative
does not contribute to interference (incoherent superposition of amplitudes) and the in-
tensity distribution of these events are different from the interference pattern. The second
possibility of how interference may be lost occurs when the experiment is repeated under
differing conditions. In practice, there are always uncontrolled degrees of freedom, for
example, due to a vibrating sample. Collecting intensity for varying events leads to a (par-
tially) washing out of the interference. In quantum mechanics this situation is described
by means of a density operator.
In the case of a scattering experiment, an event is the emission of a photon from the
source, its propagation to the sample, its scattering by the sample, and its propagation
from the sample to the detector. The photon may be scattered into the detector by the
different electrons in the sample. The propagation of the photon via each electron is an
alternative. For a macroscopic sample this will lead to numerous interference terms. In
this real experiment there are many reasons why the interference terms might be washed
out, completely or partially.
A more phenomenological approach is given by means of the classical wave mechanics.
Here, two waves are said to be coherent if they have a constant phase relationship. The
coherence is maximal, if there is a constant phase relationship between two points of one
or several waves at each point in time and space. However, no perfect coherence exists in
nature. At the same time, a wave field is never completely incoherent. This intermediate
state is called partial coherence.
The classical wave approach has limitations but it is useful to investigate some principle
properties of coherent light.
Partial Coherence
The concept of partial coherence will be explained by following the description of Born
& Wolf [BW99]. Consider an experiment similar to Young’s double slit experiment as
shown in Figure 4.1. A light source illuminates a screen with two holes in it named as
H1 and H2. According to Huygens, H1 and H2 are sources of two spherical waves with
amplitudes E1(t) and E2(t). A detector is positioned at a certain distance from the screen
and records the modulus square of the combined amplitudes of the two wave trains. In
general, the individual waves will have a different path length to traverse. They will arrive
at an arbitrarily chosen observation point with a relative time delay τ . In order to find an
expression for the relationship of the two amplitudes at a certain delay time τ , we define
the general formula for the mutual coherence function
Γ12(τ) = 〈E1(t+ τ)E2∗(t)〉. (4.2)
This cross-correlation function is the time averaged product of the two amplitudes including
their different arrival times. The intensity distribution and, therefore, the interference
pattern measured at the detector depends on the properties of the wave fields at the
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Figure 4.1: The correlation of the wave field at two arbitrary points H1 and H2 in the plane A
is described by the mutual coherence function Γ12. Depending on the degree of coherence, the
intensity distribution in plane B shows an interference pattern with a certain visibility [BW99].
positions H1 and H2, respectively. Additionally, it depends on the path length differences
Λ1 and Λ2 and can be calculated by
I(D) = I(1)(D) + I(2)(D) + 2
√
I(1)(D)
√
I(2)(D) · γ12(r)
(
Λ2 − Λ1
c
)
, (4.3)
where
γ12
(r) =
〈E1(t+ τ)E2∗(t)〉√
〈|E1|2〉〈|E2|2〉
=
Γ12(τ)√
I1
√
I2
. (4.4)
γ12
(r) is the normalized form of equation (4.2) and named the complex degree of coherence.
The superscript (r) denotes the real part of the function. I(1)(D) and I(2)(D) define the
intensities at a certain point D of the detector. These intensities are measured if only
one hole, H1 or H2, is opened, respectively. I1 and I2 denote the absolute intensity values
at H1 and H2. If the amplitudes at H1 and H2 are completely uncorrelated, then we
find |γ12(r)| = 0, because the time average vanishes and the measured pattern shows no
interference. This case corresponds to complete incoherence. For two perfectly correlated
waves at H1 and H2, it is 〈E1(t+ τ)E1∗(t)〉 = 〈|E1|2〉 = 〈|E2|2〉. The modulus of γ12(r) is 1.
In this case we measure a perfect interference pattern which corresponds to complete
coherence. In a real experiment we have partial coherence and 0 < |γ12(r)| < 1. The
advantage of this formulation is that γ12
(r) is a measurable quantity:
γ12
(r)
(
Λ2 − Λ1
c
)
=
I(D)− I(1)(D)− I(2)(D)
2
√
I(1)(D)
√
I(2)(D)
. (4.5)
In the case of quasi-monochromatic light the complex degree of coherence is related to the
visibility V (D) of interference fringes:
V (D) =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin
=
2
√
I(1)(D)
√
I(2)(D)
I(1)(D) + I(2)(D)
|γ12(τ)|. (4.6)
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This formula relates the visibility of fringes to the intensity of two incoming beams and
their degree of coherence. If the beams are of equal intensity I(1)(D) = I(2)(D), then (4.6)
reduces to
V (D) = |γ12(τ)|. (4.7)
That is, the visibility of interference is equal to the degree of coherence. If the time delay
τ is much smaller than the coherence time of the light, then the coherence function can be
approximated by the mutual intensity function
G12 := Γ12(0) = 〈E1(t) · E2∗(t)〉. (4.8)
In this case, the degree of spatial coherence g12 is defined by g12 = G12/(
√
I(1)
√
I(2)).
Van Cittert-Zernike Theorem
The relation between the properties of a given x-ray source and the degree of spatial coher-
ence g12 at some distance from the source is described by the van Cittert-Zernike theorem
[vC34, vC39, Zer38]. We will apply this theorem to the case of a quasi-monochromatic
source1 in paraxial approximation.
Consider an extended quasi-monochromatic chaotic (uncorrelated) source emitting ra-
diation with relatively narrow bandwidth. Further, let the linear dimensions of the source
and the distance between two points in an observation plane be small compared to the
distance of these points from the source (Fraunhofer regime). Then, the degree of spatial
coherence g12 is equal to the absolute value of the normalized Fourier transform of the
intensity function of the source [BW99]:
g12(X1, X2, Y1, Y2) =
eiψ
∫∫
σ
I(ξ, η)e−ik̄(pξ+qη)dξdη∫∫
σ
I(ξ, η)dξdη
. (4.9)
Here, (ξ, η) denote coordinates of a typical source point in the source plane, σ is the
area of the source, and p = (X1 − X2)/R, q = (Y1 − Y2)/R as well as X1, X2, Y1, and
Y2 are spatial coordinates of the observation plane. R is the distance between source and
observation plane. The average wave number k̄ = 2π/λ̄ is related to the average wavelength
λ̄ and ψ = (2π/λ̄)((X1
2 + Y1
2) − (X22 + Y22))/2R represents the phase difference. If
R (2π/λ̄)((X12 +Y12)−(X22 +Y22)), then the phase factor ψ can be neglected. Equation
(4.9) is known as the van Cittert-Zernike theorem.
This is a very universal and general formalism of coherence and can be applied to many
specific problems. Two special cases are the temporal and the transverse coherence, which
will be explained in the following.
1Note, that perfectly monochromatic sources may be hard to find, since there are always energetic
distinctions of initial states of the source.
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Longitudinal Coherence
The longitudinal (or temporal) coherence is the degree of coherence of radiation along its
propagation direction and is related to the energetic distinctions of the initial states of the
source. Consider two wavefronts, one at wavelength λ and the other at a slightly different
wavelength λ+ ∆λ (Figure 4.2).
λ Δλ
ll
N oscillations
N - 1/2 oscillations
Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of the concept of longitudinal coherence. Two waves with
different wavelengths λ and λ + ∆λ, respectively, are in anti phase after traveling a certain
distance ll called longitudinal coherence length [Sch08a].
In the case of starting simultaneously from a single point, these waves have a well defined
phase relationship. If they are propagated in the same direction, then after a certain
distance ll these waves will be in anti phase. If the first wave has made N oscillations
over this distance, the second one must have made N − 1/2 oscillations. Some calculations
result in the following formula for the so-called longitudinal coherence length
ll =
λ2
2∆λ
=
λ
2(∆λ/λ)
. (4.10)
This expression depends only on the wavelength λ and the monochromaticity, or, more
precisely, on the bandwidth of the radiation ∆λ/λ. The longitudinal coherence length ll is
defined as the distance, over which the phase difference of the two waves becomes π. An
interference pattern is visible as long as the time delay τ between both paths is smaller
than the so called longitudinal coherence time, tl = ll/c, where c is the vacuum velocity of
light. Otherwise, the intensity patterns superpose incoherently and the interference fringes
are washed out.
To illustrate the meaning of a certain longitudinal coherence length [vdVP04], consider a
scattering event at an angle 2θ from a sample having a transverse length a and a thickness
l (compare Figure 4.3). There is a path length difference between a wave scattered from one
of the outer edges to the other of a·(sin2θ), compare Figure 4.3 a). Therefore, a condition
for longitudinale coherence is
ll =
1
2
λ2
∆λ
> a · sin(2θ). (4.11)
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The right-hand side of this equation can be expressed in terms of the momentum transfer
~q = ~kscat−~kin, where ~kscat and ~kin denotes the wave vector of the scattered and the incoming
beams, respectively (see Figure 4.3(c)). So, by means of some calculation and by using the
condition for elastic scattering |~kscat| = |~kin| = k, q = 2k · sinθ, and sin(2θ) = 2sinθcosθ,
one obtains
ll =
1
2
λ2
∆λ
> a · sin(2θ)⇔ λ
2
∆λ
> 2
aq
k
√
1− q2/(4k2). (4.12)
With k  q it follows
√
1−
(
q
2k
)2 ≈ 1− 1
2
( q
2k
)2 −O( q
2k
)4 ≈ 1 and
λ2
∆λ
> 2
aq
k
. (4.13)
This condition must be satisfied for the largest momentum transfer q covered in the exper-
iment, which corresponds to the smallest resolvable feature in the sample. The maximum
momentum transfer qmax is related to the spatial resolution xmin by qmax = 2π/xmin. There-
fore,
∆λ
λ
<
xmin
2a
. (4.14)
There is a second dimension which generates a path length difference of waves passing the
sample, namely the sample thickness l. Figure 4.3 b) illustrates this situation.
2θ
a·sin(2θ)
a
2θ
k
k
q
a) b) c)
2θ
in
scat
l
l·cos(2θ)
∆l
Figure 4.3: Illustration of the scattering geometries to demonstrate the path length differences
through the sample caused by the sample width (a) and the sample thickness (b). (c) shows the
corresponding scattering vectors and the momentum transfer [vdVP04].
The path length of a wave scattered from the front differs from that of a wave scattered
from the back of the sample by ∆l = l − cos(2θ) = 2l · (sinθ)2. Thus, one obtains a
additional condition for temporal coherence,
λ2
∆λ
> 4l · sin(θ)2. (4.15)
In order to determine the required longitudinal coherence length for a certain experiment,
one should apply the condition (4.11 or 4.15) for which the right-hand side is larger.
Whereas, the strictest requirement on the longitudinal coherence length will always be
inequation (4.11).
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Figure 4.4: Schematic sketch of the transverse coherence length. Diffraction patterns from two
narrow slits at distance d generated by the central part of the line source (blue line) and by the
edge of the source at height s/2 (dashed red line). The distance d between the two slits is such
that the two patterns are in anti phase. This is valid for d = λR/s [vdVP04].
Transverse Coherence
The transverse coherence length describes the coherence properties of a source in a plane
transverse to the propagation direction of the radiation. A good measure for the degree
of coherence is the interference contrast (compare equation 4.6) in the far-field diffraction
pattern of an object. Consider again Young’s double-slit setup as an example for an object
to be probed. The illumination of the double slit with monochromatic light from an ideal
point source results in a set of interference fringes with fully developed maxima and zero
intensity minima. This situation corresponds to a maximum of visibility. In practice, a
source is chaotic and not point-like. Thus, the emission of photons at different locations
in the source is uncorrelated. Although, the interference pattern resulting from different
points in the extended source are identical, each of them creates a diffraction pattern at a
slightly shifted diffraction angle. Their superposition causes the interference pattern to be
washed out. Obviously, the visibility of fringes is reduced. For a quantification of the effect
consider the experimental setup as it is sketched in Figure 4.4 [vdVP04]. Assume that the
two slits at distance d are illuminated by a uniform line source with extension s. Then,
assuming small angles, the interference patterns originating from an infinitesimally small
emitting source element located on the optical axis appear at diffraction angles α = mλ/d,
with m = 0,±1,±2, . . . for the maxima and m = ±1
2
,±3
2
,±5
2
, . . . for the minima. The
interference patterns generated from a source element at the edge of the source at height
s/2 are shifted to angles mλ/d + s/(2R). R denotes the distance from the source to the
slits. The diffraction pattern of a quasi-monochromatic extended source is just the sum over
all diffraction patterns that would have been created by a single point inside the source,
individually. The final diffraction pattern is smeared out due to the relative displacement
of these individual diffraction patterns. The visibility of the interference becomes zero, if
the main maximum of one diffraction pattern overlaps the first minimum of a second one.
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This rule is named the Rayleigh-criterion. If we transfer this rule to our example, then the
maxima in the fringe pattern of the edge element and the minima of the fringe pattern of
the central element coincide, if d = λR/s. This distance is defined as transverse coherence
length
lt = λR/s. (4.16)
Different elements of the extended source generate interference patterns on different loca-
tions on the detector, i. e., there is a difference in path length at a certain observation point.
The larger the source the smaller is the distance lt between two points in the observation
plane where these wave amplitudes are out of phase. If the sample is smaller than the lat-
eral coherence length, then an interference pattern is observable. For a given wavelength,
lt depends only on the length R and the source size s. Therefore, the lateral coherence
length is defined by the geometry of the experimental setup. That is, a small source and
a large distance between sample and source can increase the lateral coherence. In order to
ensure a fully coherent scattering in the transverse direction, the object width a should be
smaller than the transverse coherence length lt. One can express this requirement, lt > a,
by means of using the equation (4.16) as lt = λ/∆θ, with ∆θ = s/R being the angle of the
source as seen at distance R from the source,
∆θ <
λ
a
. (4.17)
For a given object having a lateral extension a, inequation (4.17) defines the maximal
angle of the source seen by the object to perform a successful coherent scattering experi-
ment.
The Degree of Spatial Coherence of a Synchrotron Radiation Source
A synchrotron radiation source is chaotic. The emission of the x-ray photons is a stochas-
tic and an approximately incoherent process. The radiators contribute independently to
the radiated intensity which is approximately Gauss-distributed. Nevertheless, one can
observe interference effects. This is due to the described concept of partial coherence
and depends on the energy of the radiation and the geometry of the experiment, i. e.,
the large propagation distance from the source to the sample position. Therefore, equa-
tion (4.9) (van Cittert-Zernike-theorem) is valid and can be used to calculate the degree
of spatial coherence of the emitted synchrotron radiation at a certain distance from the
source [BW99,Sch08b,Pat10]. The intensity distribution I(ξ, η) of a synchrotron radiation
source can be mathematically described by a Gaussian intensity distribution
I(ξ, η) =
1
2πσξση
e
− 1
2
( ξ
2
σξ
2 +
η2
ση2
)
. (4.18)
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Here, σξ × ση denotes the rms2 size of the source. Inserting this equation in (4.9) and
assuming the observation plane to be far from the source (i. e., eiψ ≈ 1) leads to the
following formula for the degree of spatial coherence
g12(∆x,∆y) = e
− 1
2
(
2πσξ
λ̄R
)2
∆x2− 1
2(
2πση
λ̄R )
2
∆y2
. (4.19)
Here, ∆x = X1−X2 and ∆y = Y1−Y2. To yield an expression of similar type like equation
4.18 we define
g12(∆x,∆y) =: e
− 1
2
( ∆x
2
σx
+ ∆y
2
σy
)
. (4.20)
A comparison of equation (4.19) with equation (4.20) yields that g12 is also Gaussian-shaped
with respective σ-values of σx = λ̄R/(2πσξ) and σy = λ̄R/(2πση) (the Fourier transform
of a Gaussian function is a Gaussian function as well). Hence, the lateral coherence length
(rms) in horizontal and vertical direction is given by
lt,h,(rms) =
1
2π
· λ̄R
σξ
, (4.21)
lt,v,(rms) =
1
2π
· λ̄R
ση
. (4.22)
The limit R −→∞ or σξ,η −→ 0 represents the case of a fully coherent source, characterized
by an infinitely long coherence length.
The FWHM3 lateral coherence lengths are derived as
lt,(h,v) =
4 ln 2
π
· λR
∆s(h,v)
, (4.23)
where ∆s denotes the FWHM source size. The index (h, v) refers to the horizontal and
the vertical direction, respectively.
4.1.2 Coherent Illumination
As mentioned above a coherent illumination of the specimen is a precondition for a success-
ful coherent imaging experiment. To illuminate the sample coherently means to capture
the coherent part of the photon flux of the source and then focus it on the sample position.
The coherent flux is dependent upon the properties of the radiation source and cannot
be increased by means of a focusing optic [Pat10]. To achieve highest spatial resolution
the number of photons on the sample must be maximal. Thus, the challenging task is to
capture and focus the maximum available coherent flux on the sample position.
2rms is the acronym for root mean square.
3FWHM is the acronym for full width at half maximum.
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Coherent Flux
The flux F in a beam is defined as the number of photons Nph passing a given cross section
area A during a small time interval ∆t divided by this time interval, F = Nph/∆t [Pat10].
A coherent illumination of the specimen means that the lateral dimensions of the cross
section area of the illuminated specimen must not exceed the lateral coherence length lt
of the beam. Thus, the available flux is limited by the transverse coherence length. One
can show that the coherent flux of an x-ray beam cannot be increased by means of a
focusing optic [Pat10]. That is, the coherent part of an x-ray beam is an invariant quantity
concerning the beam propagation through any optical system. It is a property of the x-ray
source and depends on the brilliance of the source, the photon energy, and the energy
bandwidth. The coherent flux Fc provided by a given radiation source is bounded from
above by [SBF+08]
Fc ≤ B · λ2
∆E
E
· t. (4.24)
Here, B denotes the brilliance of the synchrotron source, λ the wavelength of the incoming
photons, ∆E/E the degree of monochromaticity, and t the exposure time. The number
of coherent photons per area (fluence) on the sample determines the achievable spatial
resolution in a coherent imaging experiment. This relation between fluence on the sample
and achievable spatial resolution will be explained in the following.
Dose and Resolution
As already mentioned, in CXDI the achievable spatial resolution is not limited by any optic.
In principle, the only resolution-restricting parameter is the maximum momentum transfer
that can be recorded by the detector. That is, if the diffraction pattern can be detected on
a large solid angle, the spatial resolution is only limited by the wave length of the incident
radiation. In practice, the spatial resolution is determined by the largest scattering angle,
up to which a significant diffraction signal can be recorded. This angle, in turn, depends
on the coherent dose passing the sample [SS10]. Thus, for radiation-hard specimens, the
limitation of the achievable spatial resolution is determined by the limited coherent flux
available from the radiation source. The detected intensity of diffraction patterns falls off
approximately with the fourth power of the scattering vector ~q (I ∝ q−4). That is, in
order to increase the spatial resolution by one order of magnitude one has to increase the
coherent dose on the sample by four orders of magnitude. Schropp and Schroer [SS10]
show that in order to resolve a small feature included in the sample of investigation, the
dose density Ic · ∆t must be adapted to this feature. Ic denotes the incident coherent
flux and ∆t the exposure time. In an experiment, the flux density Ic = Fc/A depends
on the coherent flux Fc provided from the x-ray source and the area A, onto which this
flux is focused. For a given source the coherent flux is fixed and bounded from above by
relation (4.24). The spatial resolution can be further increased by reducing the field of
view. That is, to increase the coherent intensity on the sample the coherent flux must
be condensed onto a smaller area. The illuminated area A can be manipulated by means
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of focusing optics. Optimal focusing is reached by diffraction limited optics with high
numerical aperture NA [SHP+12], that is,
Ic =
Fc
Aeff
∝ B ·NA2 · ∆E
E
· T. (4.25)
Here, Aeff denotes the effective area of the diffraction limited focus and T is the efficiency
of the focusing optic.
In conclusion, to improve the spatial resolution in a coherent imaging experiment one
must increase the fluence (photons/area) on the sample. Consequently, to achieve highest
spatial resolution the coherent experiment should be performed at one of the most brilliant
synchrotron sources for hard x rays such as PETRA III.
In Chapter 7.2.3 we will determine the actual coherent flux and the actual coherent
intensity on the sample during the 3D-ptychography experiment.
4.1.3 Speckle
Assume the scattering is fully coherent in the transverse directions. If one illuminates
an inhomogeneous object, then the diffraction pattern becomes speckled [vdVP04]. It is
well known in optics that full-field imaging of an object with a fully coherent illumination
yields a lower resolution than imaging with an incoherent illumination [BW99]. The great
advantage of coherent imaging is that, in principle, a unique reconstruction of the object’s
structure from its diffraction pattern is possible. In conventional incoherent imaging this
is not possible. This is due to the fact that the phases of the waves scattered from different
parts in the object cannot be retrieved from the diffracted intensity pattern. The arising of
speckles can be derived as follows [SMG+91,CLY+94,RPF+95,LPDR97,RPLV98,PRV+00,
RM01].
In Figure 4.5, Fraunhofer diffraction patterns taken from a disordered specimen gener-
ated from scattering due to coherent illumination (Figure 4.5(a)) and due to incoherent
illumination (Figure 4.5(b)) are compared. Three important length scales are to be distin-
guished, the wavelength λ of the incoming x-ray photons, the average distance d between
the particles, and the size a of the illuminated area. As the particle size does not influence
the location of the main maximum, it will not be considered. Scale invariance implies
that the interference pattern depends on λ/a and λ/d. Scattering from an object illumi-
nated by an incoherent x-ray beam is independent of λ/a. Consequently, the incoherent
pattern only depends on λ/d, which is the angle where the maximum intensity is found.
The diffraction pattern is the average of all patterns resulting from slightly different wave-
fronts and, therefore, represents an average over an ensemble of slightly different particle
configurations. Additionally, the coherent pattern contains smaller features ∼ λ/a, where
λ/a  λ/d, since a  d. The diffraction pattern depends on both λ/a and λ/d. These
small features are the speckles. Each speckle has an angular width of λ/a. They arise
from the interferences between the wavefronts scattered from different particles of the in-
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homogeneous specimen. If the position of a single particle is changed, all interferences are
affected and the complete pattern changes.
a
dλ
~λ/a
d
~λ/d
a)
b)
~λ/d
Figure 4.5: X-ray diffraction from a disordered specimen with average particle distance d. The
size of the specimen is a. Illumination with coherent x-ray photons gives rise to a speckled
diffraction pattern (a), whereas illumination with incoherent x-ray photons results in a continuous
diffraction pattern (b) [vdVP04].
Therefore, the coherent interference pattern contains the information about the positions
of all particles and represents a particular realization of the system. There is no averaging
over particle distances and, in fact, the average distance d is irrelevant. It becomes only
noticeable as a maximum in the envelope function of the speckles. The speckle size λ/a
is the same for all speckles. It contains no information about the inner structure of the
specimen. The way in which the speckles are distributed over angle and intensity in the
diffraction pattern contains the desired information.
4.1.4 Phase Problem and Sampling
As already mentioned, one is able, in principle, to determine the structure of the object
from its coherent diffraction pattern in a unique way. Of course, that requires to fulfill
some additional conditions like a finite object size and a sufficient sampling of the reciprocal
space. The relations will be explained in the following. The diffracted amplitude from an
object in the far field is the Fourier transform of the transmission function of the object
provided that a plane wave propagates via a thin object to the detector. By means of
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some mathematical simplifications and using the Born approximation, one can show that
the diffracted amplitude is the Fourier transform of the electron density function and thus,
the density function can be obtained from the diffracted amplitude via an inverse Fourier
transform (compare Chapter 2.1.2 and 2.2.2). If one could measure the amplitude directly,
then the density would be uniquely determinable. Unfortunately, the detector can only
record the diffractive intensity, that is the modulus square of the amplitude. It cannot
measure the complex amplitude. Hence, the information about the phase is lost. However,
to reconstruct the electron density of the object the phase information must be known.
That is the so-called phase problem [Als02].
The phase problem is closely related to the so-called sampling requirement [Say52,Sha49].
Bates suggested [Bat82,Say52,Sha49] that a sufficient sampling of the diffraction pattern
could lead to the desired phase information. His argument is based on the fact that
the autocorrelation function of any sort of image is twice the size of the image itself in
each dimension and he concluded that the information about the phase could be retrieved
by sampling the magnitude of the Fourier transform twice as fine as the Nyquist fre-
quency. Sayre suggested transfering the oversampling technique to x-ray studies [Say91].
Miao et al. [MSC98,MSC97] showed that the magnitude of the Fourier transform sampled
by the Nyqiust frequency is underdetermined by a factor of two for one-dimensional objects
as well as for two- and three-dimensional objects.
2π/a π/(a)
λ
2a
ρ(x)•ρ(-x)
ρ(x)
Figure 4.6: Coherent diffraction imaging of a single object with size a results in a continuous,
speckled intensity distribution. A sampling of π/(a) of this interference pattern is required to
ensure a unique reconstruction. Consequently, the corresponding distance in the object domain
is 2a. Hence, there is a zero-density region around the object [vdVP04].
To help illustrate this point, consider an object of size a as shown in Figure 4.6 [vdVP04].
Its speckled diffraction pattern is given by the modulus square of the amplitude |F (u)|2.
The latter is a continuous function. The interval 2π/a arises from scattering at the top
and the bottom of the object. In order to solve the phase problem one must sample the
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diffraction pattern at half this interval, i. e., at spacing π/(a). The Shannon sampling
theorem [Sha49] states that a function g(x) which is non-zero within an interval w can be
reconstructed by sampling its Fourier transform FT(g(x)) at a spacing 2π/w. In CXDI-
experiments one measures FT(g(x)) = |F (u)|2. Performing an inverse Fourier transform
yields to
g(x) = FT−1|F(u)|2 = FT−1[F(u)F(u)∗] = FT−1[F(u)]⊗ FT−1[F(u)∗]
= ρ(x)⊗ ρ(−x).
The autocorrelation function ρ(x)⊗ ρ(−x) of the density g(x) is non-zero over an interval
that is twice the object size a. As stated in Shannon’s theorem one should be able to
reconstruct the object if the reciprocal space is sampled by 2π/w = 2π/(2a) ⇔ w = 2a.
That corresponds to an oversampling factor of two. The sampling range corresponds to a
distance twice the object size in the real space domain. But, one knows that the object
has a zero density outside a boundary. This additional knowledge provides the possibility
to solve the phase problem.
A different approach to oversampling is based on counting the degrees of freedom [Thi07].
Assuming that the image (two dimensional image of the specimen under investigation) is
complex-valued, then 2Nrs independent real variables need to be recovered. The index
rs denotes real space. The recorded diffraction pattern provides Nfs = Nx · Ny measured
amplitudes and thus, Nfs variables for the equation system to be solved (rs denotes Fourier
space). But the number of degrees of freedom is larger than the number of constrains by a
factor of two, 2Nrs ≥ Nfs, because only the intensity is measured but not the phase. To have
the same numbers of unknowns and knowns in real space and reciprocal space it is necessary
to sample the diffraction pattern on a finer grid. The equation system is undetermined
unless 2Nrs ≤ Nfs. In this case the system is denoted as two-fold oversampled.
By means of oversampling one actually creates a no-density region around the object.
That is, this region is mathematically filled by zeros. Additionally, one can define an
oversampling ratio [MSC98]
σ =
total region
electron density region
, (4.26)
where the total region contains the no-density region surrounding the object.
Phase Retrieval Methods
The challenging task of retrieving the lost phase can be accomplished by a number of
different reconstruction algorithms [Fie78, Fie82, GS72]. These algorithms iteratively find
the correct solution for a given amplitude measurement by alternating between real and
reciprocal space via forward and inverse Fourier transforms (or Fresnel propagations) while
considering the different underlying constraints.
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Unfortunately, the generated solutions are not unique by virtue of the fact that the
zero point of the phase is not determined as well as the exact position of the object under
consideration. These conflicting solutions to a complex object function O(~r), i. e., O(~r+~r0),
O(−~r) and O(~r)eiφ, often make the reconstruction process difficult and typically lead to a
superposition of different solutions.
The combination of coherent diffractive imaging with scanning microscopy overcomes
these ambiguities, which will be explained in detail, later.
Sampling of the Diffraction Pattern
In practice, the sampling of the diffraction pattern and, therefore, of the reciprocal space
mainly depends on the pixel size of the diffraction camera. In this section, the relation
between sampling and detector pixel size will be deduced.
As already explained, the diffracted far-field intensity is related to the exit wave field
behind the sample via Fourier transform. Hence, if we knew the entire Fourier transform of
the object, then we would be able to easily determine the original object with an arbitrary
resolution only limited by the wavelength of the x-ray photons. In practice, the number
of photons and the spatial resolution of the detector are limited. Experimentally, it is
not possible to measure the continuous diffraction pattern but, instead, the intensity is
integrated over small distinct areas in the reciprocal space. Thus, the diffraction pattern
and consequently also the Fourier transform of the exit wave field are not completely
known. The sampling of the recorded diffraction pattern is limited by the pixel size of the
detector. The available data are discretized which, in turn, results in a restriction of the
possible field of view of the specimen. Let the sample under investigation have a finite size
a. Then, the signal in the reciprocal space is band-limited and the smallest distance in
reciprocal space (that is, the minimum distance between minima or maxima of intensity)
corresponding to this sample size is
∆q =
2π
a
. (4.27)
The relation between the coordinates ∆x and ∆q of the real space and of the reciprocal
space, respectively, is given by ∆x/∆q ≈ L/k. Here, k is the wave vector of the x rays with
k = 2π/λ and L the distance between sample and detector, which is assumed to be large
enough to legitimate the small-angle approximation. With these relations one can express
the minimum distance of fringes in the measured far-field diffraction pattern by
∆xmin ≈
∆q · L
k
=
λ · L
a
. (4.28)
Consider Figure 4.7 where the situation is illustrated. Measuring of intensity variations
would be impossible if the pixel size p of the detector were equal or larger than ∆xmin.
To record variations of the intensity in the measured diffraction pattern, the pixel size p
of the detector must be – in accordance with Shannon’s theorem – smaller than half the
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size of ∆xmin. That is, the sampling for a specimen of size a would be fine enough, if the
detector pixel size is half the speckle size
p ≤ 1
2
Lλ
a
. (4.29)
This corresponds to a maximum sampling distance in reciprocal space of
∆q ≤ π/a (4.30)
and is called by 2-fold oversampling.
L
a
intensity
2π/a
2π/a
detector
pixel
x rays
Figure 4.7: The green line indicates the case, in which the pixel size is as large as the speckle
size and the blue line the case of a two-fold oversampling [Sch08b].
The discretization of the diffraction pattern is related to a discrete sampling of the
specimen in real space. Thus, there exists a relation between the sampling distances in the
space domain and the Fourier domain. The sampling distance ∆q in the Fourier domain
is determined by the detector pixel size p, the wavelength λ of the radiation as well as the
sample-detector distance L. Using relations (4.29) and (4.30) one obtains
∆q = |k|sin θ ≈ |k| p
L
. (4.31)
A general property of the Fourier transform for a discrete data set with number of variables
N , is given by ∆x = 2π/(N∆q). Using these relations leads to the corresponding sampling
distance in real space
∆x =
2π
Nk
L
p
=
λL
Np
. (4.32)
Equation (4.32) is valid for both the x- and y-dimension.
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4.2 Ptychography
As mentioned before, ptychography combines coherent lensless imaging with scanning mi-
croscopy. Standard CXDI-experiments suffer from the disadvantage of producing ambigu-
ous solutions and the applicability of the method is limited to sample sizes in the range
of the illuminating beam. In scanning ptychography the illuminating areas of neighboring
scan points must have a certain overlap. Thus, ptychography overcomes these problems of
ambiguity owing to the fact that via recording several diffraction patterns ambiguities in
the reconstruction of the object are broken. Due to the overlap of neighboring illuminated
areas the reconstruction becomes unique and extended objects can also be investigated.
The overlap implies a system of equations, which is overdetermined. By means of the
additional information one can extract the complex object function and the complex illu-
minating wave field, simultaneously.
Ptychography was first introduced by R. Hegerl and W. Hoppe [HH70] in the field
of electron diffraction. Rodenburg and Faulkner used these ideas to develop a recon-
struction method for electron microscopy [FR04, RF04]. The first successful experiment
was performed by Nellist et al. in the field of scanning transmission electron microscopy
[NMR95, NR97]. The method and the reconstruction algorithm can be easily applied to
x-ray microscopy. In 2009, Rodenburg and Maiden [MR09] improved the reconstruction
algorithm to one that simultaneously reconstructs the complex object function and the
complex illuminating wave field [TDM+08]. The method and this algorithm will be de-
scribed in the following sections.
4.2.1 Method
In the ptychography method, a sample is scanned through a transversely modulated co-
herent beam. At each position of the scan, a far-field diffraction pattern of the object
is recorded. The step size of the scan is chosen such that there is a certain overlap be-
tween neighboring illuminated areas. From the set of diffraction patterns, a simultaneous
reconstruction of the object function and the complex illumination wave field is possible
by applying the iterative phase retrieval algorithm introduced by Maiden and Rodenburg
(2009) [MR09]. Note, that by means of that reconstruction algorithm the illumination
can be characterized in retrospect and that from the effects of the focusing optics on the
illumination one can draw quantitative conclusions on the quality of the optics.
4.2.2 Computational Implementation
In the following we adhere to the paper of Maiden and Rodenburg [MR09].
Let P (~r) represent the illumination function and O(~r) the object function. Further, let
~Rj denote the relative movement between the object and the illumination function and
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Figure 4.8: Ptychography algorithm by Rodenburg and Maiden.
N the number of recorded diffraction patterns. They are addressed in a random sequence
s(j), where the index j is an integer number with 0 ≤ j < N and 0 ≤ s(j) < N .
1. The algorithm starts with initial guesses, labelled Pj=0(~r) and Oj=0(~r), of the probe
wave field and the object function in the real space. Generally, the initial object
guess is taken as free-space and the initial illumination guess is a Gaussian shaped
illumination function with zero phase shift. It has roughly the size of the intense
region of the complex wave field.
2. A guess of the transmitted wave function ψj is formed by multiplying the current
object guess by the appropriately shifted illumination guess, giving
ψj(~r, ~Rs(j)) = Oj(~r) · Pj(~r − ~Rs(j)). (4.33)
3. Transition into the Fourier space to form:
Ψj(~k, ~Rs(j)) = FT [ψj(~r, ~Rs(j))] = |Ψj(~k, ~Rs(j))| · eiΦj(
~k, ~Rs(j)). (4.34)
Here, Ψj(~k, ~Rs(j)) is the Fourier transform of ψj(~r, ~Rs(j)) defined by
Ψj(~k, ~Rs(j)) =
1
2π
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
ψj(~r, ~Rs(j)) · e−i
~k~rd2r, (4.35)
where ~k is the corresponding coordinate in the Fourier space.
4. Now, the modulus of the Fourier transform of the transmitted wave function ψj is
replaced by the measured intensity of the s(j)th diffraction pattern at the current
position ~Rj:
Ψ′j(
~k, ~Rs(j)) =
√
Is(j)(~k) · eiΦj(
~k, ~Rs(j)). (4.36)
Ψ′j(
~k, ~Rs(j)) is the improved Fourier transform.
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5. Use an inverse Fourier transform of Ψ′j(
~k, ~Rs(j)) to obtain an improved guess of the
transmitted wave function:
ψ′j(~r, ~Rs(j)) = FT
−1[Ψ′j(
~k, ~Rs(j))]. (4.37)
6. An updated object and illumination guess is extracted from this result using two
update functions. Update function 1 updates the current object guess and is defined
as
Oj+1(~r) = Oj(~r) + α ·
P ∗j (~r − ~Rs(j))
|Pj(~r − ~Rs(j))|2max
· (ψ′j(~r)− ψj(~r)). (4.38)
Here, a new object guess is obtained by dividing out the current illumination from the
corrected transmitted wave function and taking a weighted average of this function
and the current object guess, with weights proportional to the intensity of the current
illumination estimate. The constant α can be adjusted to alter the step size of the
update. The updated illumination function is obtained by means of the second update
function:
Pj+1(~r) = Pj(~r) + β ·
O∗j (~r − ~Rs(j))
|Oj(~r − ~Rs(j))|2max
· (ψ′j(~r)− ψj(~r)). (4.39)
The constant β can be adjusted to alter the step size of the update – similar to
α in the update function (4.38). |Pj(~r − ~Rs(j))|2max) and |Oj(~r − ~Rs(j))|2max are the
maximum values of modulus square of Pj(~r − ~Rs(j)) and Oj(~r − ~Rs(j)), respectively.
They are used for normalization. In the implemented version of this algorithm, in
order to avoid a division by zero, a constant was introduced into the dominator.
7. Go to the next position ~Rs(j+1) and start at point 2.).
The process continues with the next diffraction pattern. One single iteration consists of the
application of the scheme on all N diffraction patterns in a random sequence s(j).
In 3D ptychography we combine ptychography with tomography. Therefore, the main
principles of tomography will be explained in the next sections.
4.3 Tomography
Modern tomography techniques enable one to study the interior of a specimen without
sample damage or destruction. In particular, the possibility of using synchrotron radiation
provides high quality imaging with high spatial resolution.
Via tomography one obtains a complete three-dimensional image of the overall inner
structure of the sample under investigation. This is due to the fact that the sample is
exposed from different directions. From the recorded data the three dimensional structure,
the three-dimensional elemental, or chemical distribution of the specimen can be extracted
[SCS+00,SKG+03,Wit07].
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4.3.1 Method
In this section a brief introduction of the mathematical concept of tomography will be
given [Sch08a]. A more detailed description of tomography can be found in [KS88]. The
intention of tomography is to determine the three-dimensional structure of an object, i. e.,
the three-dimensional distribution of a physical property of the object.
The interaction of the x rays with the electrons of the sample is described by the trans-
mission function of the object
T (x, y, z) = eik∆x · e−ik
∫
l(y,z) δ(x,y,z)dx · e−k
∫
l(y,z) β(x,y,z)dx. (4.40)
It is based on the complex index of refraction n(x, y, z) = 1− δ(x, y, z) + iβ(x, y, z). The
second and third term of equation (4.40) describe refraction of the x rays and absorption of
the x rays within the sample, respectively. Physical properties which can be determined by
tomography are, for example, the attenuation coefficient µ(x, y, z) = 4 ·π ·β(x, y, z)/λ and
the refractive index decrement δ(x, y, z) = −λ ·Φ(x, y, z)/(2π∆z) as functions of the object
coordinates x, y and z. Here λ is the wavelength of the incoming photons, Φ the phase
shift caused by the different path lengths through the object, and ∆z the thickness of the
object. A schematic sketch of the experimental situation is shown in Figure 4.9.
x
y
s
θ
z
x rays
detector
rotation
r
l
Figure 4.9: Schematic sketch of a tomography experiment setup [Sch08a].
The laboratory frame of reference is the right-handed (s, r, z′) coordinate system with basis
vector s pointing along the beam and z′ pointing up. It is beam-fixed. The coordinate
system of the sample is denoted by (x, y, z). The experiment is set up such that the vertical
axes of both systems coincide and point in the direction of the axis of rotation. (x, y, z) is an
object-fixed coordinate system. The angle θ represents the rotation of the two coordinate
systems relative to each other. The sample coordinates (x, y, z) can be expressed in terms
of the laboratory coordinates (s, r, z′) by means of a rotation matrixxy
z
 =
cosθ −sinθ 0sinθ cosθ 0
0 0 1
 ·
 sr
z
′
 . (4.41)
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By virtue of the fact that z = z
′
is fixed and the considerations are limited to the (x, y)-
respective the (s, r)-plane, the equation system reduces to(
x
y
)
=
(
cosθ −sinθ
sinθ cosθ
)
·
(
s
r
)
(4.42)
and results in a slice of the sample at a given position z along the rotation axis. To
obtain one single tomographic projection, the object is horizontally scanned through the
x-ray beam along the r-direction. At each r-position the integrated intensity is recorded.
After one horizontal scan is completed (one projection), the sample is rotated by an angle
increment ∆θ. Then the scan is repeated. This procedure is repeated until all projections
of one half rotation (180°) are recorded 4. Depending on the size of the angle increment,
∆θ, there exist M projections of each slice, which are used to reconstruct the corresponding
slice of the object.
4.3.2 Theoretical Basics
Let f(x, y) be the original object-slice (i. e., the physical property of the object slice) in real
space. The set of all line integrals of one certain direction θ through this slice is denoted
as projection. The set of all projections forms the so-called Radon transform of the slice
f(x, y) [Rad17]. Our experimental situation is the opposite one, as we measure the Radon
transform of the object property f(x, y). Consequently, we need the inverse of the Radon
transform. The Radon transform can be reversed by means of the Fourier Slice Theorem,
which relates the Fourier transform of a projection to the Fourier transform of the object
along a radial line r (compare Figure 4.10).
The Fourier Slice Theorem
1. Let a function f(x, y) and its two-dimensional Fourier transform F (u, v) be repre-
sented by:
f(x, y)
2DFT−→ F (u, v).
2. Furthermore, a projection pθ(r) of f(x, y) at an arbitrary angle θ and its one-
dimensional Fourier transform Pθ(u) are given:
pθ(r)
1DFT−→ Pθ(u).
Then, Pθ(u) represents the function F (u, v) along a line through the origin of the Fourier
space subtending an angle θ with the u-axis. A tomographic projection in real space is
4Note, that measuring over 180° is sufficient, as a measuring of the second 180° would provide redundant
data.
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the Fourier Slice Theorem. A projection recorded in the space domain
is connected to a slice of the frequency domain via Fourier transform [KS88].
transformed into a slice of the Fourier space. The Fourier space can be filled by measuring
a sufficient number of angular projections. Theoretically, the original object in real space
can be retrieved by performing a two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform. Practically, it
is more complicated to calculate the inverse Fourier transform, because one has to switch
from polar coordinates to cartesian coordinates. This step requires interpolations in Fourier
space and can lead to strong artifacts in the reconstruction. This effect can be corrected
by applying the method of filtered back projection.
Tomographic Reconstruction via Filtered Back Projection
In order to retrieve f(x, y) from F (u, v) via a two-dimensional Fourier transform one has
to replace the rectangular coordinate system (u, v) in the frequency domain by a polar
coordinate system (w, θ). The Jacobian determinant of this coordinate transform |w| can
be interpreted as a filter in the form of a multiplication factor. From the Fourier Slice
Theorem we know that
F (w, θ) = Pθ(w)
pθ(r)
FT−→ Pθ(w).
With some calculations one can express f(x, y) as follows
f(x, y) =
π∫
0
 ∞∫
−∞
Pθ(w) · |w| · ei2πwr(x,y)dw
 dθ.
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From this formula one can read that before it is transformed back to real space, the
function Pθ(w) is multiplied by a factor |w| in Fourier space. This multiplication in the
frequency domain corresponds to a convolution (filtering) in the space domain. The filtered
projections are transformed back to real space individually via a one-dimensional Fourier
transform and then smeared back across the image plane, according to the angle θ at which
they were recorded. This procedure results in a tomographic reconstruction of the original
object slice f(x, y).
4.3.3 Sampling Requirements
Due to the finite number of projections the tomographic data set does not provide the com-
plete information about the object. The information is discretized (compare Figure 4.10).
Let ∆x be the given discretization in the projections. Then, if N denotes the number of
steps of size ∆x in the reconstructed projections, the width a of the projections is given
by a = N ×∆x and the corresponding spatial distance in the Fourier domain by
∆qN =
2π
∆x
=
2π
a
N. (4.43)
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Figure 4.11: Sampling requirements in the frequency domain [Sch08a].
In accordance with the Fourier Slice Theorem the Fourier domain is filled with information
by additional ptychographic scans at several angular positions. In Figure 4.11 one can see
that the regions close to the origin are sampled very closely while the sampling in outer
regions is less dense. In order to achieve the resolution given by the translational sampling
one must ensure that the sampling along the circumference of the outermost sampling circle
is that of the translation. Hence, the radius of the outermost circle in the Fourier domain
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is given by ∆qNN/2 and the half circumference of the outermost circle by π ·∆qNN/2. If
we assume this half circumference is to be sampled in M rotational steps then the size of
the rotational steps ∆qM in Fourier space is represented by
∆qM =
π
2
∆qNN
M
. (4.44)
Demanding the equality of rotational and translational sampling, ∆qN = ∆qM, yields
M =
π
2
·N ≈ 1.57 ·N. (4.45)
Angular Sampling in 3D Ptychography
In the case of 3D ptychography the projections are generated via ptychographic scans.
That is, the sample is scanned through a focused x-ray beam and at each scan point
a far-field diffraction pattern is recorded. From this set of diffraction patterns one can
retrieved the phase shift through the object by using an iterative ptychographic phase
retrieval routine. Thus, the obtained projections contain the information about the object
phase, from which the three-dimensional distribution of the refractive index decrement δ
can be extracted by using a tomographic reconstruction routine. The discretization of the
ptychographic reconstruction is given by the real-space pixel size ∆x in the projections,
compare equation (4.32). For example, if the sample has a size of 2 µm and the pixel size
in real space is 3.8 nm, then the required number of angular steps is 826.
In 3D pychography, the achievable spatial resolution in the tomogram is limited by the
real-space pixel size ∆x in the projections. Obviously, the limiting factor in practice is the
reasonable acquisition time to measure sufficient angular positions.
Angular Sampling in Fluorescence Tomography
The sampling conditions for the fluorescence tomography experiment – performed in par-
allel to the 3D-ptychography experiment under the same experimental conditions – differs
from the sampling conditions for the 3D-ptychography experiment. Here, the discretization
of the projections is given by the step size of the ptychographic scans. Consider again the
example of a sample with a size of 2 µm and let the step size in the ptychographic scans be
40 nm (usual size). Then, the required number of angular steps for a sufficient sampling is
79. The achievable spatial resolution in the fluorescence tomography is limited by the step
size of the scans.
4.3.4 Computational Implementation
The information contained in the recorded projections is transferred into a so-called sino-
gram. This is an image where the tomographic scanning coordinate, r, is displayed on
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the horizontal axis and the rotational coordinate, θ, is plotted on the vertical axis. Such
a sinogram contains all the information needed for a successful reconstruction of a given
slice of the sample. The sinogram is discrete due to the discretization of the detector and
the finite number of angular steps. The sinogram is subsequently used to perform a com-
putational filtered back projection to yield a reconstruction of the corresponding slice of
the object.
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Figure 4.12: A sinogram contains all information needed for a successful tomographic reconstruc-
tion. The simulated object (128 × 128 pixels) shown in a) was used to produce the sinogram
shown in b). This sinogram was created in 300 angular steps over 180°. The tomographic recon-
struction obtained by FBP (c)) resembles the original object in a) very closely [KS88].
The following section will describe the basic concepts of x-ray fluorescence analysis. A
much more detailed description of x-ray spectrometry are found in the textbook of, i. e.,
Van Grieken and Markowicz [GM01].
4.4 X-Ray Fluorescence Analysis (XRF)
Nowadays, x-ray fluorescence analysis is the most frequently deployed method to quan-
titatively and qualitatively determine the elemental distribution of samples [SBF+10a,
CCD+08,LGR+07,SBG+02,SGK+04]. It is a nondestructive analysis method.
X-ray fluorescence analysis bases on the photoelectric effect [Als02, GM01]. An x-ray
photon is absorbed by an atom and transfers its energy to an inner-shell electron (see
Figure 4.13 a)). This electron is expelled by the atom and leaves the latter ionized and
thus, in a higher energy-state. The atom relaxes into the ground state via filling the hole
created in the inner shell with an outer-shell electron (compare Figure 4.13 b)). In the
example shown in Figure 4.13 b) the outer electron comes either from the L or M shell.
Therefore, the emitted fluorescence radiation is either referred to as the Kα line or the Kβ
line. The amount of energy needed for this relaxation into the ground state is emitted
as fluorescence radiation. The relaxation process bases on the principle that electrons of
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Figure 4.13: a) Photoelectric absorption. b) Emission of an x-ray fluorescence photon. c)
Emission of an Auger electron [Als02].
inner shells are more strongly bound on the nucleus. This binding energy depends on the
atomic number Z. The energy levels of the single shells and therefore, the energy difference
between these levels are defined by the atomic number. The energy difference constitutes
the energy of the emitted fluorescence radiation. Consequently, one can determine the
atomic number by means of measuring the energy of the fluorescence signal.
Besides the emission of a fluorescence photon, another competitive process can happen
if an x-ray photon is absorbed by the atom, namely, the emission of a so-called Auger
electron (see Figure 4.13 c)). In that case, the relaxing energy is not emitted by a fluo-
rescence photon, but is transferred onto another electron, which is subsequently expelled
from the atom. For elements with a low atomic number, the Auger process dominates
over fluorescence and the low amount of emitted fluorescence radiation does not reach the
detector, because it is absorbed on its way through the sample.
In consideration of the experiment described in this thesis, the method of the energy-
dispersive x-ray fluorescence analysis should be briefly mentioned [GM01]. In this technique
the fluorescence signal from the sample is measured with an energy-dispersive detector,
where electron-hole pairs are generated by absorption of an x-ray photon by the sensitive
area of the detector. Under the assumption that the detected signal is generated by one
single photon, the number of the produced electron-hole pairs is proportional to the amount
of energy of this incident fluorescence photon. The charges are measured as a time integral
over the current. In the following the event is sorted into a multi-channel analyzer. In the
3D-ptychography experiment we used a so-called silicon-drift detector.
4.4.1 2D and 3D Fluorescence Mapping
We performed the fluorescence experiment simultaneously with the 3D-ptychography ex-
periment by measuring the fluorescence spectrum at each scan point of the appropriate
ptychography scan. The sample is scanned by a transversely modulated coherent x-ray
beam, in which the illuminated areas of neighboring scan points overlap. From the spec-
tra of one ptychography scan one can determine the two-dimensional distribution of the
elements contained in the sample as a projection along the corresponding beam direction.
From the two-dimensional fluorescence maps at the different angular positions one can
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generate sinograms for the several slices through the sample. These sinograms are used
to perform a filtered back projection of each slice yielding a three-dimensional element
distribution of the sample.
4.5 3D Ptychography Combined with Fluorescence
Tomography
In this section the method of 3D ptychography combined with the measurement of the
fluorescence data will be briefly summarized.
The set of projections required for tomography is generated by ptychographic scans at
several angular positions. That is, the sample under investigation is scanned through
a coherent focused x-ray beam and at each scan point a far-field diffraction pattern is
recorded. Note, that the illuminated areas of neighboring scan points must sufficiently
overlap to guarantee a successful reconstruction. From the set of diffraction patterns the
complex object function as well as the complex illuminating wave field are reconstructed.
The reconstructions of the object phase at the different angular positions are the input
for the subsequent tomographic reconstruction. That is, for each slice of the sample a
sinogram is computationally generated and used as input for a filtered back projection.
The result is a tomographic reconstruction of several slices through the sample, which can
be arranged to a stack of slices. This stack can be transformed into a voxel-data set and
used as input for 3D rendering.
Simultaneously to the far-field diffraction patterns, the fluorescence data at each scan
point are recorded via an energy dispersive detector. The fluorescence signal is used to
produce a real-time map of the integrated fluorescence signal of the current scan point to
observe the sample position during the scan. Due to thermal drifts of the sample and stage
instabilities, the possibility to monitor the sample position is very helpful to correct the
sample position instantaneously to avoid senseless time consuming scan repetitions.
From the recorded fluorescence signal, one can generate two-dimensional element maps
at the several angular position to compare these data with that from the diffraction pat-
terns.
The three-dimensional evaluation of the fluorescence data enables one to assign elements
to appropriate phase shift values in the respective tomographic reconstruction generated
by the ptychographic projections.
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Chapter 5
High-Resolution 3D Ptychography
– Experimental Realization
The 3D-ptychography experiment was performed at beamline P06 of PETRA III at DESY
in Hamburg. PETRA III, the worldwide most brilliant synchrotron radiation source for
hard x rays, supplies the necessary photon dose required for high resolution x-ray imaging
and the hard x-ray nanoprobe at P06 provides the experimental environment for such an
experiment. The setup and its components will be explained in the following sections. This
includes a brief overview of the most important P06-constituents, an introduction of the
hard x-ray nanoprobe setup [SBF+10b], and a description of the investigated sample as
well as a description of the experimental procedure. Furthermore, the coherence properties
and the sampling conditions of the experiment will be discussed.
5.1 The Beamline P06
The undulator of beamline P06 generates a source of nominal size of 35× 6.9 µm2 (rms)1.
The optics hutch is located at a distance of 31.5 m from the source. It accommodates the
monochromator and a pair of flat horizontally deflecting mirrors. The latter suppress the
higher harmonics of the undulator radiation. The first experimental hutch – called micro-
probe hutch – is situated 87.5 m behind the undulator source. It provides the hard x-ray
microprobe station. The last part of the beamline is the nanoprobe hutch located 96.2 m
away from the source. The high-resolution 3D-ptychography experiment was performed in
this experiments hutch. Its components will be specified in the next section.
1rms is the acronym for root mean square.
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5.2 The Nanoprobe Hutch
The nanoprobe hutch accommodates the hard x-ray nanoprobe, a microscope developed
and built by the members of Christian Schroer’s group (Technische Universität Dresden,
Institute of Structural Physics of Condensed Matter). It provides several optics, detectors,
a high resolution x-ray camera, a visible light microscope, and a sample-stage tower with
eleven degrees of freedom. Additionally, to reduce background scattering in air one can
introduce a flight tube between sample and detector.
5.2.1 Focusing Optics
Two rectangular slits, a pair of nanofocusing lenses (NFLs) [SGK+04, Kur05, KLS+07,
BFP+09], a pinhole, and a shielding are the optical components of the setup. These
components will be briefly described in the following.
The x-ray beam leaving the undulator source propagates a distance of about 98.2 m until
it reaches the entrance aperture of the first nano focussing lens. At this point the beam
diverges to a size of a couple of millimeters, whereas the aperture of the lenses is about
30 µm. To suppress disturbing scattering from x-ray photons not passing through the lens
aperture, a rectangular slit system is placed directly in front of the first lens.
A prerequisite for a successful performance of the experiment is an intense x-ray beam
focused to a small spot. This is realized by means of refractive nanofocusing lenses made
of silicon. One single lens produces a small line focus. Thus, to generate a point focus,
two of such lenses for the focusing in horizontal and vertical direction are used in a crossed
geometry (see Figure 5.4). As these lenses are aligned behind each other, they must have
different focal lengths.
A small platinum pinhole of 16 µm diameter together with an additional shielding are
placed behind the second lens to clean the beam from those photons originating from
scattering.
5.2.2 Sample Environment
3D ptychography requires a precise sample alignment, stable for days and a high posi-
tional accuracy and repeatability. The sample-stage tower of the hard x-ray nanoprobe
with its eleven degrees of freedom provides this high-quality positioning standards. For a
rough sample alignment relative to the focus position three linear axes are available (two
for horizontal movements, one for movements in the vertical direction). They provide a
repeatability of < 200 nm and a position accuracy of < 100 nm. A highly precise rotational
stage ensures a rotation of the sample around the vertical axis up to 360° with an excen-
tricity < 100 nm, a flatness < 100 nm, and a wobble < 2 µrad. On the top of the rotational
stage a high resolution scanner stage is mounted. It provides high position accuracy and
repeatability (2× 2× 1 nm3) as basic requirements for a precise ptychographic experiment.
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Since the range of the scanner stage is limited to 100× 100× 10 µm3, the centering of the
sample for the tomography is done by means of a centering unit consisting of two transla-
tional stages and two tilts fixed on the top of the scanning unit. The sample itself is fixed
by a magnetic mount on the head of the centering unit. A schematic sketch of the scanner
unit is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic sketch of the scanner unit in the nanoprobe hutch of beamline P06.
5.2.3 Detectors
A successful 3D-ptychography experiment requires several detectors: a high resolution
x-ray camera for the alignment of the x-ray lenses, a visible light microscope for a rough
pre-alignment of the sample, a PIN-diode to measure the flux in the focal spot and to align
the pinhole, an ion chamber for measuring the intensity of the unfocused beam, a pixel
detector for recording the far-field diffraction patterns, and an energy-dispersive detector
for measuring fluorescence data.
PILATUS 300K Pixel Detector
To record the diffraction pattern in the far field a PILATUS 300K pixel detector was used.
Each pixel of this detector has a size of 172× 172 µm2 and has its own amplifier and digital
counter unit. The advantages of such a detector are the absence of background noise and
the very short readout time.
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Energy-Dispersive Detector
For measuring the fluorescence signal at each scan point in the ptychograms we used an
energy-dispersive silicon drift detector. This detector has a very high count rate (about
600 kcps output count rate [Inc]) and an energy resolution of 130 - 150 eV.
5.2.4 Flight Tube
After interacting with the sample, the x-ray photons have to propagate a large distance of
about 2 m until they reach the pixel detector. On this path a certain fraction of the photons
is scattered by the air molecules. This scattering yields a background noise in the recorded
intensity pattern and results in reconstruction artifacts. To prevent scattering from air, an
evacuated flight tube was introduced between sample and diffraction detector.
5.3 Geometrical Setup in the Nanoprobe Hutch of
Beamline P06
A schematic sketch of the experimental setup provided by the nanoprobe hutch of the
beamline P06 is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Schematic sketch of the setup geometry in the nanoprobe hutch of beamline P06.
The x-ray beam generated by the undulator propagates in vacuum until it reaches the
nanoprobe hutch. The first component in this experimental hutch is the fast shutter
necessary to trigger the exposure of the sample. A continuous exposure of the pixel detector
would reduce its life time or even destroy pixels. To measure the x-ray photon flux before
the beam passes the entrance of the slits in front of the lenses, an ion chamber is mounted
directly in front of the scanner unit. The data from the ion chamber can be used to
normalize diffraction patterns for reconstruction. The next component is the slit system.
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It matches the beam size to that of the entrance aperture of the first lens. After passing the
vertically and the horizontally focusing lenses, the beam is focused to a small spot of about
70× 90 nm2. The sample is positioned near the focal plane. In the same plane, at an angle
of 90° relative to the optical axis, an energy-dispersive detector is mounted on a separate
table. It measures the fluorescence photons coming from the sample. Between sample and
diffraction detector an evacuated flight tube is introduced. The sample-detector distance is
1.990 m. The last component is the PILATUS detector. It records the intensity patterns.
On the same separate table the high resolution x-ray camera, the visible light microscope
as well as the PIN-diode are mounted. Rotating this table allows one to move the desired
detector into the beam. Additionally, it is possible to move these detectors to an arbitrary
position (within the appropriate ranges) via three linear degrees of freedom.
5.4 Sample
In this section the Mo doped UO2 sample investigated as well as the sample preparation
will be described. A detailed explanation is necessary to understand the experimental
results presented in Chapter 7. Additionally, the meaning of such samples for nuclear
waste disposal is illustrated.
5.4.1 Sample Description
The investigated sample consists of a thin film approximately 500 nm thick of UO2 doped
with 20 % Mo sandwiched between a Si substrate and a carbon overlayer. The sample
has a pyramidal pillar form, is 47 µm long and of approximate 2 µm× 9.5 µm dimensions
towards the tip (Figure 5.3).
This kind of sample is well suited for demonstrating the feasibility of such an experiment.
It consists of three different elements in a finely structured 3D environment. Furthermore,
there is another important aspect for probing such a sample.
5.4.2 A Model for Spent Nuclear Fuel
The sample is a model for spent nuclear fuel2 (SNF). Spent nuclear fuel consists of 95 %
UO2 and 5 % of a mixture of radionuclides (RNs) and fission products generated during
power generation. Nobel metals are also generated and if the solubility of the UO2-lattice
is exceeded, metallic exclusions are generated and localized in matrix cracks, fissures and
grain boundaries. These exclusions are called ε-particles and consist predominantly of
palladium, rhodium, ruthenium, molybdenum, and technetium.
2Spent nuclear fuel is nuclear waste that has been irradiated in a nuclear reactor and which is not longer
useful in sustaining a nuclear reaction.
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Figure 5.3: SEM image of the sample together with a schematic sketch. The sample consists
of an UO2/Mo film sputtered on a Si substrate. A carbon layer is deposited on the top of the
uranium oxide film. The whole sample is mounted on an aluminum rod. The largest transverse
dimension of the sample is about 10.5 µm and the smallest one about 2.3 µm.
To ensure safe long term disposal of radioactive waste, it is essential to understand and
quantify SNF solubility [JS88]. In particular, SNF matrix corrosion represents an impor-
tant source term for release and potential mobilization of RNs [Sho00]. Thin UO2/Mo films
are a specific model to study the influence of noble-metal inclusions on surface corrosion
of SNF. These films are a simple system (in comparison to real SNF-samples) allowing
systematic investigations under lower radiation fields than actual SNF samples and, which
allows systematic mechanistic investigations even in non-radioactive laboratories.
5.4.3 Sample Preparation
The sample was prepared as follows. The UO2 thin film doped with 20 wgt % Mo was
generated by in situ co-decomposition from U (99.9 % purity) and Mo (99.9 % purity)
targets at an O2 (99.99 % purity) partial pressure of 1.2× 10−6 mbar. Argon was used at
4× 10−3 mbar as sputter gas. The Ar-plasma was generated by electrons emitted from a hot
tungsten cathode. The UO2/Mo film was deposited on a silicon substrate and subsequently
tempered at a temperature of 1000 ◦C (10 h). The heat treatment is expected to enhance
the agglomeration of molybdenum and thus, to enhance the formation of ε-particles. To
provide smallest sample dimensions, the sample was cut using focused ion beam (FIB)
lift out technique after heating. Prior to the cutting, the surface of the UO2 thin film was
protected from potential beam damage by depositing a additional carbon layer. Afterwards,
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the cut surfaces are polished using ever decreasing ion beam currents to remove implanted
gallium.
5.5 Coherence Properties of the Setup
The coherence properties of the setup play a crucial role in 3D ptychography. We will
determine the transverse coherence lengths lt,(h,v) for the given setup geometry as well as
the longitudinal coherence length ll, and compare them with the sample dimensions and
the appropriate path lengths through the sample.
Transverse Coherence Lengths
The formula for the transverse coherence length lt,(h,v) at the position of the entrance of
the first nanofocusing lens is given by the following relation between the wave length of the
x-ray photons λ, the source-lens distance R and the source size ∆s(h, v) (FWHM)
lt,(h,v) =
4 ln2
π
λR
∆s(h,v)
.
The indices h, and v refer to the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. For the
beamline P06 and its nanoprobe hutch this yields to a coherence length in horizontal
direction of about lt,h = 86 µm and of about lt,v = 440 µm in the vertical direction, where
λ = 0.813A, R = 98.2 m, ∆sh = 82 µm, and ∆sv = 16 µm. The effective aperture Deff of
the first nanofocusing lens is about 18.2 µm. Obviously, the transverse coherence lengths of
the beam are large enough to completely illuminate this entrance aperture with coherent
x rays.
Longitudinal Coherence Length
In chapter 4.1.1 we found the following conditions for the longitudinal coherence length
ll =
λ2
∆λ
> 2 a sin(2θ),
> 4 l (sin(θ))2,
where a is the transverse length of the sample and l its thickness. The energy bandwidth
of the monochromator is given by ∆E/E = 10−4 which yields to a λ2/∆λ of 0.813 µm. The
largest extension l of the sample is about 10 µm and the lateral extension a is assumed to be
about 90 nm3, which corresponds to the vertical focus size. The distance between sample
and detector was 1.99 m and the pixel size of the detector is 172× 172 µm2. To optimize the
3Note, that the actual size of the illumination at the focal plane is larger than 90 nm2 due to side
maxima, but we assume the main part of the photons to be within an area of 90 nm2.
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computing time we cropped the diffraction patterns to 256× 256 pixels. Assuming a max-
imal scattering angle of 128 pixels, we obtain sin(θ) = 172 µm ·128/(1.99 ·106 µm) = 0.011.
Inserting these values into the first inequation yields 813 nm> 3.96 nm and into the second
one 813 nm> 4.84 nm. That is, under these special experimental conditions, the longitu-
dinal coherence length exceeds the required value about two orders of magnitude. With
respect to the longitudinal coherence length, the sample under investigation is actually a
thin object.
5.6 Detector Pixel Size and Sampling
A further important parameter in the experiment is the detector pixel size p and closely
related to that are the sampling conditions during the experiment. We will consider these
quantities in the next sections.
Ptychography
To reveal the complex object function and the complex illumination function from the set
of the far-field diffraction patterns, the sampling in the Fourier domain must be sufficiently
high to deliver the required information for a converging computational reconstruction. To
be conform with the Nyquist sampling condition (compare equation (4.29)) the detector
pixel size p should fulfill the following relation between pixel size p, wavelength λ, sample-
detector distance L, and transverse focus size D:
p ≤ λL
2D
. (5.1)
Note, that in contrast to the derivations shown in Chapter 4.1.4 we assume the transverse
focus size to be the largest finite dimension D of the sample. This is due to the fact
that in scanning CXDI (ptychography) the sample is scanned through the focused beam
and that for each detected diffraction pattern the sampling condition must be fulfilled. By
detecting a single diffraction pattern we measure a field of view of the sample corresponding
approximately to the size of the focus. With a wavelength of 0.813A (energy: 15.25 keV),
a sample-detector distance of 1.99 m and a focus size of about 90 nm for both directions3
this yields a maximal pixel size of about p ≤ 900× 900 µm2 to resolve the speckle pattern
sufficiently. The pixel size of the PILATUS detector is 172× 172 µm2. Thus, we have an
oversampling factor of about 5× 5 = 25 for ptychography.
Tomography
As derived in section 4.3.3 the equality of rotational and transversal sampling requires a
number
M =
π
2
N (5.2)
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of angular steps in the tomogram, where N is the number of pixels in the ptychographic
reconstruction. The reconstructed field of view of a ptychogram measured along the largest
horizontal extension of the sample is 10.5 µm. It consists of N real-space pixel ∆x with
a size of 3.674 nm. To achieve a resolution in this range would require to measure at
M = (π/2) · (10 500 nm/3.674 nm) = 4 487 different angular positions. Note, that this
estimated number of angular steps refers to the largest transverse extension of the sample
and that the actual required number of angular steps is lower due to the asymmetric shape
of the sample. The smallest extension is about 2.3 µm. Thus, estimating an average number
of angular steps yields 2 735 steps.
Obviously, this is not manageable in the given time frame of one week. One single
ptychographic scan takes about 110 min for an object size of 10.5 µm and about 27 min for
an object size of 2.3 µm. During the experiment we measured ptychograms at 91 angular
positions, which corresponds to an angular undersampling of a factor of about 30 (assuming
2 735 required angular steps).
At each scan point of the ptychographic scans the fluorescence signal coming from the
sample was measured. In contrast to the situation in 3D ptychography the discretization
of the 2D maps is here given by the step size of the ptychographic scans. That is, with a
step size of 40 nm and a transverse sample size of 10.5 µm, this yields in a required number
of 413 angular steps for a sufficient sampling in fluorescence tomography. We measured
fluorescence maps at 91 angular positions, which corresponds to an angular undersampling
of a factor of 5 in the fluorescence tomography experiment.
5.7 Experimental Procedure
The high-resolution 3D-ptychography experiment was performed from November 26 un-
til December 5 in 2011. The energy of the x-ray photons was 15.25 keV. We used a
nanofocusing lens with 213 single lenses with a radius of curvature of 13.8 µm in the hor-
izontal direction and another one with 106 single lenses with a radius of curvature of
11.4 µm in the vertical direction. They focused the x-ray beam to a spot size of about
71 (horizontal)× 87 (vertical) nm2.
After preparing the setup of the experiment, we determined the axis of rotation by means
of the centering stages and the visible light microscope. As mentioned above, time is a
critical issue in this experiment. In a standard tomography experiment the scans at all
angular positions have the same size and number of steps. Since the largest transverse
dimension of the sample is 10.5 µm this procedure would go beyond the given time frame.
We adapted the scanning range in the horizontal direction to the object size – as seen at
the respective angle – to reduce the number of scan points. The scanning range in the
vertical direction was 1.28 µm for all scans. The step size in all ptychographic scans of the
tomogram was chosen to 40 nm. During the first two days the ring current4 was 100 mA
4Ring current is the current generated by the electrons moving through the storage ring.
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and we exposed the sample at each scan point 0.3 s. After the machine day5, the ring
current was 80 mA and thus we adapted the exposure time to 0.375 s to ensure a constant
dose during the whole experiment.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic sketch of the experimental setup using two nanofocusing lenses in a crossed
geometry.
The PILATUS pixel detector recorded a far-field diffraction pattern at each scan position
of the respective ptychogram. Simultaneously, the energy-dispersive detector measured
the fluorescence spectrum at each ptychographic scan point. The integrated fluorescence
signal enabled us to observe the sample position in real time and to correct it whenever
necessary. Previous experiments showed that there were drifts and position instabilities
due to mechanical imperfections of the scanner stages, a suboptimal sample mount, and
thermal fluctuations. During this experiment we had to correct the position of the sample
in the transverse as well as in the vertical direction for several times. A schematic sketch
of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.4.
We detected 91 ptychograms uniformly distributed over 180°.
Measurement of the Fluorescence Data
As mentioned above the fluorescence spectrum at each scan point of the appropriate pty-
chographic scan is recorded simultaneously. From pre-studies of the sample we expect to
detect the fluorescence signal of the following elements at an x-ray energy of the incident
photons of 15.25 keV:
• Silicon, the Kα and Kβ lines at 1.739-1.836 keV.
5On the so-called machine day the technical components of PETRA III are maintained and the exper-
iment is paused for one day.
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• Molybdenum, the Lα(1,2) lines at 2.016-2.295 keV as well as the Lβ(1,2,3,4) lines at
2.396-2.508 keV.
• Gallium, the Kα(1,2) lines at 9.231-9.252 keV as well as the Kβ(1,2,3) lines at 10.261-
10.366 keV.
• Uranium, the M lines between 3.161 and 3.566 keV.
For carbon the Kα(1,2) lines are at an energy of 0.277 keV. We do not expect to measure
a fluorescence signal coming from carbon, since the probability to excite fluorescence with
the energy of 15.25 keV is very low for this element with low atomic number. The small
amount of fluorescence radiation will be absorbed by the sample, by the air molecules, and
by the detectors window on its way to the detector.
Feedback Control
One important parameter in the experiment is the beam stability, which is mainly influ-
enced by the properties of the double crystal monochromator. This monochromator is
susceptible to thermal drifts yielding beam instabilities and, therefore, variations in the
photon flux at the sample. A beam-position monitor, located far behind the monochro-
mator, measures several beam parameters, which are used in a feedback control system to
ensure beam stability.
Experimental Time
The first ptychographic scan at angular position 0° started on November 28 at 9:47 p.m.
and the last scan finished on December 4 at 10:09 p.m.. This time interval of six days
includes the scan of 91 angular positions and several scan repetitions due to drifts in
horizontal and vertical direction and beam loss.
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Chapter 6
Data Analysis
During the experiment we recorded about 600 000 diffraction patterns and 600 000 fluores-
cence spectra. This corresponds to an amount of 694 GB memory. To handle these data
requires an appropriate computing capacity and optimized analysis software. The ptychog-
raphy algorithm has to manage up to 10 000 diffraction patterns for one data set and a high
number of iterations are necessary to find the correct solution. Additionally, the algorithm
has to perform several Fast Fourier Transforms and matrix-matrix multiplications. For this
reason, the ptychography algorithm is implemented on a GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)
using an Nvidia graphic-chip with CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) archi-
tecture. This processing unit contains hundreds of processing cores working as one single
compound to handle the application for the data. Calculations are executed in parallel
yielding a shorter processing time.
In the next sections I will describe the practice and problems of the data analysis.
First, I will delineate the procedure for the 3D ptychography and afterwards that for the
fluorescence tomography.
6.1 3D Ptychography
As described in Chapter 4, to generate a tomogram one has to measure a sufficient num-
ber of projections at different angular positions. These projections are the input for the
tomographic reconstruction algorithm. In the case of 3D ptychography, the projections are
produced via ptychograms. Thus, to provide the input for the tomography, the first step
of data evaluation is the analysis of the ptychograms.
6.1.1 Ptychograms
The ptychograms were reconstructed by means of the ptychography algorithm introduced
by Rodenburg and Maiden in 2009 [MR09]. This algorithm was first implemented on a
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standard CPU by my colleague A. Schropp and modified to a running GPU version by W.
Hönig [Hön10]. Using the GPU is very timesaving in comparison to the standard CPU-
implementation. The preparation of the configuration files was the most time-consuming
task, because each scan has its own specific parameters concerning the scan areas in the
horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. The configuration file of the ptychography
algorithm is completed interactively by the user. For example, one can specify
• the maximum number of iterations and an optional averaging over a certain number
of iterations,
• whether the illumination should be refined or not,
• whether the object function should be updated and constraint (respectively phase
and amplitude) or not,
• the photon energy, detector pixel size and sample-detector distance,
• the size and shape of an a priori illumination guess (which is refined during the
iterations),
• the data input, the numbering and an optional cropping and scaling of the diffraction
patterns
• the size of the scan area and the step size in both directions,
• an optional beamstop,
• and even more.
It required several reiterations until the specific parameters were optimized to yield a good
reconstruction. For a highly resolved three-dimensional inner structure of the sample,
ideally, the ptychographic reconstructions should be free of artifacts. Table 6.1 contains
those parameters which have all reconstructions in common.
Number of iterations 300
Energy of the x-ray photons 15.25 keV
Detector pixel size 0.172 mm
Sample detector distance 1990 mm
Refinement of the illumination yes
Refinement of the object yes
Constrain the amplitude of the object min: 0 max: 1.0
Constrain the phase of the object min: -π max: 0.0
Scaling of the diffraction patterns yes
Cropping of the diffraction patterns 256× 256
Beamstop yes
Table 6.1: Reconstruction parameters.
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6.2 Data Preparation and Tomographic Reconstruc-
tion
As mentioned before the set of projections generated via ptychographic scans are the data
base for the subsequent tomographic reconstruction. Before producing a sinogram for each
slice of the sample, all projections have to be prepared with respect to the number of
pixels in the horizontal and vertical direction as well as with respect to the horizontal and
vertical positions of the reconstructed object phase. This data preparation is necessary for
three reasons. First of all, the different areas scanned at the different angular positions
cause different sizes (number of pixels) of the reconstructed projections. Second, the sample
drifted during the whole experiment and thus, the information about the absolute positions
of the ptychographic scans is lost. Third, the reconstructed object has no absolute position
in the reconstructions and, therefore, the position of the object varies from projection to
projection. All these individual position differences of the reconstructed object phase
have to be corrected to ensure a correct information transfer from the projections into
the sinograms and to allow a successful tomographic reconstruction with the high spatial
resolution achieved in the ptychograms.
The first test version was done by hand and by visual judgement and, hence, quite
inaccurate. To provide the correct horizontal and vertical position of the object in all
projections, we developed and implemented an algorithm, which automatically performs
the corresponding data preparations. The main steps of the procedure will be introduced
in the next section.
6.2.1 Data Preparation Algorithm
Due to the high degree of coherence the reconstructed field of view of the object phase is
larger than the actually scanned areas in the ptychographic scans. This leads to artifacts
in the reconstructed projections located in the outside of the proper scan range. To avoid
artifacts in the tomogram caused by incorrect phase shifts in the outside of the proper scan
range, all projections are cropped by a fixed number of pixels in the x- and y-direction,
respectively.
To identify individual slices of the object in all projections the first step of the procedure
is adjusting the vertical positions of the reconstructed object phase in the several projec-
tions to one common vertical position for all projections. This working step further results
in projections having the same number of pixels in the vertical direction.
The next step is determining the center of mass in the projections. Here, mass is iden-
tified with the phase shift in all projections. These individual centers of phase shift are
shifted to one common pixel column. Since all reconstructed projections further have a
different number of pixels in the horizontal direction, the outer space of all projections is
correspondingly filled with zeros.
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Subsequently, the projections obtained in that way are used to generate a sinogram of
each slice of the object. Unfortunately, these sinograms still contain artifacts. To approxi-
mate the paths of single features to a sinusoidal curve we choose one feature (uranium) as
a reference feature and follow it in the sinograms. The positions of this feature are used to
iteratively approach a sine line of all feature paths and to shift these paths such that they
correlatively coincide in all sinograms.
The last step is a filtered back projection of each sinogram yielding the corresponding
tomographic reconstruction of the slices of the object.
Note, that this procedure is possible due to the special shape and properties of the
sample under investigation. The three-dimensional inner structure of our sample is inho-
mogeneous and the strong scattering uranium is inside. That is, we have a feature, which
can be identified in both the ptychograms and in the sinograms and, which can be used
to approximate the paths of features generated by a 180°-rotation of the sample to the
required sinusoidal shape.
6.3 Fluorescence Data
In a first step, we integrated all 600 000 spectra. The sum spectrum generated in that way
has an increased photon statistic compared with the spectra measured at each single scan
point.
To evaluate and calibrate the spectrum we used the application PyMca. This software
supports the finding of a fit of the spectrum which approximates the real spectrum best.
To calibrate the spectrum, we used fluorescence lines definitely assignable to an element,
such as argon and iron as well as the incident beam-energy line at 15.25 keV. Background
was also taken into account. Then, we were able to assign the remaining fluorescence lines
to the corresponding elements contained in the sample (or sample environment).
By means of the complete element spectrum and the spectra at each scan point of the
ptychogram, PyMca allows to generate a two-dimensional element map at each projec-
tion angle. These fluorescence maps show the projections of the elements in their two-
dimensional distribution.
The fluorescence maps at the several angular positions have also different sizes with re-
spect to the number of pixels, as they were measured in parallel with the ptychograms.
Consequently, the fluorescence maps must be adapted with respect to the number of the
horizontal and the vertical pixels as well as with respect to the horizontal and the vertical
position of the object, before they are used to generate sinograms. Since the fluorescence
data were recorded under the same experimental conditions as the ptychograms were mea-
sured, the results obtained by using the routine described in the previous section, can
directly be transferred for adjusting the horizontal and the vertical position of the object
in the two-dimensional fluorescence maps, respectively.
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A filtered back projection of each sinogram obtained in that way yields the corresponding
tomographic reconstruction of the three-dimensional element distribution.
This three-dimensional element distribution was visualized by applying a 3D-rendering
software called OsiriX.
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Chapter 7
Results
In this Chapter, I will describe the experimental results obtained from preliminary exper-
iments and from the proper 3D experiment. Thereby, the outcome is divided into sections
concerning the ptychographic reconstructed complex illumination, the ptychographic re-
constructed object phase, the tomographic reconstruction, the results from the fluorescence
data, and those of attended experiments.
7.1 Preliminary Experiments
Before we started the proper experiment we characterized the nanobeam by scanning a
sub-area of 2× 2 µm2 in 50× 50 steps of a two dimensional resolution test sample. This
NTT-AT tantalum test-chart contains smallest features of 50 nm lines and spaces (compare
Figure 7.1a)) and is experimentally known from previous studies [SBF+10c].
The ptychographic reconstruction of the illumination (Figure 7.1 b) and c)) and its
propagation around the focus position ((Figure 7.2 a) and b)) identify a split of the focus in
the vertical direction indicating lens shape deviations of the vertically focusing lens. From
previous experiments we know that such lens shape deviations do not noticeable affect
the quality of the reconstructed object phase. From the vibrations in the reconstructed
object phase (Figure 7.1 a)) we can further conclude that the sample scanner vibrates in
the transversal directions. The pixel size in real space is calculated to 3.674 nm.
Line profiles through the intensity at the sample position (Figure 7.2 c)) yields a beam
size of about 71 (h)× 92 (v) nm2. That is, a line profile through the pixel with highest
intensity was fitted by a Gaussian distribution. The root mean square deviation (rms)
σ of this Gaussian distribution is related to the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of this fit via FWHM = 2σ
√
2 ln 2. The FWHM value is identified with the size of the
illumination.
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Figure 7.1: a) shows the reconstructed object phase of the test pattern used for focus charac-
terization and lens alignment. The grey level of the image indicates the phase shift in radian. b)
represents the reconstructed complex wave field at the sample position. The brightness encodes
the intensity and the color the phase. c) shows the illumination in a logarithmic scale.
The reconstructed complex wave field at the sample position was numerically propagated
1 mm back and forth around the nominal focus position with a step size of 20 µm yielding
a caustic1 of the focused x-ray beam. In Figure 7.2 a) and b) a projection in horizontal
and vertical direction is shown, respectively.
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Figure 7.2: a) depicts the focal caustic in the horizontal and b) in the vertical direction. c)
shows the intensity at the sample position. d) and e) illustrate the size of the beam at the sample
position. Here, the illumination has a size of 71× 92 nm2 in the horizontal and vertical direction,
respectively.
1Caustic denotes the envelope of the beam around the focus position.
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From these caustics one can read that the line foci have a distance of 50 µm from each
other and thus, are located within the depth of focus2 of about 112 µm for the horizontal
focus and of about 216 µm for the vertical one. Line profiles through the intensity at the
proper focus positions result in a focus size of 71 nm in the horizontal and of 87 nm in the
vertical direction.
7.2 3D Ptychography
By means of the algorithm introduced by Rodenburg and Faulkner [MR09] (compare
Chapter 4.2) we simultaneously reconstructed the complex wave field at the sample posi-
tion and the complex object function for each of the 91 ptychographic scans. I will first
present the results concerning the illumination.
7.2.1 Reconstructed Complex Wave Field
Stability and Consistency
The reconstruction algorithm determines the illumination in that plane along the optical
axis in which the object is located and further it assumes this plane to be at the posi-
tion of the strongest scatterer inside the sample3 [SBG+11]. A subsequent computational
propagation of the reconstructed wave field indicates, whether that plane is also the focal
plane.
In the case of the sample under investigation, the strongest scatterer is obviously the
uranium oxide film. Due to the rotations during the tomographic experiment, the position
and extension of the uranium oxide differ from one angular position to the next. If the
model behind the algorithm is consistent with the real experimental situation, the illumi-
nations should be transformable into each other via an appropriate propagation along the
optical axis.
Another notable fact is that only the coherent part of the x-ray beam contributes to the
reconstructed illumination and determines the size of the illuminated aperture, that is, only
the coherent portion of the beam defines the transverse focus size and the depth of focus.
Theoretical calculations yield a depth of focus of 112 µm in the horizontal and of 216 µm in
the vertical directions, respectively. The size of the sample should not exceed these values,
since the model on which the algorithm is based assumes a thin object situated near the
focal plane, i. e., a plain wave field passing through the object. If the extension of the
2The depth of focus is defined as that area around the focus in which the transverse extension of the
illumination is almost constant (factor
√
2 of the focus size).
3In the strict sense, the illumination is reconstructed at the plane where the scattering center of the
object is located. Let fy,z(x) be the scattering strength at position x, then the position of the reconstruction
plane is x0 = (
∫
xf(x)dx)/(
∫
f(x)dx). In the first approximation, this x0 is located nearby the strongest
scatterer.
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object is too large along the optical axis, the model is invalid and the reconstructions show
artifacts. The dimensions of the uranium sample do not exceed these limits, but if the
object is not well aligned with regard to the axis of rotation, the sample might depart from
the focal plane by more than a tolerable distance for certain tomographic angles. Then,
the size of the illumination is appropriately increased in comparison to an illumination size
at a position within the depth of focus. Fortunately, the ptychographic algorithm is also
stable for a defocused position of the sample, as long as the sampling requirements are
fulfilled [HHP+11].
The first ptychogram of the ptychographic tomogram was recorded at angular position
0°. The reconstructed wave field at this position is shown in Figure 7.3 a). Line profiles
through the intensity reconstructed at the sample position yield a beam size of about
72 (h)× 87 (v) nm2 at this position (Figure 7.3 b) and c)). The sample was positioned at
nearly the same plane in which the test pattern was scanned. Therefore, the wave fields
look similar and the beam size is nearly the same for both samples (compare Figure 7.3
and Figure 7.2).
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Figure 7.3: a) Reconstructed complex wave field at the sample position of angle 0°. The bright-
ness encodes the intensity and the color indicates the phase. b) shows a horizontal line profile
through the reconstructed intensity distribution and c) depicts a vertical line profile through the
illumination. The beam has a size of 72 (h)× 87 (v) nm2.
To prove if the illuminations are correctly reconstructed, let us consider the reconstructed
complex wave field at the opposite angular position, angle 180° (see Figure 7.4). Obviously,
the reconstructed illuminations for the angular positions 0° and 180° look quite similar
except for a linear phase shift. This linear phase is an inherent ambiguity of the problem
to reconstruct both the object and the illumination and is independent of the algorithm
used for the reconstruction [GSDH+11]. Line profiles through the intensity distribution
at the sample position yield a beam size of 73× 85 nm2. The size of the beam in the
object plane at angular position 0° is 71× 87 nm2. That is, at these two angular positions
the beam sizes in the object plane differ only by 2 nm in the horizontal and the vertical
direction, respectively. These deviations are smaller than one pixel in real space (3.674 nm)
and we can conclude that the sample is actually a thin object with respect to the definitions
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of the underlying model, since the plane for which the illuminations were reconstructed
are approximately the same for both positions.
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Figure 7.4: a) Reconstructed complex wave field at the sample position of angle 180°. The
brightness encodes the intensity and the color indicates the phase. b) shows a horizontal line pro-
file through the reconstructed intensity distribution and c) depicts a vertical line profile through
the illumination. The beam has a size of 73 (h)× 85 (v) nm2.
The depth of focus2 for the given lens geometry is determined to be 112 µm in the
horizontal and 216 µm in the vertical direction. Figure 7.5 depicts the horizontal and
vertical caustics generated by computationally propagating the illuminating wave fields,
reconstructed at the appropriate sample positions, of angular position 0° and of angular
position 180°. That is, in all caustics shown in Figure 7.5 the object plane is located in
the center of the image. To verify, if the sample is actually located in the depth of focus,
we have to determine the positions of the horizontal and the vertical foci relative to the
corresponding sample positions. In Figure 7.5 b) the red marked detail of the horizontal
caustic (Figure 7.5 a)) determined at angular position 0° is enlarged. From this image one
can deduce that the horizontal focus Fh is located 20 µm behind the object plane S. In
Figure 7.5 d) an enlarged image of the red marked detail of the vertical caustic (compare
Figure 7.5 c)) of angular position 0° is shown. Here, one can deduce that the vertical
focus Fv is located 30 µm in front of the object plane S. The distance between both the
horizontal and the vertical focus is 50 µm and we can conclude that the sample is actually
positioned within the depth of focus (both the horizontal Dofh and the vertical Dofv)
of the nanofocusing lenses used in the experiment, compare Figure 7.5 b) and d). For a
comparison, consider the experimental situation at angular position 180°. The propagation
of the illuminating wave field reconstructed at the sample position yields the caustics shown
in Figure 7.5 e) - h). In Figure 7.5 f) a zoomed area of the horizontal caustic, shown in
Figure 7.5 e), is presented. Analysis of the caustic proves that the position of the horizontal
focus Fh and the sample position S coincide. From the vertical caustic (see Figure 7.5 g)
and h)) one can read that the vertical focus Fv is located 50 µm in front of the sample
position S. At both angular positions, the distance between the horizontal and the vertical
focus is 50 µm. That is, the reconstructed data seem to be consistent and furthermore the
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results implicate that the rotational axis was quite well aligned such that the sample was
located within the depth of focus4 even after a rotation of 180°.
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Figure 7.5: Caustics generated by propagating the illuminating wave field at angular position
0° (a)-d)) and at angular position 180°(e)-h)). In a) and b) as well as in e) and f) the calculated
caustics in horizontal direction at the angular positions 0° and 180° are shown, respectively. The
yellow lines mark the range of the depth of focus Dofh, the red line marks the horizontal focal
plane Fh, and the white line the object plane S, respectively. Figure 7.5 c) and d) as well as g)
and h) depict the corresponding caustics in the vertical direction of the angular positions 0° and
180°, respectively. The yellow lines indicate the depth of focus Dofv of the vertical direction, the
red line indicates the plane of the vertical focus Fv, and the white line the object plane S. At
both angular positions the distance between horizontal focus Fh and vertical focus Fv is 50 µm.
This distance is within the range of the appropriate depth of focus (compare Figure 7.5 b), d),
f), and h)). The brightness in the images encodes the intensity.
The similarity of the illuminations reconstructed from data sets measured with a tem-
poral distance of several days is a further demonstration of the stability of the beam and
of the stability and quality of the whole experimental setup.
4Otherwise, the reconstructed illumination would be extended by a factor larger than the transverse
focus size multiplied by
√
2.
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7.2.2 Reconstructed Object Phase
From the measured sets of diffraction patterns the complex transmission functions of the
object at the appropriate angular positions were reconstructed. The reconstructed ob-
ject function correlates to the original object up to a constant phase factor. This am-
biguity is based on the mathematical problem to be solved by the reconstruction algo-
rithm [GSDH+11], but does not influence the quality and validity of the reconstruction.
Figure 7.6 exemplary shows the reconstructed object phase at several angular positions.
The grey level indicates the phase shift due to the different paths of the x-ray photons
through the object. Note, that the field of view scanned in each ptychogram is smaller
than that in the reconstruction. This is due to the high degree of coherence of the illumi-
nating x-ray beam on the sample position. Even the side maxima of the illumination at
the sample position are coherent and thus, effectively, a larger area is scanned through the
x-ray beam.
From the sample preparation and from the fluorescence spectra we know the elemental
composition and structure of the sample. Thus, we can determine the relative thickness
∆z of the object at the certain view of the projection under consideration by means of the
phase shift as function of the position via
Φ(x, y) = −(2π/λ) · δ(x, y) ·∆z(x, y). (7.1)
Here, Φ denotes the phase shift, δ is the refractive index decrement, and λ the wavelength
of the x-ray photons used in the experiment.
Phase Shift
Consider Figure 7.7 a). It depicts the reconstructed object phase at angular position 108°.
Figure 7.7 b) shows a line profile through the pixel row 300, indicated by the red line in
a). Obviously, the phase shift is a function of the position in the reconstruction.
For an exact assignment of the elements we compare the reconstructed object phase
with the fluorescence map recorded at this angular position (Figure 7.7 c)). Note, that
the scale of the fluorescence map is adapted to the size of the corresponding ptychogram
to facilitate a quantitative comparison. Blue corresponds to gallium, red to silicon, and
green to uranium oxide. We were not able to detect carbon in the particular setup of our
experiment where the fluorescence radiation had to pass a certain distance through air
and the detector window on its way to the fluorescence detector. That is, the low-energy
radiation from the carbon did not reach the detector. From the sample preparation we
know that on the left hand side of the uranium oxide the carbon layer is deposited. The
Ga signal in this region of the sample is an indicator of the carbon layer as the carbon was
deposited using a Ga+ ion beam on a carbon target. The gallium signal at the other side
of the sample is a relict of the FIB5 procedure.
5FIB is the acronym for focused ion beam. For more details about this technique see, for instance [Gia04].
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Figure 7.6: Reconstructed object phase of several angular positions. The field of view differs
due to the asymmetric object dimensions. The grey scale represents the phase shift in radian,
respectively.
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The milling procedure used to remove the Ga from the cut surfaces could not physically
reach this far side of the sample so that implanted Ga remains. A closer look at the line
profile in Figure 7.7 b) reveals that the space around the reconstructed object is not exactly
zero, as it should be. Thus, we corrected the measured values for the phase shift by an
average value of 0.00899 rad. We chose exemplarily four positions of the reconstructed
object phase, which can be assigned to the different elements contained in the sample
(compare Figure 5.3). At position (1) we suppose carbon and partially implanted gallium,
at (2) uranium oxide or molybdenum, at (3) silicon, and at position (4) silicon which
contains partially implanted gallium.
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Figure 7.7: a) Reconstructed object phase at angular position 108°. The grey level represents
the phase shift in radian. The thickness ∆z of the sample was determined via equation 7.1 for
the positions (1-4) of the row indicated by the red line which corresponds to the tomographic
reconstruction of slice 300 of the object (b)). As comparison the fluorescence map at this position
is shown in c). Blue indicates gallium, red silicon, and green uranium oxide.
Table 7.1 contains the supposed elements at the indicated positions in Figure 7.7 a) and
b). The measured phase shift at the appropriate position, a wavelength of 0.813A as well
as the theoretical δ-value for the guessed element were the base for the calculation of the
thickness ∆z at these special points in the object phase reconstruction.
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pos Φmeas. [rad] element (guess) δtheor. ∆z [nm]
(1) -0.07751 C (+ Ga) 2.03× 10−6 (+ 4.69035× 10−6) 494
(2) -0.37971 UO2/Mo(20 %) 8.49× 10−6/ 7.8069× 10−6 579/629
(3) -0.14550 Si 2.09× 10−6 901
(4) -0.14559 Si (+ Ga) 2.09× 10−6 (+ 4.69035× 10−6) 901
Table 7.1: Calculated thickness of the sample as seen at angle 108°.
At position (1) the carbon layer has a calculated thickness of about 494 nm, the uranium
film of about 579 nm (or molybdenum 629 nm) (position (2)), and the silicon substrate of
901 nm (positions (3) and (4)).
In tomography the object is reconstructed by means of the projections measured at the
different angular projections. Thereby, the reconstruction is carried out for each pixel row
of the projections. One pixel row in the reconstructed object phase can be assigned to
one reconstructed tomographic slice of the sample. Subsequently, the slices are stacked to
reveal the whole information about the object in the z-direction (height). Pixel row 300
of the ptychographic reconstruction corresponds to the tomographic reconstruction of slice
300 through the sample. Therefore, we will compare the calculated thickness values with
the thickness determined by means of the tomographic reconstruction of slice 300, later
(see Chapter 7.3.2 and Table 7.3).
7.2.3 Spatial Resolution
The achievable spatial resolution in a ptychographic reconstruction mainly depends on the
scattering properties (so-called structure factor) of the features in the sample and on the
fluence on the sample [SS10, SHP+12]. Thus, the spatial resolution can vary from one
feature to another. In the case of the uranium sample, we have three features of different
structure factors, the uranium film, the carbon overlayer, and the silicon substrate. Thus,
we expect the spatial resolution to be a function of the position in the sample. The line
profiles are evaluated as follows. We consider the range of the sharpest increase of the line
profile over the edge of a feature under observance of a low noise level. The number of
pixels from 12 % to 88 % of the slope multiplied by the pixel size (3.674 nm) determines
the spatial resolution. This procedure corresponds to a fitting of this line profile with a
Gaussian error function and the range from 12 % to 88 % corresponds to the full width at
half maximum value of that fit. Note, that the resolution quantified in that way is only
an upper bound, since the line over the edge reflects the object edge convolved with this
Gaussian function. Thus, the actual spatial resolution might be better.
Consider Figure 7.8 a), where the reconstructed object phase at the angular position
108° is shown. To increase the contrast of the image the appropriate grey values of the
original reconstruction are displayed by using the color type fire of the image processing
application ImageJ.
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Figure 7.8: a) Reconstructed object phase at angular position 108°. To emphasize the contrast
the values of the phase shift are displayed in color. A zoom in the rectangular areas indicated
by (b), (c), and (d) is shown in b), c) and d). b) corresponds to the carbon overlayer, c) to
the uranium film, and d) to the silicon substrate. Line profiles through the appropriate edges
demonstrate that the spatial resolution varies in dependence on the scattering strength of the
respective feature. Thus, the highest resolution of about 18 nm is achieved for uranium. The
spatial resolution for silicon and carbon is lower, namely, 26 nm and 30 nm, respectively.
To determine the spatial resolution at different positions of the sample, Figure 7.8 b), (c),
and (d) show enlarged images of the regions b), (c), and (d) indicated by the red rectangles
in Figure 7.8 a), respectively, together with the line profiles along the edges.
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Figure 7.8 b) displays the area of the carbon overlayer. This feature obviously has no
sharp edges and, therefore, its scattering strength decays quicker with increasing momen-
tum transfer q. Consequently, the line profile yields a relatively low spatial resolution of at
least 30 nm. In contrast to carbon the uranium film shows sharp edges in this projection
and, thus, is reconstructed with highest spatial resolution of about 18 nm (Figure 7.8 c)).
In Figure 7.8 d) a detail of the silicon substrate is enlarged. The edges of the object in this
region are not sharp and, therefore, a line profile over the silicon edge results to a spatial
resolution of at least 26 nm.
The flux at the focus position measured with a pindiode was 2.5× 107 photons per second.
This results in a fluence on the sample of 4 687 ph/nm2 for an exposure time of 0.3 s and
an effective area of 1600 nm2. The detected fluence determined from one single diffraction
pattern of the ptychographic scan at angular position 108° is 3 056 ph/nm2.
In each zoomed area, the edges seem to be doubled, which results in a kink in the line
profiles. For the determination of the spatial resolution we took into account only that
range from one kink to the next. That is legitimate, since these steps in the line profiles
are caused by artifacts due to total reflections on flat surfaces. The doubling of the edges
is artificial and hence, the actual edge over the object boundary is restricted from one kink
to the next.
A detailed look at the reconstructed projections at other positions in the tomogram
reveals several reconstructions with artifacts in form of shadows at the edges of the ob-
ject. We will demonstrate in the next section that these artifacts are generated by total
reflections at the object surfaces.
Total Reflection
Total reflection is a phenomenon which occurs if an electromagnetic wave hits the interface
of two media coming from the optical denser side, more precisely, when an electromagnetic
wave hits the interface between two materials of different refractive indices n1 > n2 under
an angle less than αc (critical angle of total reflection). Total reflection is closely related
to the phenomenon of refraction. If an electromagnetic wave hits the boundary surface,
then it is partly reflected. The other part penetrates into the second medium. The angles
involved are described by Snell’s law
cos(αi) = n cos(αt), (7.2)
where n = 1 − δ is the real part of the complex index of refraction, αi is the angle
under which the incident beam hits the surface, and αt is the angle under which the
transmitted beam passes the second medium (compare Figure 7.9 f)). For x rays the
real part of the complex index of refraction is smaller than 1, therefore, the transmit-
ted wave is refracted away from the interface normal, if it passes the interface from vac-
uum (or air) into matter. There exists an angle αc for which αt = 0 (due to n< 1).
For incident angles less than αc the incident wave is totally reflected. In this case it
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is cos(αc) = n cos(αt) = n cos(0) = n and for small angles αc it is legitimate to expand
the cosine into a series, that is, 1− 1
2
α2c +O(α4c) = 1− δ. Consequently, one can express
δ by δ = 1
2
α2c and the critical angle is given by αc =
√
2 δ. In the 3D-ptychography
experiment the total reflection occurs if the incident x-ray photons hit the uranium sur-
face (δ = 8.49× 10−6 for an energy of 15.25 keV) under an incident angle of αc less than
4.12× 10−3 rad. The consequences of the total reflection is readily identifiable as shadowy
double edges in the reconstructions (compare Figure 7.9 a), b), d), and e)) identified by
arrows.
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Figure 7.9: Reconstructed object phase at angular position 172° (a)) and 178° (b)). Both
reconstructions show artifacts but at the respective opposite side (compare d) and e)). These
positions are separated by an angular distance of 6°. The total reflections occur on the left hand
side of the reconstruction of angular position 172° and, after rotating the sample about 6° on
the right hand side of the reconstruction of angular position 178°. c) shows the tomographic
reconstruction of slice 300 and f) a schematic sketch of the situation if an electromagnetic wave
in the x-ray regime hits the surface between two media of n1 > n2 under an incident angle less
than the critical angle of total reflection.
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Consider the reconstructed slice 300 in Figure 7.9 c). The uranium oxide film is the dark
stripe in the reconstruction. Obviously, the two sharp edges at the top and at the bottom
are not exactly parallel. The angular distance for which the incident x-ray photons hit the
upper surface and afterwards the lower surface is about 6°. If the artifacts are a result of
total reflection then they should occur respectively on the opposite sides of the uranium
film. The reconstructions of the angular positions 172° and 178° evidence this assumption
(see Figure 7.9 d) and e)). In the reconstruction of the angular position 172° the total
reflection occurs on the left hand side (a), d)), and after rotating the sample about 6°, the
total reflection occurs on the right hand side (reconstruction for angular position 178° (b),
e)).
The model, the reconstruction algorithm is based on, does not include effects beyond the
Born approximation (like scattering) and thus, the reconstructions do not represent the
proper phase shift. That is, these artifacts are an inherent problem for the tomographic
method using samples with smooth and plane surfaces.
Such artifacts also occur in other reconstructed projections caused by total reflection
on the other two parallel edges of the uranium oxide and on the silicon surface. The
both angular positions under consideration are shown to exemplarily demonstrate the
phenomenon.
7.3 Tomography
The 91 projections generated via ptychography are the input for the tomographic recon-
struction. As described in section 6.2.1, these projections must be prepared with regard to
the number of pixels in the horizontal and in the vertical direction as well as with regard to
the horizontal and the vertical position of the object. After this preparation, we produced
a sinogram for each slice of the sample and from these sinograms we reconstructed the
appropriate object slices via filtered back projection. Altogether, that yielded 464 recon-
structed slices of the sample. The thickness of the slices of 3.674 nm is equal to the pixel
size of the ptychographic projections, as one single slice corresponds to one single row in
the projections. To visualize the three-dimensional internal structure we used this stack of
slices for a 3D rendering.
7.3.1 Sinograms
Figure 7.10 exemplarily shows the sinogram generated for slice 300 of the sample. It is
extracted from the 91 angular projections. For a better visibility the angular coordinate
(vertical axis) is enlarged by a factor of 10. This sinogram is used to perform a filtered
back projection to yield a tomographic reconstruction of slice 300.
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Figure 7.10: Sinogram of slice 300. The pixel size is 3.674 nm, whereupon the angular coordinate
is enlarged by a factor of 10 for a better visibility. The grey level indicates the phase shift per
pixel.
7.3.2 Reconstructed Slices
The reconstructed slices were generated via filtered back projection of the sinograms and
have a pixel size of 3.674 nm. Figure 7.11 a) shows exemplarily the tomographic recon-
struction of slice 300. For a better visibility the grey scale of the pixels was changed into
a color representation and encodes the phase shift Φ as function of the position. From
this phase shift we deduce information about the refractive index decrement δ via equation
7.1.
Like in the ptychographic reconstruction, the spatial resolution depends on the position
in the reconstruction, which has several reasons. Obviously, the differences of the spatial
resolution in the ptychographic reconstructions due to the different scattering strengths of
single features are transferred to the tomogram. Furthermore, the tomograms show streaks
at the edges of the reconstructed object (see section 7.3.3). These artifacts are caused
by angular undersampling. Therefore, it is difficult to define an object boundary. The
artifacts due to total reflection are transferred from the ptychograms to the tomographic
reconstructions as well. The achieved spatial resolution in the tomogram is influenced by
a combination of these imaging errors.
Figure 7.11 demonstrates this situation. Figure 7.11 a) shows the tomographic recon-
struction of slice 300 with four marked areas (b), (c), (d), and (e). These areas are enlarged
and line scans over the appropriate edges are extracted to yield the spatial resolution at
these positions (compare Figure 7.11 b), c), d), and e)). Area (b) corresponds to the ura-
nium in the sample, which has the highest scattering strength. In accordance to the demon-
strations in 7.2.3 the evaluation of the line profile leads to a spatial resolution of 18 nm or
better. Figure 7.11 c) and d) represent different areas of the silicon substrate.
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Figure 7.11: a) Tomographic reconstruction of slice 300. The phase shift in the tomogram is
related to the refractive index decrement via δ = −Φλ/(2π∆z). The spatial resolution of δ varies
in dependence on the position in the sample, demonstrated via line profiles at the positions (b),
(c), (d), and (e) marked by the red rectangles in (a).
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Figure 7.11 d) is an area of the reconstruction almost free from artifacts and also indicates
a spatial resolution of about 18 nm or better. In contrast, there are several streak artifacts
at position (c) and, therefore, the spatial resolution is only 26 nm. Area (e) represents a
detail of the carbon layer and shows several artifacts. A line profile over the edge at this
area reveals a spatial resolution of about 30 nm.
Refractive Index Decrement δ
Consider Figure 7.12. Here, a line profile of the pixel row 396 yields a profile of δ as a
function of the position. We use again the knowledge from the sample preparation and
from the fluorescence data.
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Figure 7.12: Line profile (red line) through pixel row 396 of the reconstructed slice 300. The
refractive index decrement δ is shown as function of the position (pixel).
We measured the phase shift at the highlighted positions which can be assigned to the
silicon substrate (1), the uranium-oxide film (2, 3), and the carbon layer (4). The re-
fractive index decrement δ is determined via δ = −Φ · λ/(2π∆z). With λ = 0.813A and
∆z = 3.674 nm this results in the following measured values for δ at an energy of 15.25 keV
(see Table 7.2). Note, that the value of ∆z corresponds to the pixel size in the ptycho-
graphic and in the tomographic reconstruction. Table 7.2 contains the measured results
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for δ together with the corresponding element guess, and for comparison, the theoretical δ
value.
Based on the knowledge obtained from pre-studies we expect to detect silicon at position
(1). Analysis shows that the measured δ-value differs from the calculated one only by an
amount of 2.79 % (relative deviation). Consequently, the assumption that we measured sili-
con at (1) seems to be correct. For position (2) the relative deviation between the measured
δ-value and the theoretical δ-value for uranium oxide is 11.66 %. The relative deviation to
molybdenum is 3.97 %. Thus, we deduce that we obviously detected molybdenum.
position Φmeasured [rad] element (guess) δmeasured δtheoretical
(1) -0.00061 Si 2.15× 10−6 2.09× 10−6
(2) -0.00213 UO2/Mo(20 %) 7.50× 10−6 8.49× 10−6/7.807× 10−6
(3) -0.00181 UO2/Mo(20 %) 6.37× 10−6 8.49× 10−6/7.807× 10−6
(4) -0.00059 C (+ Ga) 2.07× 10−6 2.03× 10−6
Table 7.2: The refractive index decrement δ as function of the position.
The δ-value at position (3) differs (relative deviation) from both theoretical values, the
uranium oxide (25 %) and the molybdenum (28.4 %), which could be caused by an incorrect
element guess. A further fluorescence experiment [DBD+12] performed at the ESRF on
a sample being a part of the same mother sample as ours yielded that the uranium from
the uranium-oxide film reacted with the silicon from the substrate to USi3. That probably
happened during the heating step of the sample preparation. The theoretical δ-value
of USi3 is 6.321× 10−6 at 15.25 keV, which differs only 0.82 % (relative deviation) from
the measured value for δ at position (3). That is, the uranium signal at this position
in the tomographic reconstruction came very likely from the uranium of the uranium
silicide. Note, that the measured δ-value could also be the sum of a mixture of the elements
contained in the sample. For an exact assignment of an element additional experiments
must be performed. If we assume uranium oxide, we expect to measure a refractive index
decrement of δ = 8.49× 10−6, which corresponds to a phase shift of -2.41× 10−4 rad per
pixel (voxel). But we did not measure such a value in the tomographic reconstruction.
A comparison between measured and theoretical δ-value at position (4) shows that the
relative deviation of the measured value from the theoretical one is only 1.98 %. Since we
based the theoretical calculation on the assumption that carbon is located at this position,
it is very likely that we actually detected carbon.
Sample Dimensions
In section 7.2.2 we determined the thickness of the sample at pixel row 300 of the re-
constructed projection of the object phase at angular position 108° at certain highlighted
positions by means of the measured phase shift at these positions and the theoretical
δ-values of the respective supposed elements (compare Table 7.1). This angular position
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was not accidentally chosen. In this reconstruction the uranium film has very sharp edges,
so we assume that the x-ray photons hit the uranium layer in parallel. To compare the cal-
culated values for the thickness with the values revealed by the corresponding tomographic
reconstruction of slice 300 correctly, we need a point of reference for the orientation with
respect to the angular position of the appropriate projection. Since the uranium films in
both the ptychographic reconstruction of angular position 108° and in the tomographic
reconstruction have the same width, we conclude that the ptychogram at angular position
108° is indeed the projection, which is parallel to the edges of the uranium film. The
knowledge of the angle between uranium edge and image normal allows us to determine
the thickness of the object as seen at angle 108°.
The tomographic reconstruction of slice 300 allows now for proving the calculated results
for the thickness.
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Figure 7.13: a) Ptychographic reconstruction at angular position 108°. A line profile through
pixel row 300 is evaluated at the positions (1)-(4) to determine the thickness. b) shows the
tomographic reconstruction of slice 300. The blue lines indicate the projection angle of 108°. We
measured their length to verify the predicted thicknesses of the object at the appropriate position.
The gray level of the images indicates the phase shift per pixel in radian.
Figure 7.13 a) shows the reconstructed object phase at angular position 108° together with
the positions (1)-(4), for which we calculated the theoretical thickness. For comparison,
Figure 7.13 b) displays the tomographic reconstruction of slice 300. As argued before,
we act on the assumption that at angular position 108° we look parallel to the uranium
surfaces. To illustrate this, the tomographic reconstruction in Figure 7.13 b) is appro-
priately rotated such that the uranium surfaces in both the ptychographic reconstruction
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(Figure 7.13 a)) and the tomographic reconstruction (Figure 7.13 b)) have the same ori-
entation. To determine the thickness of the sample we have to measure the lengths of the
blue lines in Figure 7.13 b). That is, we measure the number of pixels along the respective
blue line and multiply it with the pixel size of 3.674 nm. Table 7.3 contains the measured
values for the positions (1)-(4). For comparison, we calculated the thickness for all those
elements, which can be located along the appropriate line through the sample. A compar-
ison between the calculated and the measured thicknesses yields relative deviations of at
least 5 %. One explanation could be the presence of a mixture of the possible elements at
the respective lines. From the fluorescence data we know that at the positions (1) and (4)
apart from carbon and silicon, respectively, gallium is implanted. Especially at (4) we mea-
sured a high gallium signal. An assumed mixture of 1:1 (of silicon and gallium) would lead
to a thickness of 651 nm. At position (2) uranium silicide is found. The relative deviation
of the calculated thickness from the measured value is only 5.5 %. Another difficulty is the
definition of actual object boundaries in the tomographic reconstruction due to artifacts
at the edges. That may explain the thickness differences between calculated and measured
values at the positions (1) and (3).
position supp. element calc. thickness [nm] meas. thickness [nm] dev. [nm]
(1) C 494 558 64
UO2 579 734 155
(2) Mo 629 734 105
USi3 777 734 -43
(3) Si 901 1004 103
(4)
Si 901 683 -218
Ga 402 683 281
Table 7.3: Measured sample thickness.
7.3.3 Problems and Limitations of the 3D-Ptychography Method
As derived above, tomography suffers from the internal limitation to produce artifacts, if
the incident x-ray photons hit smooth and plane sample interfaces under an angle smaller
than the critical angle of total reflection (see Chapter 7.2.3). Then, the reconstructed
projections have artifacts, which do not necessarily represent a quantitative measure of
the phase shift introduced by the object. The tomographic algorithm, however, assumes a
straight projection of this quantity.
A further limitation is the experimental time and, therefore, the limited number of pro-
jections measurable during the experiment. In our case, we measured only 91 ptychographic
projections. Simulations revealed that this number of projections is not sufficient to fulfill
the sampling requirement for an accurate tomographic reconstruction. The consequences
are streak-artifacts at the edges of the object in the reconstructed slices which make it
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difficult to decide where the real object boundaries are located and to evaluate a line scan
for the determination of the achieved spatial resolution.
In Figure 7.14 a) the tomographic reconstruction of slice 300 is shown. The grey scale
was slightly shifted to enhance the contrast and therefore, to stress the streak artifacts
in the reconstruction. Figure 7.14 b) displays a simplified model of the object in a). We
simulated a sinogram with 91 angular steps uniformly distributed over 180° using the model
shown in Figure 7.14 b). A subsequently performed filtered back projection results in the
reconstructed slice as shown in Figure 7.14 c). Obviously, this reconstruction suffers from
the same streak artifacts as the original one (a)). To stress the result, we enlarged the
area framed by the red rectangle in Figure 7.14 f). For comparison, the appropriate detail
of the original slice (a)) is shown in Figure 7.14 e). We can conclude that these artifacts
are the result of the angular undersampling during the tomographic experiment. Further
simulations show that at least as much as 1 400 angular steps are necessary to yield an
almost artifact-free reconstruction (compare Figure 7.14 d)). Consequently, we performed
our experiment with an angular undersampling factor of about 15.
a) b) d)c)
e)e) f)
Figure 7.14: a) Tomographic reconstruction of slice 300. b) Model of the object shown in a). c)
Simulated tomographic reconstruction of the modeled object under assumption of 91 measured
angular positions. A comparison with the original reconstruction in a) proves that the streak-
artifacts are a result of the angular undersampling during the experiment. f) shows an enlarged
detail of c). For comparison, e) shows an enlarged detail of the appropriate area of the original slice
shown in a). d) depicts the simulated reconstruction of the modeled object, if 1 400 projections
at different angular positions are measured. Obviously, the artifacts are almost vanished.
Evidently, this undersampling problem is inherent for 3D-ptychography experiments per-
formed under comparable conditions. The time needed to collect ptychograms at sufficient
angular positions is too long for a usual provided time frame of five days (15 shifts) for
an experiment. Therefore, in practice, the reasonable amount of experimental time limits
the applicability of the method. The required time for scanning a sufficient number of
angular positions depends on several interdependent parameters. Among them are the
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exposure time, the detector pixel size, the size of the illumination at the sample position,
and the sample size. Obviously, the parameter, which mostly influences the required ex-
perimental time, is the sample size. This will be illustrated in the following. The diagram
in Figure 7.15 shows the dependence of the required experimental time (in days) on the
sample size (in micron). For a quantitative comparability of the simulated parameters
with that given in our 3D-ptychography experiment, we base the following considerations
on the experimental conditions available in the presented experiment. That is, we expect
a spatial resolution of 18 nm in the tomogram as well as a step size of 40 nm, a scanned
height of 1.28 µm, and an exposure time of 0.375 s at each scan point in the ptychographic
scans.
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Figure 7.15: a) Dependence of the experimental time on the sample size. b) shows an enlarged
detail (blue rectangle) in a). Assuming an experimental time frame of five days and the same ex-
perimental conditions as in the 3D-ptychography experiment implies that the sample dimensions
in the transverse directions should not exceed 1.9 µm.
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We further assume that the detector with a pixel size of 172 µm2 is placed at a distance
of 1.99 m away from the sample. With an x-ray wavelength of 0.813A this results in a
real-space pixel size of 3.674 nm, which determines the number of steps in the projections
and, hence, the required number of angular steps in the tomogram. From the diagram
in Figure 7.15 a) one can deduce that in order to achieve a spatial resolution of 18 nm
one needs about 150 days to measure a sufficient number of projections of a sample with
transverse extensions of 10.5 µm. Figure 7.15 b) shows a zoomed detail of a). Obviously, to
allow a sufficient angular sampling in a period of 5 days6 the transverse sample size must
be reduced to about 1.9 µm.
The experimental time is linearly related to the exposure time per scan point and, there-
fore, reducing the exposure time is not so effective as reducing the sample size. Decreasing
the exposure time further corresponds to a reducing of the fluence on the sample, but a
high number of photons per area is necessary for high-resolution ptychography. If one in-
creases the number of coherent photons per area in parallel, for instance by prefocusing or
by performing the experiment at a more brilliant synchrotron source, one could accordingly
reduce the exposure time per scan point and thus, the experimental time. Nevertheless,
defining an exposure time should be well-considered by taking into account the different
interdependences.
Nevertheless, reducing the experimental time remains a challenging issue. A more ef-
fective way to avoid the problem of artifacts due to undersampling might be the using of
reconstruction algorithms, which are more suitable for the evaluation of data measured
under such experimental conditions. That is, to overcome reconstruction errors due to
undersampling, one can use reconstruction methods which have been developed for ex-
perimental situations, where it is not possible to measure a sufficiently large number of
projections or where the projections are not uniformly distributed. Among them are so
called algebraic reconstruction techniques (ART) which will be described in the follow-
ing.
Algebraic Reconstruction Algorithms
Algebraic reconstruction methods base on an entirely different approach than the methods
based on Fourier transforms introduced in the previous sections. Here, one assumes that
the problem to be solved consists of a certain number of unknowns which, together with
the measured projection data, form an algebraic system of equations. Although, this is a
much simpler approach, it lacks the accuracy and the speed of computing.
Starting point is a discrete form of the tomogram. The slice to be reconstructed consists
of an array of unknown variables fi. For an illustration compare Figure 7.16 a). These
6Of course, assuming an experimental time frame of five days available for measuring ptychograms is
very optimistic. Before starting the proper experiment, usually the experimental setup must be aligned
and the experiment must be prepared by performing pre-studies. That is, in practice, the time frame
actually provided is much shorter.
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unknown variables form a linear system of equations and the four fi are theoretically
exactly described by measuring two different angular positions. In Figure 7.16 b) the grid
is chosen finer to achieve a higher resolution.
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Figure 7.16: Illustration of the principle of algebraic reconstruction algorithms in the field of
tomography [Buz04]. a) shows a schematic sketch of the situation of four unknown variables fi and
two projection angles, which yields a linear system of equations consisting of four linear equations
resulting in a unique solution. b) depicts the case of a finer grid. Consequently, the number of
projection angles must be adapted to yield a unique solution for the system of equations. c)
illustrates the principle of projection methods on the example of two unknowns [KS88]. One
starts with an initial guess and subsequently projects it perpendicularly on the first hyperplane
represented by the first equation. Afterwards, this point is also perpendicularly projected on the
second hyperplane, which then is again projected perpendicularly on the first one. Continuing
this procedure yields a unique solution, which is represented by the intersection of the both
hyperplanes.
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Therefore, the number of projections must be adapted. A closer look indicates that the
several rays for the 45°-projection hit the different pixels of the grid differently with respect
to its pixel size. Thus, weights wij are introduced to account for the amount which a
certain pixel contributes to the reconstruction (compare Figure 7.16 b)). That yields to
the following generalized equation system
N∗∑
j=1
wijfj = pi,
where N∗ = n2 is the number of pixels to be reconstructed and 0 ≤ wij ≤ 1. For a
large number of projections pi’s and a large number of pixels to be reconstructed, iterative
projection methods [Kac37] are most suitable to solve the linear system of equations.
A grid representation with N∗ pixels gives the reconstruction N∗ degrees of freedom,
which may be represented as anN∗-dimensional vector in anN∗-dimensional space. Each of
the equations of the system of equations defines a hyperplane in this space. The intersection
of these hyperplanes is the solution provided that a unique solution exists. In [KS88] the
computational implementation of this method is described as follows.
We start with an arbitrary initial guess ~f (0) = (f
(0)
1 , f
(0)
2 , ..., f
(0)
N∗) of the solution, which is
a vector in an N -dimensional space. The initial guess is perpendicularly projected on the
first hyperplane represented by the first equation resulting to ~f (1). Then, ~f (1) is projected
on the second hyperplane giving ~f (2) and so on, until the projection on the ith hyperplane
is performed. Afterwards, ~f (i) is projected on the first hyperplane and then successively
onto the remaining hyperplanes as described for the first step. If a unique solution exists,
it is given by the intersection of the hyperplanes [Tan71]. For a simplified demonstration
of the procedure in the case of two projections, compare Figure 7.16 c).
Comparison between Reconstructions Generated via Filtered Back Projection
and via Algebraic Reconstruction Algorithm
We used the sinograms generated from the set of projections as input for a tomographic
reconstruction algorithm based on an iterative algebraic reconstruction technique. We
performed 50 iterations and the reconstructions were smoothed by means of a Gaussian
smooth function with a full width at half maximum of four pixels. The last ten iterations
were averaged. The result for slice 300 is exemplarily shown in Figure 7.17 c). To stress
that the reconstruction is free of artifacts caused by undersampling, the red rectangular
region of Figure 7.17 c) is enlarged and displayed in Figure 7.17 d). For a comparison, look
at slice 300 in Figure 7.17 a) which was reconstructed by means of a filtered back projection.
Figure 7.17 b) displays the area marked by the red rectangle in Figure 7.17 a) to enhance
the differences in the quality respective undersampling artifacts introduced by the two
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methods (seeFigure 7.17 a) and c)). Note, that in contrast to the results represented in
previous sections, the grey scale is inverted7.
a) b)
c) d)
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Figure 7.17: Comparison between tomographic reconstructions of slice 300 generated via filtered
back projection (a) and via an algebraic reconstruction method (c). Obviously, using the alge-
braic technique leads to a reconstruction free of artifacts caused by undersampling (compare the
enlarged areas (b) and (d)). This is reached at the cost of a reduced spatial resolution, since the
edges in c) and d) are blurred by a Gaussian convolution.
The advantage of the Fourier transform based algorithm over the algebraic reconstruc-
tion technique is the relatively short computing time required for one single reconstruction.
The algebraic methods rely on arithmetic operations which are not optimized by default
and thus, need much time. The best solution would be the combination of both techniques
to overcome the problems respective computing time and artifacts caused by undersam-
pling.
3D Rendering
To visualize the whole 3D result of the reconstructed uranium sample, we used the slices re-
constructed by means of the algebraic method and by means of the filtered back projection
as input for a 3D-rendering application called OsiriX. Figure 7.18 a) and b) show the results
of the 3D rendering generated with the slices from the filtered back projection. The streak
artifacts due to undersampling remained. For completeness, in Figure 7.18 b) the contrast
is changed to enhance the uranium film (yellow). For a comparison Figure 7.18 c) and d)
show the 3D object generated with the slices from the algebraic method. The boundaries
7This is virtue by the fact that the ART routine delivers reconstructions with inverted grey scale relative
to the grey scale of reconstructions generated via FBP routine. For a better visibility we inverted the grey
scale of the reconstruction generated by FBP as well.
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of the 3D object are sharp and free of artifacts. The object is cut such that the uranium
film is stressed. In Figure 7.18 d) the contrast is changed correspondingly to enhance the
uranium film.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 7.18: a) 3D rendering on the base of the slices reconstructed via filtered back projection.
Obviously, the streak artifacts due to undersampling remained. b) The object in (a) is displayed
with a smoothing scale (of the program OsiriX ) to enhance the uranium film. c) shows the object
obtained via 3D rendering of the slices generated by the ART algorithm. The object is free of
artifacts. d) displays the enhanced uranium film of the reconstruction shown in c). The largest
extension of the 3D object is about 10 µm.
7.4 2D Fluorescence Element Mapping
At each scan point of the ptychographic scans the fluorescence spectrum was detected with
an energy dispersive detector. The integral of all these spectra is shown in Figure 7.19.
Obviously, we detected mainly gallium, silicon, uranium and argon. Note, that in general
the area under one single element peak is directly related to the concentration of this
specific element, but areas assigned to different elements are independent from each other.
Note too, that at an energy of 15.25 keV the fluorescence process for the different elements
is excited with different efficiency. The probability to measure a fluorescence signal at the
detector depends on the energy of the incoming photons. Further, the probability for the
emission of Kα radiation by an electron relaxing from the L shell is much higher than the
probability for the emission of Kβ radiation by an electron relaxing from the M shell. The
highest measured signal is that for gallium due to the fact that its fluorescence is optimally
excited. From the sample preparation we know that Ga is implanted in the sample, and
from the evaluations described in the previous sections that its concentration is very low
(compare the results for the refraction index decrement δ in Table 7.2). Argon is not
contained in the sample but in the environmental air.
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Figure 7.19: The integrated fluorescence spectrum in linear representation (a)) and in logarithmic
representation (b)).
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We did not detect a molybdenum fluorescence signal. That does not mean that there is
no molybdenum inside the specimen, but we probably did not excite sufficient fluorescence
radiation to be recorded by the detector. The pixel size in the generated 2D-fluorescence
maps is 40 nm, which corresponds to the step size in the ptychographic scan. As a con-
sequence of the short exposure times of 0.3 s and 0.375 s and, therefore, of low photon
statistics, the detected signal appears relatively noisy.
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Figure 7.20: a) shows the reconstructed object phase at angular position 108°. The grey level
indicates the phase shift in the reconstruction. The 2D fluorescence map at angular position 108°
of the uranium signal is shown in b), that of the silicon signal in c), and that of the gallium signal
in d). The scale of the fluorescence maps is adapted to the size of the corresponding ptychogram
to facilitate the quantitative comparison.
The fluorescence maps measured at angular position 108° are shown exemplarily in
Figure 7.20. In Figure 7.20 b) the fluorescence map of the recorded uranium signal is dis-
played, that of silicon in c), and that of gallium in d). For a comparison, the reconstructed
object phase at this angular position is shown in a) as well. The maps are projections of
the fluorescence signal along the direction of the incident beam. Consequently, the spa-
tial information along that direction is lost due to the three-dimensional extension of the
sample.
From the displayed element maps one can extract that the uranium layer is directly
located next to the silicon substrate. The carbon layer is not visible, since its fluorescence
signal is too weak to reach the detector via its way through the sample, the air, and the
detector window. We know that it is situated at the left hand side of the uranium film and
the observed high gallium signal marks the position where the carbon overlayer is present.
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A comparison with Figure 7.20 d) shows that the gallium is also implanted on the opposite
side, namely in the silicon substrate. This is an artifact of the FIB lift out, as discussed in
section 7.2.2.
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Figure 7.21: a) shows an enlarged detail of the fluorescence map of the uranium signal. A line
scan (red line) over the uranium film yields a spatial resolution of about 80 nm, which corresponds
to two pixels in the fluorescence map in Figure 7.20 b). b) displays an enlarged area of the gallium
signal at the left hand side in Figure 7.20 d). A line scan over the edges results in a spatial
resolution of 80 nm as well.
Figure 7.21 a) displays the uranium film (green) of Figure 7.20 b) slightly enlarged to
enhance the edges. A line scan over this uranium film yields a spatial resolution of more
than one pixel, which corresponds to about 80 nm (compare the diagram on the right hand
side next to a)). A line scan over the edges of the gallium signal (Figure 7.21 b) and
Figure 7.20 d)) results in a similar spatial resolution of about 80 nm. The fluorescence
signal of the silicon is not considered, since the signal is too weak and noisy to evaluate
a line scan (compare Figure 7.20 c)). The spatial resolution of about 80 nm corresponds
to two steps of 40 nm in the ptychography and, hence, to the expected resolution for
fluorescence in the range of the focus size8.
8In scanning fluorescence experiments the achievable spatial resolution is (among others) determined
by the sizes of the scanning illumination. That is, the information, from which position in the sample the
fluorescence radiation comes, is confined to a region determined by the focus size.
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7.5 3D Fluorescence Element Mapping
To visualize the three-dimensional element-distribution we used the fluorescence maps at
the different angular positions as input for a tomographic reconstruction.
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Figure 7.22: a) Tomographic reconstruction of slice 300 which corresponds to slice 12 of the
fluorescence tomogram. The grey level in a) corresponds to the phase shift in radian. b) shows
the three-dimensional distribution of the uranium signal of slice 12, c) of the silicon-signal, and
d) of the gallium signal.
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As described in section 6.3, before generating a sinogram for each slice the two-dimensional
maps have to be prepared with respect to the number of pixels in the horizontal and in
the vertical direction as well as with respect to the horizontal and vertical position of the
object. Since the fluorescence projections are very noisy, the reconstructed tomographic
slices are noisy as well and the spatial resolution is low. The pixel size in the tomographic
reconstruction is 40 nm. Therefore, in contrast to the 464 reconstructed slices of the 3D
ptychogram, we yield only 19 suitable slices with 40 nm thickness. The reconstructed
slice 12 of the fluorescence tomography corresponds approximately to slice 300 of the
ptychographic tomography.
The tomographic results of this slice are displayed in Figure 7.22. While in Figure 7.22 a)
the reconstructed slice of the 3D ptychogram is shown, Figure 7.22 b) displays the three-
dimensional distribution of the uranium signal, c) the distribution of the silicon signal, and
d) of the gallium signal.
From the three-dimensional element-maps one can conclude that the uranium is uni-
formly distributed in a small stripe over the whole width of the slice (see Figure 7.22 b)).
The signal is less noisy. On the contrary, the signal of the silicon is very noisy and one can
hardly define an object boundary (compare Figure 7.22 c)). The gallium is located at the
position of the carbon layer and partially at the position of the silicon substrate on the left
hand side of the object boundaries (compare Figure 7.22 a) and d)).
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Figure 7.23: a) shows an enlarged detail of the slice 12 of the fluorescence tomogram of the
uranium signal. A line scan (red line) over the uranium film yields a spatial resolution of about
80 nm, which corresponds to two pixels in the fluorescence map in Figure 7.22 b). b) displays an
enlarged area of the gallium signal at the left hand side in Figure 7.22 d). A line scan over the
edges results in a spatial resolution of 80 nm as well.
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Analyzing the line profiles reveals a spatial resolution similar to that achieved in the 2D
fluorescence maps. In Figure 7.23 a) an enlarged area of the 3D uranium distribution of
slice 12 (compare Figure 7.22 b)) is shown, and in b) the appropriate 3D distribution of
the gallium signal (Figure 7.22 d)). The evaluation of the line scans over the appropriate
features yields a spatial resolution of about 80 nm, respectively.
7.6 Further Experimental Results
As mentioned before (see Chapter 5.4.2), the sample under investigation was developed
for modeling the influence of so-called ε-particles (metallic precipitates) on the corrosion
of spent nuclear fuel. The characterization of, i. e., agglomerations of molybdenum in the
UO2 matrix is important to find out if this kind of samples really provide ε-particles and
thus mimicking SNF surfaces well [CFGS09,CFWS09,TSJ08,Sho00].
For this purpose several samples have been prepared and were characterized by combining
two- and three-dimensional imaging and spectroscopic techniques like micro- and nano-
x-ray fluorescence, x-ray absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy (XANES), and a
number of tomographic methods. The 3D-ptychography technique introduced in this thesis
is one of these tomographic methods to study UO2/Mo thin films.
In the following, I will present the results concerning the mother sample, from which the
sample studied in the previous sections was prepared [DBD+12].
High-Resolution Experiments at the ESRF and at the HASYLAB at DESY
The experimental results, presented in the following, were generated by a collaborating
partner of the Karlsruher Institute of Technology by means of experiments performed at
the nano-imaging station ID22NI at the ESRF and the HASYLAB beamline-L experi-
mental station (DORIS at DESY). I will not go into detail of the experimental setups
and experimental procedures, but will present the interesting results concerning the un-
derstanding and substantiation of the interpretation of the data that we measured and
evaluated by 3D ptychography.
Fluorescencetomographic measurements at the ESRF proved that the molybdenum is
localized in nanoparticles of 100-400 nm size. It is separated from the uranium and ap-
pears to be located in grain boundaries. Similar measurements at HASYLAB, but with
a micrometer-sized beam, yielded a homogeneous distribution of the molybdenum. Scan-
ning x-ray diffraction experiments revealed that the uranium is present as uranium sili-
cide, but there are areas, where both, uranium oxide and uranium silicide, are present.
Here, the molybdenum appears homogeneously distributed in areas containing only UO2.
Molybdenum agglomerations were found in areas where USi3 is present. One can con-
clude from these results that the uranium oxide partially reacts with the Si substrate at
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1000 ◦C forming uranium silicide. The latter does not accommodate molybdenum into its
structure.
Mo K edge XANES and U L3 edge XANES of the thin film sample were recorded at
different positions identified by scanning x-ray diffraction studies. These positions corre-
spond to areas, where uranium oxide, uranium silicide, and a mixture of these two phases
were found, respectively. These measurements substantiate that in the mixed phase area
the uranium is mostly represent as uranium silicide. All Mo K XANES measurements
differ from that of the Mo reference-foil but their energies indicate that it is Mo(0).
High-resolved holotomographic studies of similar thin films on LaAlO3 as substrate
(25 nm) revealed no evidence of ε-particles in the uranium film sample as well.
In conclusion, these investigations have shown that none of the UO2/Mo thin films or
procedures used produce viable spent nuclear fuel ε-particles. Nano-sized molybdenum
particles were found. However, these particles are either not embedded in the desired
uranium oxide substrate or are present in oxide form and not in the desired metallic
state.
Comparison with the Results of the 3D-Ptychography Experiment
The represented results substantiate the interpretations of our measurements, in particular,
that the δ-value measured in the area we assume uranium corresponds to uranium silicide
and that it is most likely that we did not measure silicon oxide (compare Table 7.2). Fur-
ther, the gallium was found in the carbon overlayer of the mother sample as well, which
indicates that the polishing step to remove implanted gallium was not very successful.
Although, we determined the three-dimensional structure of the thin film with an un-
precedented spatial resolution of 18 nm, we did not detected molybdenum agglomerations.
Either, the sample preparation method is not suited to provide the desired ε-particles, or
the 3D-ptychography method is not qualified to deliver sufficient phase contrast to distin-
guish the molybdenum particles embedded in the uranium film.
Therefore, in the following we will estimate if it is possible, in principle, to distinguish
the phase shift caused by uranium oxide from that caused by molybdenum under the given
experimental conditions.
Assume now, there is uranium oxide in the sample. Then, in accordance to equation
(7.1), we expect to measure a phase shift of Φ = -2.41× 10−3 rad per pixel at those positions
in the tomographic reconstruction, where we suppose to find uranium oxide. Note, that we
base our calculation on the theoretical value for δ, that is δ = 8.49× 10−6, a wavelength
of λ = 0.813A, and a pixel size ∆z of 3.674 nm in the tomographic reconstruction. A
similar calculation for molybdenum with a theoretical value of δ = 7.807× 10−6 results
in an expected phase shift of Φ = -2.22× 10−3 rad per pixel. With these assumptions
the expected phase shift for uranium oxide differs from that expected for molybdenum by
∆Φ = 1.9× 10−4.
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This phase-shift difference has to be compared with the noise level in the reconstruc-
tion. For an estimation of the noise level we determine the standard deviation σ of the
phase-shift values in that area of the tomographic reconstruction of slice 300, where we
most likely measured uranium silicide. This yields a standard deviation of σ = 9× 10−5.
Assuming a two-fold standard deviation, i. e., 2σ = 1.8× 10−4 for a significant signal
and taking into account that we base our estimation on the theoretical δ values for ura-
nium oxide and molybdenum we find that ∆Φ is only slightly larger than 2σ, namely,
2σ = 1.8× 10−4<∆Φ = 1.9× 10−4. In practice, it will likely be very difficult to distin-
guish molybdenum and uranium oxide with respect to the measured phase shift and thus
to resolve molybdenum particles, which are embedded in an uranium-oxide matrix under
the given experimental situation.
From the results of this section we can conclude that 3D ptychography is not the ideal
method to resolve ε-particles embedded in uranium oxide and that fluorescence tomography
techniques as applied in the experiments performed by the collaborating partner of the
Karlsruher Institute of Technology (see above) are probably more suited for this kind of
experimental problems.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Outlook
3D ptychography is a coherent imaging technique which successfully combines scanning
microscopy and tomography taking advantage of both, the high spatial resolution of lens-
less imaging and the high penetration power of hard x rays. In this thesis, I demonstrated
the feasibility of this method at the example of a measurement carried out at the hard
x-ray nanoprobe setup at beamline P06 of PETRA III at DESY. We achieved an un-
precedented spatial resolution in 3D maps of the refractive index decrement δ of at least
18 nm in the tomographic reconstruction. The high spatial resolution of the projections
obtained by ptychography was transferred to the tomogram. Additionally, we were able to
extract the two- and three-dimensional element distribution in the sample with a spatial
resolution of about 80 nm by measuring the fluorescence signal at each scan point of the
ptychograms.
The feasibility of 3D ptychography includes the managing of several sophisticated work
steps and the solving of several challenging issues. High-resolution 3D ptychography re-
quires a high number of coherent photons per area and an experimental environment al-
lowing a precise sample alignment and movement as well as a high-efficiency pixel detector
to record the far-field diffraction patterns. The undulator source at beamline P06 supplies
the necessary photon dose and the hard x-ray nanoprobe setup at beamline P06 provides
the required experimental environment. During the experiment we recorded about 600 000
diffraction patterns and about 600 000 fluorescence spectra. This corresponds to an amount
of 694 GB memory. To handle these data requires an appropriate computing capacity and
optimized analysis software. The ptychographic reconstruction routine has to manage up
to 10 000 diffraction patterns for one data set, and a high number of iterations are necessary
to find the correct solution. For this reason, the ptychography algorithm was implemented
on a GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), on which calculations are executed in parallel yield-
ing a shorter processing time. Due to the time constraint of 6 days to investigate a sample
with a largest transverse extension of 10.5 µm, we measured only 91 projections under dif-
ferent orientations of the sample and we adapted the scan area of each ptychographic scan
to the sample size as seen under the current orientation. The different scan sizes result
in reconstructed projections of different sizes with respect to the number of pixels in the
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horizontal and in the vertical direction, respectively. To generate a sinogram as data base
for a tomographic reconstruction, the projections had to be adapted to a common number
of pixels of the horizontal and vertical direction, respectively. This issue is managed by
means of the routine described in Chapter 6.2. Managing these several challenging issues
provides a 3D data set yielding a reconstructed three-dimensional inner structure of the
investigated sample with an unprecedented spatial resolution of 18 nm.
The experiment was demonstrated at the example of an UO2-sample, which is a promis-
ing candidate for the investigation of spent nuclear fuel (nuclear waste). The expected
presence of ε-particle-like molybdenum agglomeration embedded in uranium oxide could
not be confirmed in the frame of this measurement. We did not detect uranium oxide but
uranium silicide, that is, the uranium of the uranium oxide film probably reacted with the
silicon from the substrate to uranium silicide during the heating step of the sample prepara-
tion, compare section 5.4.3. A comparison of our experimental results with those obtained
from experiments contemporary performed by a collaborating partner of the Karlsruher
Institute of Technology confirms our results with respect to the two-and three-dimensional
elemental distribution.
The main limitation of the applicability of this method is the required experimental time
for a sufficient angular sampling of the specimen to obtain tomographic reconstructions
free of artifacts. One possibility to reduce the required experimental time is preparing
samples of smaller sizes. Another way to overcome reconstruction artifacts caused by
angular undersampling is using reconstruction algorithms specifically developed for exper-
imental situations where an insufficient number of angular positions were measured, such
as algebraic reconstruction algorithms.
The ptychographic reconstruction suffer from artifacts due to total reflections on smooth
and plane sample surfaces. To overcome such artifacts ptychographic reconstruction rou-
tines should be extended by such effects beyond the Born approximation.
By means of the measured fluorescence signal coming from the sample at each ptycho-
graphic scan point in parallel to the measurement of the diffraction patterns, we addition-
ally generated two-dimensional and three-dimensional maps of the elemental distribution
of the investigated sample. These results were compared with those obtained by 3D pty-
chography. We achieved a spatial resolution of about 80 nm in the two-dimensional and in
the three-dimensional fluorescence maps.
The 3D-ptychography method motivates further applications. Nevertheless, there are
several aspects of the experiment which should be improved to achieve an even higher
spatial resolution and to reduce the required experimental time.
Vibrations
The stability of the experimental setup mainly influences the quality of the reconstruc-
tions. One source of instability are the motorized stages. The experiment showed that,
in particular, the resolution, precision, and repeatability of the scanner stage are not of
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the desired quality. The actual positions in the scan do not correspond to the nominal
positions, which results in inaccurate image reconstructions. To control drifts one could
monitor the components of the setup by utilizing a laser-interferometric control system.
The data from the laser-interferometer can be used to correct the positions of several setup
components in retrospect. Such a system is under development [Pat10]. Furthermore, it
would be very helpful to computationally correct positioning errors by default. Algorithms
which correct the positions in the scan are under development as well.
Another source of instability are thermal drifts of the whole setup. One way to overcome
thermal drifts is a constant climate in the nanohutch. This is essentially ensured by a
climate control unit. Nevertheless, whenever a user enters the hutch, the equilibrium is
disturbed. Therefore, one should avoid to open and enter the hutch, unnecessarily.
Preliminary experiments on a test sample revealed that the scanner stage is unstable.
The horizontal axes vibrate and these vibrations lead to artifacts in the ptychographic re-
construction. This is virtue to the fact that the vibrations of the stage are on a lower time
scale than the exposure time and, therefore, the measured diffraction pattern is a superpo-
sition of the different intensity patterns generated by illuminating the sample at different
positions. The degree of visibility decreases and the diffraction pattern is smeared.
Beam Stability
The double crystal monochromator is susceptible to thermal drifts yielding beam instabil-
ities and, therefore, variations in the photon flux on the sample. During the experiment,
a beam monitor was used to control the position of the beam. A further possibility to
control the intensity on the sample is to introduce a pindiode in between the exit of the
second nanofocusing lens and the sample. Detecting the absolute intensity signal for each
scan point allows one to normalize the diffraction patterns.
Coherent Flux
The detected fluence coming from the sample was 3 000 ph/nm2 on the average. The fluence
on the sample significantly determines the achievable spatial resolution. Consequently, to
increase the spatial resolution in the ptychograms, the number of photons per area should
be increased by using a prefocusing optic to capture the coherent flux of the incident x-ray
beam and to match it to the entrance aperture of the first nanofocusing lens. To measure
this high fluence a detector with an appropriate short read out time is required.
Experimental Time
When all mentioned points needed improvement are taken into account, then, nevertheless,
remains the most crucial issue of the required experimental time. As explained before, the
time consuming factor is measuring a sufficient number of projections to fulfill the an-
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gular sampling requirement. Otherwise, image artifacts in form of stripes are present in
the reconstructed images due to undersampling and, consequently, the spatial resolution
decreases. There are several aspects to reduce the experimental time needed for the mea-
surement of one projection. One way is to prepare samples of smaller dimensions. Another
possibility is to increase the coherent dose on the sample by using a prefocusing optic to
minimize the exposure time. Furthermore, one should prove, if actually an overlap of 60 %
is required for the convergence of the reconstruction algorithm. The gain in time can be
used to measure a higher number of angular projections and thus, to approach the angular
sampling requirement.
In summary, we demonstrated the feasibility of high-resolution 3D ptychography with
an unprecedented spatial resolution of 18 nm in the tomogram. This first step of develop-
ment of the 3D-ptychography method opens the way to future applications on the field of
medicine and material science provided a manageable experimental time and sample prepa-
ration. The method can deliver the three-dimensional interior structure of diverse sample
types, for instance materials, organisms or even single cells. One can extract quantitative
information important for medical applications as well as for basic research. Combining 3D
ptychography and fluorescence tomography can additionally deliver the three-dimensional
element distribution of the interior of samples.
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